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the performance of A. Mangai’s Pacha mannu (The New Born, 1994), which
interrogates the social construction of hierarchical power relationship and puts up
gendered resistance to it in enacting alternate possibilities in the streets. Mangai’s theatre
engages with issues related to gender inequality and gender-based oppressions women face
since their very birth, specifically female infanticide and the preference for male child, and
aims at raising consciousness among the common masses. Staged in makeshift stages or
empty spaces, The New Born deals with everyday realities men and women experience,
and through using songs, rituals, and local customs it strikes a common note among the
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Introduction
Indian women’s engagement with theatre to protest gender

discrimination and gender violence began with the formation of
feminist groups in the 1970s. Since then women theatre practitioners
have been embracing theatre to engage effectively with the masses for
the cause of women. These theatre groups act as a link between
women’s consciousness and women’s articulation. They give voice to
women’s issues, ranging from female infanticide, through gender
inequality and dowry, to multiple forms of violence against women.
Among the several social problems in the country, the problem of
female feticide is a pan-Indian occurrence. Governmental apathy and
laissez-faire attitude that pass this criminal offence as a matter of “social
cause” contribute to the widespread occurrence of female feticide.
Various women’s organizations including female theatre artists have
taken up the issue of female feticide and tried to address the social
malaise through direct campaigns and cultural activism.

The issues of gender inequality have been the staple theme in
the dramatic oeuvre of A. Mangai,1 alias for Dr. V. Padma, a founding
member of theatre groups such as Sakthi (the cultural wing of AIDWA
[All India Democratic Women’s Association]), Palkalai Arangam
(University Theatre), Chennai Kalai Kuzhu (Chennai Cultural
Troupe), Voicing Silence (an autonomous theatrical/cultural group
based in Tamil Nadu), and Marappachi (a registered trust for
education in art). Mangai’s performances are situated at the
intersection of politics and performance as they interrogate the social
construction of hierarchical power relationship and put up gendered
resistance to it in enacting alternate possibilities in the streets. In 1986,
Mangai, under AIDWA, performed Yar kutravali? (Who is Guilty?)
which analyzes the sociocultural reasons behind the killing of a girl
child; with Sakthi, she performed Karpathin kural (Voice of the New
Born), which articulates hope for a better future, and Thoppuzh kodi
(Umbilical Cord), in which the female fetus is provided with a voice in
support of its mother. Mangai’s Pacha mannu (TheNew Born, 1994) was
performed by Voicing Silence, an autonomous troupe founded in 1993,
within the M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation, Chennai. The play
was developed out of an interaction in a workshop in 1994 with Rati
Bartholomew, a senior theatre artist. The participants of that workshop
did extensive field research on the subject and collected songs related
to various rituals on women’s life cycle. The play was finalized after a
collaborative effort of the participants.

In this article we focus on The New Born, a street play written and
directed by Mangai and performed by Voicing Silence. The article
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intends to analyze how Mangai’s directorial venture, The New Born,
protests against the practice of female feticide and becomes successful
in raising consciousness among the commonmasses. For the analysis of
the play, we rely on a video recording of the performance borrowed
from the director. The recorded play is a 1994 performance, perhaps
one of the earliest, performed in Muthunayakampatti and Nalukalpa-
lam, both located in Salem District, Tamil Nadu. The study also takes
into account the English rendition of the script published in 2013.

Mangai’s The New Born
The New Born is a thirty-five-minute play structured as seemingly

unorganized events that are connected with the life cycle of women.
Interspersed with mythical references, local songs, a lullaby, dances,
and dialogues in different tones, the play is performed in communities
such as land-owning counter sections where the practice of female
feticide is rampant. Female feticide or “death by social cause” is an
illegal act of killing the female fetus which results in higher male child
sex ratio and sexual inequality. In India, female children are often
abhorred and seen as accursed, while a male child carries on the family
legacy. Emily Buchanan’s BBC documentary Let Her Die (1993)
uncovers the brutal story of female infanticide in India from Tamil
Nadu to Rajasthan to Punjab, showing how female fetuses are killed by
the parents and doctors, and how the doctors offer the package of
amniocentesis and successive abortion. According to Indian Census
data, a decline in the female to male sex ratio in the age group of 0 to 6
steadily declined from 934 females per 1000 males (1981), to 927 per
1000 (1991 and 2001), to 914 per 1000 (2011). Although the
Government of India passed the Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal
Diagnostic Techniques Act (PCPNDT) in 1994, illegal abortions are
still going on.

Amartya Sen in “More Than 100 Million Women Are Missing”
(1990) wrote that in South and East Asia, women were missing in
numbers due to female mortality, compared with the sex ratio in
Europe (1.06) and North America (1.05) to South Asia (0.93). Sen
concludes that the real deficit of women to men is 11 percent in South,
West, and North Asia, which amounts to “great many more than 100
million women” as missing, numbers that speak “quietly a terrible story
of inequality and neglect leading to excess mortality of women” (Sen
1990). Viewing the female mortality rate in North India, Barbara D.
Miller termed women in the region as “endangered sex” (Miller 1981).
Ansley Coale calculates the total number ofmissing girls in South Asia is
60 million (Coale 1991: 517–523). Sita Agarwal in Genocide of Women in
Hinduism opines that women’s status in India has fallen considerably
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even after fifty years of Indian independence and “the reason is that
Indian feminism has not tackled the core of the evil” (Agarwal 1999: 3).

Tamil Nadu is one of the most notorious states among those with
a high rate of female infanticide, especially in areas such as Usilampatti
and Salem.2 Agarwal blames Brahminic strategic imposition of female
feticide to crush the Dravidian movement. She calculates more than a
million girls are killed annually (Agarwal 1999: 14). According to Sonali
Verma, “[a] recent UnitedNations report said up to 50million girls and
women were missing from India’s population, the result of systematic
sex discrimination extending to the abortion of female fetuses” (qtd. in
Agarwal 1999: 15). The issue of female feticide was taken up by the
women’s groups after successful campaigning against rape and dowry
deaths. In the International Women’s Decade (1976–1985), the

FIGURE 1. A. Mangai. (Courtesy of Soumya Mohan Ghosh)
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Department of Women and Child Development was set up in India.
Moreover, the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) summit in Islamabad (1988) announced the year 1990 as the
SAARC Year of the Girl Child and 1991–2000 as the SAARC Decade of
the Girl Child. The impact was so profound that the media also
participated in fostering awareness among the people. The ripples
created by these growing efforts were reflected in the agendas of the
women’s groups, some of which took recourse to performing street
plays in the affected areas to create social awareness, including
Mangai’s efforts in the remote villages of Tamil Nadu.

In the video, the play begins with the entrance of the troupe
members of Voicing Silence, nearly ten in number, both men and
women dressed in simple clothes, with men in pink T-shirts and women
in sari. They walk through the market streets of Muthunayakampatti
(Salem, Tamil Nadu), making a loud arresting appeal to the people in
the market to assemble and form a group. Accompanied by song,
dance, and beating of thappu,3 they beseech the rural people to come
with “beautiful eyes” and “attentive ears” to give them a “patient
hearing.” With an inclusive tone, localized idiom, and short and direct
dialogues, they stimulate the crowd. Once the crowd is prepared for the
performance, Mangai clarifies that they do not intent to advertise any
product or promote any scheme, but to interact with them on everyday
realities that they see around them and entreat them to intervene
whenever they want, and thereafter she declares the play open: “The
New Born.”

The play begins with a woman crying in a funeral procession that
carries a dead female infant in a cloth cradle. The image of a woman
being carried in a stretcher singing an oppari (a customary mourning
song) symbolically suggests the fate of the “new born” girl child and also
hints at her fate of being a woman. While the oppari is sung, the actors
dance eccentrically with grotesque movements. The woman says that
had she been killed by her mother she would not have suffered the pain
of an aggrieved mother. At this point, the actors establish a direct
connect with the audience through dialogues whereby the audience is
given the responsibility of deciding the fate of the expecting mother
and her unborn child. This sudden throw of question to the audience
builds up a sense of unease for them, while responses do generate. The
boundary between the actors and the audience is almost a blurred one
and it diffuses at certain points where the narrative is ruptured by
participatory mode and open articulation. The actors play the role of
facilitators or agents provocateurs to mobilize the audience and to
sensitize them to the woman question.
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A sudden shift in action takes place after the mourning scene.
The audience is brought back to the mythic past. The shift in the time
frame is to recount the fate of women in all ages. Mangai criticizes the
exploitation of women in the myths which facilitated dissemination of
misogyny in the society, “a felicitous advance in the level of propaganda,
since it so often bases its arguments on ethics or theories of origins”
(Millett 2000: 51). The fearful sexuality of women is put under the
control of men. Thus, a woman is depicted in male literature as passive,
suffering, and silent. In The New Born, Mangai hails the divine feminine,
who is the creator of this world and from whom all energy emanates.
Through valorization of primordial energy personified as Shakti, the
female form of Divine Energy in Hinduism, Mangai celebrates the
creativity and fertility of women. The chorus sings about the injustices
done to the mythical women (Mangai 2013: 526), right from Ahalya to
Draupadi, Gandhari, and Sita,4 while in the background a cloth cradle
is presented.

The glorification of these women in the myth highlights the
virtues of “[b]estower of boons,” “protector of Family Gunavati,”5

“[t]reasure of compassion,” and chastity (Mangai 2013: 526). In this
respect, the Sanskrit hymn glorifying pancakanya (“the five virgins”) of
Hindu mythology can be recalled. The hymn of disputed source
celebrates five women from the epics (the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata) as ideal and chaste women whose names, when recited,
is said to dispel sin:

Ahalya, Draupadi, Kunti, Tara, and Mandodari
Always remembering the five virgins destroys great sins (Banerjee 2016,
n. pag., our translation)

Another version of the hymn replaces Kunti with Sita as one of the five
virgins. By referring to these archetypal women, Mangai professes to
highlight the “cruel things” instead of the “false praises” that the epics
shower on these women in order to propagate the male vision of
womanhood (Mangai 2013: 526). In the play, the sweeping of time,
from present to past and then to present is to make the audience travel
back and forth in time so that they assess the status of women across
time and understand how a woman’s life is always demeaned and
devalued in the society. The second, but strong, objective is to enable
the women spectators to identify with thesemythical heroines and allow
them to draw a fresh perspective on the role assigned to them in society.

After talking about the suffering of mythical women in the
canonical literature, the plot shifts to modern Indian women caught up
in perpetual slavery and oppression by men. Mangai highlights the ways
a girl child is (un)welcomed in the family and the successive turn of
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events that situate her in the society as an inferior Other. She not only
shows the cycle of events as they happen in a woman’s life, but also
offers alternate possibilities in the political front.

In India, sons are considered more valuable than daughters.
Various patriarchal customs privilege sons over daughters to the point
that daughters are disowned by the natal family. Sons are only allowed
for patrilineal inheritance, continuation of family line, and for carrying
out funeral rites of their parents.6 This issue became particularly
prominent in the twentieth century due to population control and a
sharp decline in the fertility rate. Fertility rate has decreased from 5.9 in
1960 to 5.6 in 1970, to 4.0 in 1990, to 3.1 in 1997, to 2.4 in 2015
(UNICEF 1999: 125; 2016: 155). However, the governmental insistence
on smaller familial units forces the increased rate of female infanticide
with the proliferation of technological advances in sex determination
and sex-selective abortion. The goal of a small family with a male heir
prompts the couple to determine the sex of the unborn child.

Mangai critiques the patriarchal preference for sons through
governmental focus on population control in modern India. With the
help of formations and the ‘Tinn Tinn’ sound, reminding the audience
of a radio announcement, the actors draw the attention of the audience
to the present day reality. In rural India, even today, radio is the only
popular and affordable medium for entertainment and news. In the
1980s, radio was a powerful means to propagate the government’s
family planning agenda of “We Two, Ours Two.” The troupe, in chorus,
not only mimics the social values of the period but also brings a twist in
the slogan by localizing it:

We Two, Ours one
Tinn Tinn
One home, one tree
For one family . . . . Only one son we want (Mangai 2013: 527)

Although the size of the family has decreased after population control,
it has not affected the birth of male children; in fact, sex of the future
generation has been brought under the “calculus of conscious control”
(Coale qtd. in Croll 2001: 233). According to Elizabeth Croll, “[c]
ontrary to demographic expectations, son preference did not prove to
be an impediment to fertility decline, rather fertility decline has
exacerbated son preference and thus discrimination against girls”
(Croll 2001: 231).

Even the women of the families are complacent to this demand,
and they act as agents of patriarchy. The BBC documentary mentioned
above shows the preference for male child in Indian villages. The desire
for sons is so much that the wife is forced to continue childbearing till
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she gives birth to a son. In some regions of India, people believe that the
killing of the girl child will ensure birth of a boy. The birth of a boy is an
occasion to celebrate, while the birth of a girl is considered a financial
liability. With the sound of the crying baby, one of the actors asks:

A boy or a girl
A boy only
. . .
Girl . . .
Oh! This happens to be a girl!
. . .
Gain? Or loss?
Crystal sugar? Or palm jaggery?
Laddu? or puttu? (Mangai 2013: 527–528)7

Gender discrimination begins from the first day of the birth. Laddu, as a
treat, is distributed among the relatives after the birth of a male child,
while puttu is associated with the birth of a female child. As puttu is given
to the girl when she comes of age followed by an elaborate puberty
ritual, women say that they neither eat the dish nor give it to anybody.
According to Miller, “[t]he problem is that son preference is so strong
in some areas of India and amongst some classes that daughters must
logically suffer in order that families’ perceived and culturally
mandated needs are fulfilled” (Miller 1981: 25).

The preference for male child in India continues from the Vedic
times. According to Agarwal, the main reason for the degeneration of
women’s condition is the perpetuation of Vedic and Vaishnava
religions, “the main culprits behind the most anti-woman system the
world has ever seen. Far from being ‘enlightened’ and ‘progressive,’
Brahmanism is in fact the very fountain of the evils of sati, female
infanticide, devadasism and dowry” (Agarwal 1999: 4).8 Atharva Veda
mentions the charms for obtaining a son:

Prajapati, Anumati and Sinivali have ordered9

Let a girl child be born elsewhere, let a male child be born here
(Atharva Veda Saṃhita: VI.11.1323: our translation)

Mangai critiques the Vedic hymns through the voice of the villagers in
The New Born:

Voice: If all of you say that you don’t want a girl, how will this world live
on?
There is a way for that!
. . . .
We want only a boy baby. But let a girl . . . baby be born to her!
(Many repeat the same) (Mangai 2013: 528)
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The familiar readers of Indian culture at once identify with the
unending desire for male offspring in India.

The action freezes here, allowing the audience to participate
and to speak their mind on the pros and cons of having a girl child. In
the video, we see the audience becoming active performers; they
express their views, which are encountered by the other viewers and
also challenged by the actors. There are quick responses frombothmen
and women, who detest the arrival of a girl child. Many among the
crowd repeat the same. The remarkable part of the play is the conscious
attempt of the troupe to engage the audience effortlessly, through
spontaneity and impromptu.

A sari, as a prop, is held from end to end, used as a curtain for the
preparation of child delivery. Next, the sari is rolled back, registering
the arrival of the “new born.” But as the child is born, the crowd is
gripped in a certain anxiety, which is spelled out by the actor: “Even this
is a girl?” (Mangai 2013: 529). The male voice authoritatively proclaims
his verdict, “Let this be discarded, give it up forever” (Mangai 2013:
529). The sari is dexterously handled again, this time to make a cradle,
suggesting the point that although the newborn is not terminated, its
fate is decided. The ultra sound technique came in India in the early
1980s and during the 1990s, while ultra sound clinics reached even to
the remotest villages in the country. These prenatal sex determination
tests had become relatively cheap by then, but not all could access or
afford such diagnosis and consequently some preferred practicing
female infanticide. So, the family would wait till the birth of the child
and take a decision about its life on the basis of its sex. In the play, this
“new born” is a girl and therefore it is the right time to decide her fate.
While the cradle swings to the rhythm of the lullaby, a gloomy,
remorseful weariness hangs over, which is countered with assertive
accusations of women from the troupe: “Being born a woman what
pleasures do we get? Can we at least smile wholeheartedly?” (Mangai
2013: 530).

The troupe members, both men and women, enact the routine
man-woman role that engenders discrimination. Confining a woman to
the domestic domain and not allowing her to make her choices are
some of the ways to reinforce the patriarchal order in the society.
Women suffer discrimination and exploitation, which passes on to her
daughter(s). The New Born gives details of oppressions in a woman’s life.
A girl is taught to learn self-restraints. Disciplinary ways are imposed
upon her. She is made to work in domestic sphere along with her
mother to learn the domestic chores: “Take the broomstick! For a
female donkey is this not too much of a game? Come home I’ll give you
good” (Mangai 2013: 530). The mother in the play proclaims:
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Heavy walking not allowed
Loud talking not allowed
Loud laughter not allowed
Higher learning not allowed
Direct looking not allowed
Talking back not suitable (Mangai 2013: 530–531)

As the girl grows up, she experiences gender discrimination at every
stage of her life. The play is firmly rooted in the Tamil sociocultural
context. The ceremonies/rituals associated with the woman’s life cycle
are taken up one by one in the play further. Since these ceremonies
form a vital part of community living and are readily relatable to any
woman, Mangai exploits them in the play. For example, an oil press
scene, evolved out of the traditional mode of extracting oil, is
juxtaposed with the disciplining of the young girl. Another example
focuses on the puberty rituals, which celebrate a girl’s coming of age in
an elaborate manner.

In South India, puberty rituals are celebrated on a grand scale.
Parents are expected to invite their family members and other guests to
make the world know of the girl who has come of age. Hidden behind
these celebrations are the age-old convictions that a girl’s utility lies in
her womb. Mangai’s elaborate description of puberty rituals points to
the futility of such expenses, which also cause women’s further
degradation.

In India where child marriage is practiced, girls of ten to twelve
years of age are deemed to be blossoming bud, who need to be
protected from the evil gaze of men:

The bud has blossomed
Its face should not be shown
The evil eyes of the people
Would make it a barren tree. (Mangai 2013: 531)

The girl, after her menstruation starts, is given a ritual bath and kept in
a separate room for fifteen days where men are not allowed to enter.
The girl is given a healthy diet for the entire period. After the fifteenth
day, a grand festival takes place where the girl is dressed in silk sari as a
would-be bride. The ritual symbolically suggests the entrapment of the
girl. Mangai’s artistry lies in depicting the specificities of the ritual
through symbolic movements and narrative descriptions, while at the
same time breaking the narrative and presenting those before the
public in order to scrutinize their necessity:

(Two persons with masks can hold the curtain, one can see two figures
(man-woman) who comment on these rituals. A critical comment can follow each
and every ritual.) (Mangai 2013: 531)
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Mangai not only condemns the puberty ritual but also scathingly
attacks the practice of dowry. In India, dowry is one of the deep-rooted
evils whereby giving of gifts in the form of durable goods and/or cash,
real, movable property to a groom by the bride’s family is a common
practice. In the rural parts of the country, men usually work as
agricultural laborers to earn their livelihood. Many of them face a lot of
hardships to even meet their basic needs, but even the poorest of the
poor is not free from the claptraps of dowry. The play exposes the game
of dowry bargaining by inviting answers from the audience:

Voice: The girl is not educated.
Woman: Fifty thousand.
Voice: The girl is dark.
Voice: Looks like she is aged.
Woman: 25 sovereigns.
Voice: Only son.
Woman: We will get a scooter.
Voice: Permanent job.
Woman: We will gift a color TV. (Mangai 2013: 532)

In fact, dowry is a deal between the two families as the groom’s parents
fix the price of their son depending on the boy’s education, profession
and their own socioeconomic status, and once the second party is ready
to fulfill the demands, the marriage is fixed. Through this deal, it is
assumed that the girl would have a secured future and happy marital
life, but this remains a dream for many. Despite fulfilling the dowry
demands, women get subjected to mental and physical torture. In
India, the incidents of wife battering have become so commonplace
that they are ignored as private family matters.

The play progresses with the wedding song that describes the
marriage of Kashi King’s daughter (in the Mahabharata, the King of
Kashi arranged an open grand marriage ceremony for his three
daughters, inviting the princes of different Indian kingdoms). The
Indian marriages are always grand in nature— be it a rich or a poor,
each family spends their savings lavishly to make the occasion grand.
The scene changes with masked faces taking the center space. The
masked man and woman discuss about the gifts to be taken in dowry
and also mention the occasions when it has to be taken—“gifts for the
month of Aadi, Deepavali, Pongal”10 (Mangai 2013: 533). The masks
elevate such villainy into a non-gender-specific abstraction.

The next elaborate ceremony is the bangle ceremony or
Valaikappu (meant to ensure protection of the expecting mother and
birth of a healthy child) which is held during the seventh or ninth
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month of the woman’s pregnancy. This ceremony is rendered through
a song. The expecting woman is gifted gold or silver bangles, each
carrying a meaning that endorses the superiority of the male child, and
she is blessed so that she gives birth to a boy like Bhima (the second
brother of the Pandavas in the Mahabharata, known for his valor and
strength). These elaborate ceremonies are not meant to make the
woman feel proud of her state; rather they are the cultural expressions
that reinforce themasculine order. These ceremonies come in the form
of small treats in the miserable lives of women. They are regulated and
relegated to the fringes by over-burdening them with the domestic
chores and such cultural practices. The actors collectively bemoan the
hapless state of women:

I am cursed to be born a woman
. . .
A woman cared for her house.
A woman is an object of pleasure.
A woman breeds children.
A woman is man’s property. (Mangai 2013: 535)

After marriage, the woman is put in confinement, in the custody
of her husband and her in-laws. Her routine work is mapped in the
dialogues of the performers. A woman is valued only for two reasons—
for her culinary skills and her womb, provided she brings a son to her
family. Sexual encounter for a man is a means to get pleasure through
orgasm; for a woman it is an obligatory duty. Mangai shows this duality
while presenting these notions under public scrutiny. She cleverly
devised dialogues to provoke the audience to break the “centuries of
sediments” (Mangai 2013: 535). She advocates the rights of a woman
over her own body in not being the sexual slave of her husband and a
baby-producing machine. Mangai aims to shatter the notion of male
supremacy and break the gender discourse that structure men and
women through iterations of gender roles. Her subversive satirical
representation of women’s misery questions the traditional patriarchal
values and urges women to proclaim their rights and end slavery—
physical and sexual— and to transcend their own gender and gender-
defined roles.

Once the news of the woman’s pregnancy breaks out, the family
members gear up to determine the sex of the fetus and decide to abort
it, if it is female. The troupe plays a bow song, villupattu (a form of song
in Tamil Nadu accompanied by a long bow and supported by a chorus,
often designed as a form of debate), to enact the story of female
feticide. The scene proves catalytic in sending the social message across
and for reinforcing change against the established notion. Through the
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song it is suggested that the girl, if born, will only face hardships and
therefore it is essential to free her from this fate. The actors, in a highly
subtle way, satirize the ways of “converting the womb into a tomb”
(Mangai 2013: 536).

The multiplicity of suffering makes a woman feel herself
accursed, yet she desires that her daughter should not suffer the same.
By giving expression to the mother’s feelings for her unborn daughter,
Mangai focuses on the mother–daughter bond which is fraught with
“oneness and continuity” as each mother is emotionally attached with
her daughter more than with her son (Chodorow 1999: 109). The play
also attempts to project the psychological torment of mothers:

(The girl wants to get rid of these problems and tries to run. The mother talks like
one who had just been relieved of a hallucination.)
Mother: No! No! I don’t want
Let not this (girl child) one grow up to lead a disastrous life.
Let me choke and suffocate to bring up this (girl child). (Mangai 2013:
534)

The play depicts the anxiety of women to escape the perpetual
slavery by aborting the new born (female) child.

If a girl is born
Innumerable hardships await
Let us destroy let us destroy
If it is a girl let us destroy (Mangai 2013: 535)

Women become complacent in the crime of killing the new born. For
this reason, technological advances are used to determine the sex of the
fetus so as to proceed with the abortion if the child happens to be a girl:

If the womb is known to hold a girl baby it is destroyed before five
months and that is why now
There they go there they go
They take the women and go
For converting a womb into a tomb (Mangai 2013: 536)

The mother feels helpless in the face of overarching patriarchal
figures of husband and in-laws. On learning about her family’s decision
to kill the female fetus, themother shrieks for being deceived. This part
is rendered through a bow song called as “Sudalai Maadan kathai” (The
story of Sudalai Maadan). The actual story of Sudalai Maadan originates
from the Hindu mythology where Sudalai is the offspring of Shiva and
Shakti. The story is also found in a scene adapted from Gandhari’s
lamentation, a character from the Mahabharata. Here, the mother in
the play tries to resist the act of killing her child, and chastises her
husband for taking the responsibility of a woman by marrying her when
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he is not being able to bring up a (female) child, to which the husband
gives a clichéd reply: “If you go with another child, will my mother allow
you to enter the house? Or will your people at home bear the burden?”
(Mangai 2013: 537). The mother asserts that she does not want to abort
her fetus, but she will kill it with her own hands if it is a female:

Mother: Yeman leaveme now. I amnot for it. My heart disagrees. When
the child is born we will see.
Father: If it is born a girl?
Mother: If it is born . . . . I will kill with my hands and bury digging the
earth. (Mangai 2013: 537)

The exchange of dialogues between the mother and the father take the
shape of an argument, but eventually the mother has to succumb under
the pressure. She pleads with her husband to keep the child till it is born
as her pregnancy has crossed six months—the third and final trimester
stage where destroying the fetus would be fatal to herself. The father
allows her to keep the unborn in the womb till it is delivered.

Although the husband is the guardian of the woman, in the
Indian familial context, the in-laws hold the authority. But Mangai does
not project any of them as the absolute villain. All the characters are
puppets in the hands of the sociocultural tradition that directs its
members to prefer killing the girl child. Even the father laments: “What
can I do, brother? Do I really wish to do away with the child in the
womb? Everything is my fate” (Mangai 2013: 537), and “[y]ou know that
it is difficult to bring up the child in a good way . . . that too for a girl
we cannot afford the gifts and other things that is why I am asking you to
do . . . ” (Mangai 2013: 537).

The mother gives birth to a girl child, who will be taken away by
the nurse—Chinnamma Akka (an elder sister in Tamil). The cry of the
mother is countered by the nurse. Suggestions pour in to decide the
fate of the baby. A woman actor advises the father to abandon her
secretly in the government cradle. But he is not prepared to give away
the girl child to the cradle put by the government, as he feels it would be
sinful if the child grows up to be ill-natured. Nor does he agree to give it
to somebody else to raise her up. Rather he blames his wife for not
being able to give birth to a boy. The mother, the source of life and the
nurturer, becomes powerless to protect her infant. The heart-rending
cry of themother shows the earthly mother’s eternal prayer to spare her
child: “Ayyo! Akka! No Akka. Please leavemy child Akka” (Mangai 2013:
539). It is at this point that both the performers and the audience
undergo a self-searching experience. The audience comes to terms with
its own consciousness about this heinous crime. Here, through
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interruption, the actors implore/provoke the audience to intervene
and change the course of action:

Interruption:Why is it that even to allow a life to live these people think
like this . . . ? If these youngsters are allowed, would they be able to
take a decision like a chariot with an unscrewed wheel they can neither
go forward nor backward nor stand still. These many elders here . . . .
What? Can’t anyone of you talk? Are these happenings right . . . ? Had
discrimination betweenmale and female led to the killing of girl child?
Had such a thing happened so far . . . ? Come on tell us. (Mangai 2013:
541)

The tone of the interruption accuses themother for not being bold and
for her inability to protect her child. At this crucial juncture in the
video, an old lady from among the crowd intervenes to tell her own
story of strength and determination. She attacks such inhumane
practices and in an utterly outrageous state, spits. The old lady’s gesture
of spitting showcases her disgust for the practitioners/promoters of
such cultural conventions. Her wisdom denounces the centuries’ old
belief that male children would take care of their aging parents and
they alone are allowed to do the funeral rites:

Old lady: If you think what these men talk is a sacred scripture . . .
nothing can be done. A girl child . . . in future would feed you with
gruel water, if you suffer from headache and leg pain they would
agonize and stand by you with concern. If it is a male child . . . he
would look into his own business and would walk off . . . who would
know all these things. (Mangai 2013: 542)

Mangai questions the formation of mainstream discourse as a discursive
construction of male centric viewpoint and appeals to women that they
should not subscribe to these views; instead she urges the women to
recognize the alternate possibilities and value their girl children. The
old lady acts as an agent of change and also becomes a source of
inspiration for the mother, who musters courage to stand against
female feticide and the killing of girl child. The meek and wailing
mother now turns assertive to voice her silence. But it is interesting to
see that her silence finds expression only when she sees the conviction
of the old lady who has led her life on her terms instead of being a
puppet in the hands of those who have been the perpetrators of such
heinous crimes like female feticide. At this point, a beautiful bond
seems to have evolved between the two women. This hints at the idea of
women coming together and working for their advancement.

In another alternative possibility, the father proclaims that
whatever they have they would bring the child up irrespective of the sex
of the child. In the last alternative denouement, an actor intervenes and
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invites a woman (actor) to play the role of mother to provide a
conclusion to the play. On being asked to abort the child in the womb,
the mother replies that although she wanted to take the pills, her
mother-in-law kept on insisting that she had wanted a boy. The father
threatens to marry another woman who would provide him with a son
and boasts of his manhood. The mother, in a defiant satirical tone,
acknowledges his manhood to be his income, which is the only source
for each and every thing of the house. As such, he is able to take another
wife. The father responds by threatening to take recourse to violence.
However, in a striking reversal of the docility by women, the mother
affirms that she will not kill her (female) child and that she is not afraid
to get out of his house:

Mother: Just because you asked me to get out, do you think my life
comes to an end? All these days I fed you a wasted gruel. Hereafter, I
will feed my child. Without courage, clinging to your feet pleading, is
that what life is all about . . . . There is a life beyond that and hereafter
I am going [sic] experience that. (Mangai 2013: 544)

With these utterances, the play ends to the dismay of the spectators.

Street/Political Theatre for Social Change
While dealing with female feticide, the play highlights a whole

range of issues that contribute to the devaluing of women. It presents
the stark realities of the society without romanticizing notions of
marriage, sexuality, and child-birth. The play also tries to educate the
mass through disseminating scientific knowledge that the sex of the
embryo depends upon the type of sperm, countering the popular
notion that a woman is responsible for this. Men and women are also
told that women can compete with men in today’s world: “Today’s
women . . . come to the outside world and see . . . , they drive
auto . . . , travel in aeroplanes . . . . Why then even rule the country. If
you sit inside and burn within yourself, it’s of no use” (Mangai 2013:
539).

The play deploys various folk elements—song, dance, folklore,
cultural specific rituals, and local dialect. As Zohra Segal reminisces:
“[j]ust as IPTA [Indian People’s Theatre Association] in Bombay had
used the folklore of Marathi theatre, taking tamasha and pawada as
forms of expression, so the Bengali artists employed jatra, their
provincial folk theatre, as their medium” (Segal 1997: 32). According to
Rustom Bharucha: “Through a creative use of their local language,
folklore and songs, the campaigners impart political meanings to
‘traditional’ cultural forms and play at once on the guilt and humanity
of their spectators” (Bharucha 1986: xiv). In the play, the ritual songs,
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tuned by late Dr. K.A. Gunasekaran, accompanied by dance at once
connect to the women as they identify with the issues the play
highlights. The rituals are followed by intermittent dialogues that aim
at showing the futility of such rituals because they cannot escape from
the clutches of the society and have to abide by the cultural tradition of
the society.

Interestingly enough, despite being a woman-centric play, it has
neither an identifiable protagonist or heroine nor any villain. In fact,
the abstract social values are projected as the main villain. Moreover, in
the play, Mangai gives equal space to both women and men. By doing
so, she thrusts the responsibilities on bothmen andwomenwho need to
come together to be aware about such crimes and challenge such
cultural conventions through their responsible actions, if not totally
subverting them. According to Mangai:

“PachaMannu” consciously tried to avoid the “us” and “them” divide by
staying within recognisable cultural modes of expression. Nowhere is
the viewer “shocked” but sees everyday realities depicted with a subtle
critique of the same juxtaposed. None of the roles tower above the
ordinary but retain average fears, doubts, desires and hopes. (Mangai
1998: WS70)

Inspired by the techniques of the Theatre of the Oppressed, Mangai
denies the audience cathartic feeling; instead she sets out to generate
discussion to alter people’s perception on a broad range of issues. The
play follows Boalian technique where

the spectator delegates no power to the character (or actor) either to
act or to think in his place; on the contrary, he himself assumes the
protagonic role, changes the dramatic action, tries out solutions,
discusses plans for change—in short, trains himself for real action. In
this case, perhaps the theatre is not revolutionary in itself, but it is
surely a rehearsal for the revolution. (Boal 1979: 98)

The play has an open and fluid structure, with a beginning and
middle but it does not have a proper ending which enables the actors to
throw open the decision to the audience. The audience is never kept at
bay. They act as active participants throughout the performance.
Talking about the production processes of her plays, Mangai says: “The
production process of the plays challenges conventional definitions of
playwright, director, actors and audience. This mode of evolving the
play departs from conventional definitions of compartmentalized roles
assigned to the writer, actor, director, etc” (Mangai 1998: WS70).
Furthermore, commenting on the difficulty of performing plays on a
“sensitive issue” among the section of the people who practice female
feticide, Mangai notes the deployment of specific tone for the play
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(Mangai 1998: WS70). The over stylized expression of the father asking
his wife to give him a “sweet” male child is interrupted by a young
woman from the audience saying that the woman does not consider
him as “sweet.” When the man threatens to drive his wife away, Mangai
invites a question from a little boy among the audience as to whether
the man can send his wife away anytime. This spontaneous way to
trigger a discussion again showcases the flexibility of the play’s structure
that allows actors to improvise, interact, and invite participation.
Sometimes, the play itself contains some stock response in the form of
interruption to make the audience pause at a specific moment and
analyze certain ritual/custom/behavior and critique it.

Mangai’s The New Born is street/political theatre produced for
social change that aims to generate a dialogue among the audience
about the issue of female feticide and the status of the girl child in the
society. The play is also political in the sense that it deals with the
problems women face in society, which sees women as nothing more
than a commodity to be used for the personal, familial, and social
needs. These performances are “situated between entertainment and
efficacy, art for pleasure and art that concretely does something, be it in
the realm of education, therapy, counter history making, community
organizing, or social change” (Cohen-Cruz 2013: 427). Continuing with
the tradition of street plays, Mangai’s direction of The New Born is an act
of resistance to the dominant patriarchal culture, and the structure of
the play also facilitates political activism. The play functions as a
consciousness-raising act in that it questions the tradition and tries to
alter people’s perception on such things through enacting oppressive
situations, providing alternate options, and stimulating debates and
discussions after the performance.

The informal stage setting (outdoor public spaces such as
market areas, streets of villages), the bare minimum props (sari, sticks,
and mask), the inclusive tone and localized idiom of the actors, and the
fluid, dynamic structure of the play with impromptu improvisations
make Mangai’s interventionist theatre a forum where alternate
possibilities can be devised and performed—a space free of hierarchical
social set up where men and women can debate, discuss, analyze, and
resolve to make a better future. The post-performance discussions
often went on for a longer period of time than the group members
could have expected. At a performance in Salem, Tamil Nadu, some
villagers respond by supporting the system of dowry, while most came to
the conclusion that by abolishing the dowry system, one can put a check
to female feticide. Although the time span of the performance was
approximately thirty-five minutes, post-performance discussions some-
times continued for an hour (Mangai 1998: WS72). An actor describes
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the situation as: “most often it seemed as if we had a framework chalked
out while entering into a discussion. We could not answer all their
questions. Maybe, we need to go beyond theatre onto social movements
as well” (qtd. in Mangai 1998: WS72). Natarajan describes the
effectiveness of such conversations and how the troupe had to leave
the long discussions because of time constraints (Natarajan 1997: 21).
Such enthusiasm from the audience provides testament to the play’s
relevance in raising consciousness. According to Mangai, the artists
should not be “didactic like preachers but . . . social workers with true
concern. The artists should not be members of any political group and
it had been necessary to prepare at various stages based on the theatre
group’s theoretical knowledge” (Mangai 2013: 546).

Conclusion
Street theatre, appropriated by the members of Voicing Silence,

is a powerful medium to propagate social messages and to create
awareness among the masses regarding critical issues. According to
Augusto Boal, “[t]he theatre is a weapon, and it is the people who
should wield it” (Boal 1979: 98). Mangai believes in Boalian motto of
transforming the spectators into spect-actors who will be the harbingers
of change. She says, “Street play basically operates upon political
purpose and it is theory oriented. It cannot be narrowed down as amere
tool to broadcast information” (Mangai 2013: 548). The play gives voice
to numerous problems women face in the society. By showcasing them
in the public space through various folk forms, it reaches out to the
villagers, especially the women. Mangai is not an exclusivist in the sense
that she does not focus solely on women; although the play deals with
problems women face, she aims at educating both themen and women.
She believes that the participation of men is equally important as she
sees both men and women as victims of the patriarchal discourse, while
stressing the need for women’s leadership in the agenda as harbingers
of change:

Of course, female leadership makes all the difference . . . . We can no
longer afford to ignore the importance of male responsibility and
participation in these societal problems if we are to envision a humanist
society free from gender discrimination. Current rigid and patriarchal
stereotypes of masculinity and femininity need to be re-interpreted, so
that no male can consider himself a decent human being without
building up mutual respect for the opposite sex. (Mangai 1998: WS72)

As statistics show, governmental schemes and legislative changes
cannot eradicate social evils such as female feticide whose roots lie
deeper within the sociocultural tradition where law cannot operate.
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Although it does not undermine the need for the state to implement
harsh punishment and maintain constant vigil to stop heinous crimes
like female feticide, feminist theatre through street plays penetrate the
minds of the people to alter their perceptions and make them willing
collaborators in effecting a change in the society. According to Mangai,
the achievement of Voicing Silence lies in “identifying there was a
feminist theatre and to consolidate an emerging trend of feminist
theatre . . . . This was a trend that was emerging nationally and it was
our generation born in the late Fifties who has made this possible”
(Mangai qtd. in Santhanam 2009).

NOTES

1. Besides being a theatre director, Mangai is also an academician,
activist, actor, and a playwright who writes both in Tamil and English. She has
received Fulbright Fellowship twice for her work on gender and theatre.
Mangai works untiringly to create awareness and bonding among women,
taking up women’s issues in her plays to combat social evils existing in Indian
villages. Besides her four plays on female feticide, her other plays include Pani-
t-thee (Frozen Fire), Aanmai o aanmai (Macho o Macho), Vakkumoolam
(Testimony), Mauna-k-kural (Voicing Silence), Avvai (name of an ancient
woman Tamil bard), Vellavi (steam from boiling water), and Manimekalai (a
woman character of a Tamil epic of the same name) among many others.
Mangai consciously takes up gendered perspective in her plays, by revisiting
the epic (in Frozen Fire), or protesting against sexual violence, rape, domestic
violence, and female feticide. Mangai played an important role in organizing
the Kulavai (sound of ululation by women) festival in 1996, 1997, 1999, 2002,
and 2003, where women theatre artists all over the country participated and
shared their views through their works.

2. Female infanticide was first reported fromUsilampatti taluk which is
an administrative sub-division of Madurai district during the mid-1980s. But
Salem, which was the largest district of Tamil Nadu until its bifurcation in 1965
and 1997, got tagged as one of the worst places in Tamil Nadu for female
infanticide. In the 2001 census, the district emerged as the only South Indian
district amongst the 50 Indian districts to have recorded the lowest juvenile sex
ratio (0–6 years age group) of 826 females per 1,000 males (Sridhar 2008: 75).

3. A drum-like instrument having a wooden frame and covered with
cow skin which can be played using two sticks. It is mainly used in the Southern
parts of India.

4. Ahalya, the wife of sage Gautama in the Ramayana, is seduced by
Indra, for which she is turned to stone, and ultimately she is liberated by Rama,
the hero of the Ramayana. Draupadi, in the Mahabharata, is the common wife
of the five Pandava brothers who is staked by Yudhishthira, her eldest husband
as a pawn for gambling, and later, she is harassed in front of her husbands.
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Gandhari in the Mahabharata blinds herself for the whole life after her
marriage to the blind king Dhritarashtra. Sita, the wife of Rama in the
Ramayana, is forced to undergo fire ordeal to prove her chastity after her
husband rescued her from the evil king, Ravana.

5. Gunavati means a virtuous woman; women are considered to be the
keeper of family tradition and its virtues.

6. In the Hindu tradition, only a son is allowed to carry out the last rites
of his parents, while a daughter is not supposed to participate in the funeral
rites. It is believed that if one’s son lights the funeral pyre and performs the
rites the person attains salvation/moksha and s/he is rescued from taking re-
birth on Earth.

7. Laddu, a round shaped sweet made of gram flour and sugar, is served
on occasions of celebrations and worship. Puttu is prepared with rice flour
mixed with sweet and coconut.

8. Sati is a practice in which a woman immolates herself on the funeral
pyre, often forced by her family members, after the death of her husband.
Devadasism is a religious practice, more prevalent in the southern part of
India, whereby a young girl is married to a deity or a temple and further
subjected to sexual slavery.

9. Prajapati, Anumati, and Sinivali are the Vedic deities of Hinduism.
Prajapati is the lord of creatures with procreative powers. Anumati is a lunar
deity and the beholder of a formal activity of Mother Nature. Sinivali is the
goddess of fertility and easy birth, and is invoked to place fetus in the womb.
Atharva Veda Saṃhita: 6.11.3 mentions that Sinivali, accompanied by Anumati
and Prajapati, is besought to shape a male child in the womb of a woman.

10. Aadi is the Tamil month that falls frommid-July to mid-August. It is
an important month to Tamils, especially newly-weds. Deepavali is an ancient
Hindu festival of lights celebrated in autumn every year. Pongal is a four-day
harvest festival, which according to the Tamil calendar is celebrated from 14th

to 17th January. It is customary to send gifts to family and friends during these
festivals; however, for the parents of newly-wed bride it becomes obligatory.
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Abstract: Modular instruction is one of the methods of individualized instruction. It helps the students to accomplish certain well defined 

objectives of learning through a module which is a self-contained Instructional package.The technology module gives opportunities for learning 

from animated objects. Multimedia simulations can penetrate more and leave permanent learning in the cognitive domain. The technology 
module providesSelfMotivation to the learners, so that they can gain better knowledge with the best style of learning. Thus, a proper use of the 

technology module could stimulate effective learning among learners.The researcher has chosen the topic in order to help the learners to learn 

chemistry according to their own pace and ability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The present educational system becomes 

complex due to lack of individual attention in the 

classroom.  The expansion of education in the form of 

greater enrolment of learners in schools and colleges makes 

the system more rigid and complex.  The best answer to 

this problem is the application of information and 

communication technology which endeavors to remove 

monotony, but at the same time, enhances motivation and 

interest among learners. In the modern educational system, 

computers are used extensively and their impact on the 

social, economic, educational and scientific spheres is 

greatly recognized. The benefits of this type of learning 

include flexibility of scheduled instruction at locations 

continent to learners, reduced time, assumed skill 

development, increased achievement, increased retention, 

continuous report to the learners’progress and 

accomplishments, good response and feedback. 
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Hence, there is a need for greater application of 

computer supported devices in the form of course works 

and modules for the benefit of learners at all levels of 

education.  The investigator used texts, videos, audio, 

animation, virtual environment etc., to make the learning of 

chemistry enjoyable. This study attempts in explaining 

students conceptual understanding about chemistry and 

attitude towards Computer Assisted Instructional 

Technology Module (CAITM) in learning chemistry. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Muhamed 

Arpan,Salaman,RidhoDedyAriefBudiman,Ambay,Wak

hinuddin (2020)studied that the “Student Learning 

Outcomes Using Drill AndPractice Type Of Computer 

Assisted Instruction”. The study aims to determine the 

effect of the Drill and Practice type of Computer Assisted 

Instruction model on student learning outcomes. The 

research method uses experiments with a Quasi-

experimental form and Non-equivalent Control Group 

Design. The population of the study was all class XI SMK 

of the Multimedia Department. Using purposive Sampling 

techniques, the sample of the study was class XI B as an 

experimental class and class XI A as a control class. Data 

collection techniques used measurements and data 

collection tools used tests. Data analysis techniques used 

the T-test. The result of the study showed that the Drill and 

Practice type of Computer Assisted Instruction model 

affected the student learning outcomes. 

 

NehaBhatnagar(2019)studied that “New Trends and 

Techniques Of 21st Century Educationwith Special 

Reference to Life Science”. This Education is the leading 

sector that bears the biggest responsibility of shaping the 

future of youth of India. According to a research our 

traditional approach of teaching and learning of science is 

not preparing students to enhance their conceptual learning 

and they are unable to work in science and technology rich 

environment of the 21st century. As a result of this the 

interest and attitude of student towards science is declining 

day by day. The reason for this is poor teaching 

methodology and unsatisfactory quality of education. So 

it’s the need of time to change the educational learning 

method from theoretical approach to practical and concept 

based approach. We should encourage the educators to 

adopt modern and innovative methods of teaching like 

videos, digital literacy, role playing and kinesthetic 

activities. So, that learning can become easy, meaningful 

and more interesting. As the life science or natural science 

is an immensely important stream of science which is all 
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about the environment, human life, plant cell, animal 

evolution and all other living organism around us, it’s very 

essential to increase the interest of student towards this to 

save our earth or nature from deterioration. Through this 

paper the present status of higher education system is 

summarized and also reviewed the teaching approaches that 

arerecommended to improve the quality of science 

education. Thispaper is also present newtrends and 

techniques for enhancing the conceptual learning of 

students of Life science at higher level. 

ArockiaAnita.XandKalaiyarasan.G(2017) studied that” 

Role of Computer Assisted Instructional Materials (CAIM) 

In Teaching-Learning”.  Today is the age of science and 

technology. In the field of education, computer takes a 

necessary place. Computer improves the students' way of 

thinking and problem solving. E-mail, database and other 

software are generally used for Computer Assisted 

Instruction. So, if we don't prepare the students with 

computer knowledge and skill, they will not be able to keep 

the society towards the advance future. Similarly, the 

CAIM has an important role in teaching-learning process to 

enhance the academic achievement of students. Hence, this 

paper elaborately explains about the CAIM and its scope, 

importance, and uses in teaching- learning process. 

Qaisersuleman,IshtiaqHussain, NaseerUdDin.M& 

Khalid Iqbal (2017)This paper was aimed to examine 

“The effects of Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) on the 

academic achievement of secondary school students in the 

subject of physics”. A sample of 46 students of Grade-09 

was selected randomly from Government High School, 

HurramKarak. For data collection, pre-test, post-test 

equivalent group design was used. Experimental group was 

taught through computer-assisted instruction technique 

whereas control group was taught through conventional 

teaching method. On the completion of six weeks’ 

experimental process, post-test was planned immediately to 

examine the level of students’ achievement of both groups. 

Two weeks later, retention test was arranged to examine 

their retention. Statistical tools such as mean, standard 

deviation and independent samples t-test were employed 

through SPSS for analyzing data. The findings show that 

computer-assisted instruction has a significant positive 

effect on students’ academic achievement and retention in 

Physics. Based on findings, it was recommended that 

computer assisted instruction technique should be used by 

the science teachers for stimulating and boosting students’ 

academic achievement in Physics at secondary level. 

 

 

NeelamDhamija and MunniKumari (2016) found out 

“The effect of Computer Assisted Instructional (CAI) and 

Lecture Method of teaching on the performance of IX class 

students in Mathematics”. The significance of academic 

achievement scores for experimental group (using CAI) 

and control group (using lecture method) were examined in 

this study. A Pre-test - Post-test control group experimental 

design was used on forty five students of IX class. The 

results showed that the experimental group was 

significantly higher in academic achievement of students in 

Mathematics than the control group. Findings supported 

that experimental group (CAI) where students performed 

better than control group (lecture method) in Mathematics. 

 

 

SamsulAlam(2015) studied that “Investment on IT: 

Students Perspective”. The focus of this study is to seek the 

relevance of investing in Information Technology (IT) by 

the students. The research takes into account 50 students 

studying at different disciplines at Dhaka University. The 

respondents were visited randomly to get the relevant data. 

The result of the study suggests that students’ academic 

quality and knowledge enhancement have are relationship 

with investment in IT though the relationship is not 

significant. The result of hypothesis testing shows that 

students those have invested in personal computer and 

internet secure comparatively higher cumulative grade 

point average (CGPA) rather than those who haven’t 

invested on these IT tools. But the likelihood of investing 

higher amount in IT will pay-off better CGPA is not found 

thus there is no association of good result and investing 

heavily on IT. However, the findings of this exploratory 

study offer insights that the money invested in IT for 

academic purpose is more advantageous than otherwise be 

invested especially for those students whose academic 

curriculum mainly decorated in accordance with the 

modern up-to-date era of Information Technology. 

Eventually, this study will help concerned students 

guardians and academicians understanding how important 

IT is for student’s academic performance. 

 

Yogesh.Met.al.,(2014) “The Effect of Computer Assisted 

Instruction Material as Teaching Aid on Chemistry 

Learning of High School Students.”  Two groups of 15 

students each were set for the study of chemistry.  One 

group was set for lecture method while other was for CAI 

material method.  Pre-test, post-test and additional tests 

were applied to quantify the achievement of students.  Pre-

test and post-test are planned to know understanding level 

while additional test were designed to know understanding 

and application level, of the subject. Statistical analysis of 

data obtained implies that use of CAI material has more 

potential for learning chemistry than lecture method.  In the 

additional test, use of CAI material has progressive effect 

but at the same time improvement in the performance of 

control group noticeable 

 

Jignesh J. Parmar (2013) studied that “Effectiveness of 

Computer Aided Instructional Material (CAIM) on 

chemistry for Gujarati English Medium Students of 

Standard XI,”The investigator used Purposive Sampling 
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Method wasselecting Sample.  The effectivenesswas 

measured by taking 55 students as sample using single 

group pre-test and post-test. After conducting experiment, 

reactions of students and chemistry teacher were collected 

using reaction scale. The descriptive statistical technique 

like frequency, percentage analysis, mean, standard 

deviation and t-test was used to analyze the data. The study 

found that CAIM is effective for learning concept of 

chemistry and positive reactions are found towards CAIM 

of students and chemistry teacher. 

 

Ahiatrogah, P. D., Madjoub, M. B. &Bervell, B. 

(2013)studied that “Effect of computer assisted 

instruction on the achievement of basic school 

students in pre-technical skills”. The study 

compared the effects of Computer Assisted 

Instruction (CAI) on the achievement of Junior High 

School (J.H.S) students in Pre-Technical skills after 

exposing them to CAI and the traditional methods of 

instruction. The theoretical framework for the study is 

that people learn most things better through 

construction of computer games or multimedia 

composition rather than through traditional methods of 

directly teaching content. The study involved 59 

students from two schools in Kumasi Metropolis. 

Twenty eight of the students formed the CAI group 

while 31 formed the traditional group. Quasi-

experimental design was used for the study. 

Structured pre-test and post-test achievement test 

with a reliability co-efficient Į= 0.74 and 0.75 

respectively were used to collect data. The data was 

analyzed using Predictive Analysis Software (PASW) 

version 18. The study revealed that the CAI group 

performed better than the traditional method of 

instruction group. However, there was no statistically 

significant difference between the achievements 

levels of the two groups. It was recommended that 

CAI should be introduced in the teaching of Pre-

Technical skills throughout the country. 

 

Kannaiah.N (2012) studied that the “Effectiveness of 

CAIM approach on teaching Zoology of the students of 

standard XI”. The sample consisted of 100 students. The 

treatment was given to Control and Experimental groups. 

Mean and Standard Deviation of achievement in Zoology 

was calculated. In this study, observed through 

experimentation that the self-learning package was an 

advantage point over the traditional method in teaching 

zoology effectively. The students are also interested in 

learning zoology through self-learning package. 

 

 

Ronnie. O. Alejan and Alben P Sagpang,(2010“Studied 

that Computer-Aided Instructional Module (CAIM) for the 

Mathematics Enhancement Program “. The purposes of this 

study were to describe the development of Computer-Aided 

Instructional Module (CAIM) in the Mathematics 

Enhancement Program and to determine the effectiveness 

of this module in improving students’ level of proficiency 

in basic Mathematics in 2nd semester of 2006-2007.  

Employing experimental design, two types of instruments 

with mean, t-test for Correlated Samples, t-Test for 

Uncorrelated Samples as statistical tools, results revealed 

that CAIM was effective in increasing Mathematics 

performance level of the experimental group in all eight 

topic areas. It is suggested that the administration needs to 

show full support to the utilization of CAIM as the major 

teaching-learning tool for the program. Further research 

study is also recommended to determine other factors 

excluded in the study. 

 

 

III. COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTIONAL 

TECHNOLOGY MODULE (CAITM) 

 

Computer assisted instructional technology 

module is an appropriate educational tool in the hands of 

competent teachers who can ensure a better teaching-

learning process.  The modern Indian classroom is crowded 

with a heavy amount of syllabi; the pupils are expected to 

gain knowledge to improve the level of understanding.  To 

develop the interest of pupils, to enrich meaningful 

development of independent study habit and to create 

purposeful development of self confidence in learning, an 

alternative process of teaching has to be adopted.  The 

investigator found that the students in rural areas find it 

difficult to learn the fundamentals of chemistry. As a result, 

they could not score high marks when they complete the 

higher secondary stage. It is felt that the learners struggle to 

write chemical equations on their own and balance it due to 

their poor knowledge of basic chemistry.  They cannot 

attain the required knowledge in chemistry, leave alone 

mastering over the subject. The traditional methods of 

teaching chemistry cannot help the students to attain 

mastery. The computer assisted instructional technology 

module is a special unique medium with features of quality 

in audio-visual recording and instant feedback. It can be 

conveniently used to convey well designed information 

with varying special effects. 

 

IV NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

An appropriate educational technology in the hands of 

competent teachers can ensure better teaching and learning 

process.  The technology module helps to go out of four 

walls of the classroom.  Everything can be viewed by just 

sitting in a room. Since it provides animation pictures, even 

the most difficult concepts can also be taught easily to the 

students.  It can be used for stimulating better teaching-

learning environment.  The technology module can 

penetrate more deeply into the development of human 
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cognitive system with an immediate excitement than any 

other medium. In this module, the student can work at his 

own pace.  The present study is designed by taking one unit 

namely, “Basic Concepts of Organic Chemistry” from the 

11th standard chemistry textbook of Tamil Nadu State 

Board syllabus. The chemical reactions and the diagrams 

given in the book in the form of text only, but the module 

gives texts, graphics, sound, animation and video to convey 

information.  Module can prove to be useful because it 

provides meaning for every difficult word in each slide.  As 

a result, the level of achievement of the learner will also 

greater.  Hence, the technology module will be interesting 

and more meaningful for every learner and will bring about 

purposeful learning. 

 

 

V. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 

The computer assisted instructional technology 

module has a wider scope in the instructional process by 

bringing the difficult concepts to reality.  Therefore, the 

learners will be able to understand the difficult concepts 

easily.  Hence, the present study aims at developing 

computer assisted instructional technology module for 

individualized instruction in teaching chemistry at higher 

secondary level and the study provides scope for the 

development of innumerable soft-ware which can suit 

different categories of learners and subjects, since the 

higher secondary learners are expose to this type of 

instruction. It is worthwhile to study attitude of students 

towards the computer assisted technology module in order 

to find out its usefulness to them.  It is maintained thatany 

attitudinal change in favor of technology support module 

would lead to a greater application in teaching-learning 

process and stable the learners to attain mastery of subject. 

 

VI. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 

[1] To develop the Computer Assisted Instructional 

Technology Module (CAITM) in learning chemistry at 

higher secondary level. 

 

[2] To find out whether CAITM proves to be effective in 

learning chemistry at the higher secondary level. 

 

[3] To study the attitude of the higher secondary class 

students towards the CAITM. 

 

VII. DATAAND METHODS 

 

The investigator has chosen the XI standard first 

Group (Maths, Physics, Chemistry and Biology) students 

from Alagappa Model Higher Secondary School, Karaikudi 

for the investigation.  There were 80 students in the XI 

standard first group (XIA& XI B). Out of that the 

investigator selected 40 students as samples. 20 samples 

from XI A and 20 samples from XI B have been taken, 

based on their marks obtained in their pre-test.  For the 

selection of the students, purposive Sampling Technique 

was adopted. 

 

The investigator has chosen the experimental 

method for the present study.  In this study, pre-test post- 

test control group design was employed.  First step in the 

experimentation is the administration of a pre-test to both 

control and experimental group to assess the entry behavior 

of the students. The second step is the application of the 

experimental treatment to the experimental group and 

traditional approach to the control group for 45 days. The 

third step is the administration of Progressive Tests and the 

final step is the administration of post-test to assess the 

terminal behavior of the students of control and 

experimental groups. The differences due to the application 

of the experimental treatment are then determined by 

comparing the pre-test, progressive-test I, progressive-test 

II  and the post-test scores. 

 

VIII. RESEARCH TOOLS FOR THE STUDY 

 

The investigator used the following tools for the 

study. 

 

[1] Achievement Tests(pre-test, progressive test-I and 

progressive Test-II, Post-Test) 

 

[2] Computer Based Module Attitude Scale (CBMAS). 

 

These tools were structured in order to find out the 

effectiveness of the CAITM 

 

IX. RESULTS 

 

Testing of Hypothesis 

 

Hypothesis 1 

 

There is no significant difference between the 

mean scores of pre-test and progressive-test I of the control 

group. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of the mean scores of the pre-test 

and progressive-test I of the control group 

 

 

S.

No 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

valu

e 

 

Level of 

Significan

ce 

 

 

1 

 

Pre-Test 

 

2

0 

 

18.55 

 

3.3

6 

 

 

 

8.39

6 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Progressi

ve – Test 

I 

 

2

0 

 

23.2 

 

2.9

3 

 

 

 

The above table shows that the mean scores of the control 

group in Pre-test is 18.55 and the progressive- test I is 23.2 

for N=20. It is understood that the mean scores of 

progressive-test-I is greater than the pre-test of the control 

group. Also, the obtained t-value 8.396 is greater than the 
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table value 1.96 and is significant at 0.05level. So,the null 

hypothesis is rejected and research hypothesis is accepted.  

Thus, the hypothesis of the study is verified showing that 

the control group has also improved in learning chemistry. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

There is no significant difference between the 

meanscores of the Pre-test and Progressive-test I of the 

experimental group. 

 

Table 2: Comparison of the mean scores of the pre-test 

and progressive-test I of the experimental group 

 

S.

N

o 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significa

nce 

 

 

1 

 

Pre – Test  

 

20 

 

18.5

5 

 

23.3

6 

 

 

 

10.79

8 

 

 

Significa

nt at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Progressi

ve-Test I 

 

20 

 

26.3 

 

2.69 

 

 

The above table reveals that the mean score of pre-test is 

18.55 and the progressive-test I is 26.3 of the experimental 

group for N=20.  This shows that the mean score of the 

experimental group in progressive-test Iis greater than the 

mean scores of the Pre-test.  Also the obtained t-value 

10.798 is greater than the table value 1.96 and is significant 

at 0.05level. So, the null hypothesis is rejected and research 

hypothesis is accepted.  Thus, the hypothesis of the study is 

shows that there is a positive impact in learning chemistry 

through CAITM. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

 

There is no significant difference between the 

mean scores of progressive-test I and progressive-test II of 

the control group. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of the mean scores of the 

progressive-test I and progressive-test II of the control 

group 

 

 

S.

No 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significan

ce 

 

 

1 

 

Progressi

ve-Test I 

 

20 

 

23.2 

 

2.9

3 

 

 

 

12.35

0 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Progressi

ve – Test 

II 

 

20 

 

30 

 

2.8

3 

 

 

The above table reveals that mean score of progressive-test 

I is 23.2, and the progressive-test II is 30 for N=20.  This 

shows that the mean scores of the control group in 

Progressive-Test II is greater than the mean score of the 

progressive-test I.  Also the obtained t-value of 12.350 is 

greater than the table value of 1.96 and is significant at 

0.05level. So, the null hypothesis is rejected and research 

hypothesis is accepted. This significance reveals that the 

control group has also improved in learning chemistry. 

 

Hypothesis 4  

 

There is no significant difference between the 

mean scores of the progressive test I and progressive-test II 

of the experimental group 

 

Table 4: Comparison of the mean scores of the 

Progressive-Test I and Progressive –Test II of the 

experimental group 

 

 

S.

N

o 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significan

ce 

 

 

1 

 

Progressiv

e-Test I 

 

20 

 

26.3 

 

2.6

9 

 

 

 

14.40

5 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Progressiv

e-Test II 

 

20 

 

33.8 

 

3.0

3 

 

 

The above table reveals that the mean scores of 

progressive-test I is 26.3 and the experimental group in 

Progressive-Test II is 33.8 for N=20.  This shows that, the 

mean score of the experimental group in Progressive–Test 

II is greater than the mean score of the experimental group 

in Progressive-Test I.  Also the obtained t-value of 14.405 

is greater than the table value of 1.96 and is significant at 

0.05level. . So, the null hypothesis is rejected and research 

hypothesis is accepted.    This shows that, there is a positive 

impact in learning chemistry through CAITM. 

 

 

Table 5: Effect Size (d) for the difference between 

Means of the sample with respect to Progressive-Test I 

and Progressive-Test II scores of the experimental 

group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.

No 

 

 TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

S1+S

2 

2 

 

E.S(

d) 

 

Effect 

size(d) 

 

 

1 

 

Progressi

ve-Test I 

 

20 

 

26.3 

 

2.6

9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large 

size 

effect 
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2.86 

 

2.62 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

Progressi

ve-Test 

II 

 

20 

 

33.8 

 

3.0

3 

 

   

 

 

According to the broad guidelines created by Cohen(1988) 

for interpreting d, d=0.8 or more shows large effect size.  

Therefore, the obtained d=2.62 which is greater than 0.8 

shows a large effect size. Thus, the effect size shows that 

the CAITM has significantly improved and enhanced 

learning of chemistry. 

 

Hypothesis 5 

There is no significant difference between the 

mean scores of Progressive-Test I of the control group and 

the experimental group. 

 

Table 6: Comparison of the mean scores of progressive-

test I of the control group and the experimental group 

 

 

S.

N

o 

 

Group 

 

N 

 

Me

an 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significa

nce 

 

 

1 

 

Control 

 

20 

 

23.2 

 

2.93 

 

 

 

8.396 

 

 

Significa

nt at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Experiment

al 

 

20 

 

26.3 

 

2.69 

 

 

This table reveals that, the mean scores of the control group 

is 23.2 and the experimental group is 26.3 for N=20 in 

progressive-test I.  Also, the obtained t-value of 8.396 is 

greater than the table value of 1.96 and is significant at 

0.05level.So,the Null hypothesis is rejected and research 

hypothesis is accepted.The experimental group has 

achieved better than the control group.  This shows that, the 

effectiveness of teaching and learning through CAITM is 

better than through conventional method. 

 

Hypothesis 6 

 

There is no significant difference betweenthe 

mean scores of progressive-test II of the control group and 

the experimental group. 

 

Table 7: Comparison of the mean scores of progressive 

–test II of the control group and the experimental group 

 

S.

N

Test N Mea

n 

SD t-

Value 

Level of 

significanc

S.

N

o 

e 

 

1 

 

Control 

 

20 

 

30.0 

 

2.8

2 

 

 

 

7.933 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Experimen

tal 

 

20 

 

33.8 

 

3.0

3 

 

 

This table reveals that, the mean scores of the control group 

is 30 and the experimental group is 33.8 for N=20 in 

progressive- Test II.  Also the obtained t-value of 7.933 is 

greater than the table value of 1.96 and is significant at 

0.05level. So, the null hypothesis is rejected and research 

hypothesis is accepted.  The experimental group has 

achieved better than the control group.  This shows that, the 

effectiveness of teaching and learning through CAITM 

over conventional method. 

 

 

Hypothesis 7 

 

There is no significant difference between the 

mean scores of post-test of the control group and the 

experimental group. 

 

Table 8: Comparison of the meanscoresof post-test of 

the control group and the experimental group. 

 

 

S.

N

o 

 

Group 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significanc

e 

 

 

1 

 

Control 

 

2

0 

 

32.6 

 

2.06

2 

 

 

 

19.05

2 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 level 

 

 
 

2 

 

Experim

ental 

 

2

0 

 

44.7 

 

2.48 

 

 

This table reveals that, the mean scores of the control group 

is 32.6 and the experimental group is 44.7 for N=20. This 

shows that, the mean score of the experimental group is 

greater than the control group.  Also the obtained t-value of 

19.052 is greater than the table value of 1.96 and is 

significant at 0.05 level. So,the Null hypothesis is rejected 

and research hypothesis is accepted.  The experimental 

group has achieved better than the control group.  This 

shows that, the effectiveness of teaching and learning 

through CAITM over conventional method. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 8 
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There is no significant difference between the 

scores of progressive-test II and post-test scores of the 

experimental group 

 

Table 9: Comparison of mean scores of the progressive 

– test II and post-test scores of the experimental group 

 

 

S.

N

o 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significanc

e 

 

 

1 

 

Progressi

ve-Test II 

 

2

0 

 

33.8 

 

3.03 

 

 

 

18.37

4 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 

level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Post-Test  

 

2

0 

 

44.7 

 

2.48 

 

 

The above table reveals that the progressive-test II and 

post-test scores of the experimental group shows a 

significant difference when compared with the table value 

of 1.96, it is inferred that the t-value of 18.374 is significant 

at 0.05level. So, the Null hypothesis is rejected and 

research hypothesis is accepted. The greater deviation of 

scores between progressive-test II and the Post-test is the 

result of exposure to CAITM.  Thus, the hypothesis of the 

study is verified showing that the CAITM has significantly 

enhanced learning of chemistry. 

 

Hypothesis 9 

 

There is no significant differencebetweenthe 

mean scores of pre-test and post-test of the experimental 

group. 

 

Table10: Comparison of mean scores of pre-test and 

post test scores of the experimental group 

 

 

S

.

N

o 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significanc

e 

 

 

1 

 

Pre-Test  

 

20 

 

18.55 

 

3.36 

 

 

 

39.26

3 

 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 level 

 

 

 

2 

 

Post-Test  

 

20 

 

44.7 

 

2.48 

 

 

The above table reveals that, the table value of 1.96 is 

inferred that the t-value of 39.263 is significant at 

0.05level. So, the Null hypothesis is rejected and research 

hypothesis is accepted. The greater deviation of scores 

between the pre-test and the post-test of the experimental 

group shows that the exposure to CAITM to the learners for 

a longer period would ensure better learning outcomes. 

Thus, the hypothesis of the study is verified showing that 

the CAITM has significantly enhanced learning of 

chemistry. 

. 

Table 11: Effect Size (d) for the difference between 

Means of the sample with respect to Pre-Test and Post- 

Test scores of the experimental group 

 

 

S

.

N

o 

 

TEST 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

S1+

S2 

2 

 

E.S(

d) 

 

Effect 

Size(d

) 

 

 

1 

 

Pre-

Test  

 

20 

 

18.5

5 

 

3.3

6 

 

 

 

2.92 

 

 

8.96 

 

Large 

size 

effect 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

Post-

Test  

 

20 

 

44.7 

 

2.4

8 

 

 

According to the broad guidelines created by Cohen(1988) 

for interpreting d,d=0.8 or more shows large effect size.  

Therefore, the obtained d=8.96 which is greater than 0.8 

shows a large effect size. Thus, the large effect size shows 

that the CAITM has significantly improved and enhanced 

learning of chemistry. 

 

 

Hypothesis 10 

 

There is no significant difference between the 

mean scores of the pre-treatment and the post-treatment of 

the experimental group with reference to attitude towards 

CAITM. 

 

 

Table12: Mean Standard Deviation and t-value of the 

Pre-treatment and the Post-treatment scores of the 

experimental group with reference to attitude towards 

CAITM 

 

 

S

.

N

o 

 

Treatment 

 

N 

 

Mea

n 

 

SD 

 

t-

value 

 

Level of 

Significanc

e 

 

 

1 

 

Pre-

treatment 

 

2

0 

 

79.0

5 

 

18.9

1 

 

 

 

4.202 

 

Significant 

at 0.05 

level 

 

2 

 

Post-

treatment 

 

 

2

0 

 

92.1

5 

 

6.81 
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The mean score of the attitude in the pre and post-

treatments are found to be 79.05 and 92.15 respectively for 

N = 20. Also the obtained t-value 4.202 is greater than the 

table value 1.96 and is significant at 0.05level. So, the null 

hypothesis is rejected. Therefore, it is concluded that the 

attitude of the experimental group is more positive after the 

treatment and shows a significant level at 0.05level.  This 

shows that, the CAITM based learning courseware makes 

positive attitudinal changes in the experimental group. 

 

 

  GAIN RATIO 

 

Mc.Guin and Peters (1965) suggested that best 

criterion of a programmed effectiveness is the gain ratio 

between the amount learned and the amount that could be 

learnt. 

                         Mean of (post –test scores – pre-test scores) 

Gain ratio =    ----------------------------------------------- 

Mean of (Full-scores – Pre -Test scores) 

 

Gain Ratio for the Experimental Group = 26.2/31.45 

= 0.8330   

                                                 Gain = 83.30%. 

 

Gain ratio of 83.30% of the experimental group shows that 

the experimental group learners have indeed benefited 

through CAITM.  

 

Gain Ratio for the control group = 14.05/31.45 

 =0.4467 

 Gain =44.67% 

 

 

X. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 

1.The study is confined to eleventh standard students only. 

 

2.For the development of the modules, the chemistry 

textbook prescribed by the Tamilnadu textbook corporation 

wasconsidered. 

 

3.Only a few chemistry concepts contained in the eleventh 

chemistry textbook was selected for developing computer 

assisted technology modules. 

 

4.The Experimental treatment was given only for 

45 days. 

 

5.The hard spots of chemistry were alone taken for the 

presentstudy that is  important and difficult concepts were 

taken for study. 

 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

 

The present study was undertaken to find out the 

“Effectiveness of Computer Assisted Instructional 

Technology Module for enhancing the learning of 

chemistry at higher secondary level”. The present piece of 

research work may contribute to alleviation of fear in 

approaching chemistry concepts, infuses interest and 

enthusiasm among them. As the present teaching learning 

process at the higher secondary level is rigid, time bound 

and out molded, it was proposed to device learning tasks in 

the form of multimedia courseware, so that the learner 

could spend their time with the computer and feel 

motivatedthrough personal involvement in the process of 

learning. The present study clearly demonstrates thatthe 

module provides ample scope for learner motivation and 

user friendliness in learning through CAITM. 
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Exploring The Relationship Between Priceless 
Laptop Scheme & Socio – Economic Development 

Among Undergraduate Students 
 

T.Sundararasan, Prof.G.Kalaiyarasan, R.Udhaya Mohan Babu, X.Arockia Anita, Sohel Rana Sarkar
 

 
Abstract: Education, apart from encompassing both teaching and learning, encompasses nice social importance, particularly within the fashionable, 
advanced industrialized societies. The most important social objective of education is to complete the socialization method which guarantees the 
symmetrical growth of physical, mental and spiritual aspects of individuals. The utilization of technology in education has increased the quality in our 
education system. This paper estimates the impact of Priceless Laptop Computer Scheme of Government of Tamil Nadu to the students of government 
and aided schools and its role in the socio-economic development of undergraduate students. The analysis reveals that the welfare scheme facilitates 
access to top-quality studies and it causes socio-economic development among vulnerable, deprived youth, principally from a rural background, 
increasing with the timely access to academic requirement, to higher levels of study, and studies abroad. The welfare scheme’s cooperative approach 
holds promise for scaling up this and similar efforts to extend establishment participation among youth in Tamilnadu and alternative locations. In recent 
years, the implementation of innovative schemes from the government has allowed creating an impact on the financial aid of the primary way of 
education. In this sense, the introduction of technology on education at the state level allowed learners with digital acquisition and their potential skills to 
use those skills within the geographic point reciprocally for the next level. Finally, the introduction of schemes can even facilitate to cut back the human 
workforce indirectly. In summary, the social and economic impact of conversion indicates an important contribution to education growth and price 
improvement. On the opposite hand, job creation effects seem to take issue by trade aspect. 

 
Keywords: Empowerment, Higher Education, Priceless Laptop Scheme, Social Development, Technology, Undergraduate Students, Welfare Scheme 

———————————————————— 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
To develop social intelligence to crack issues of economic 
security, a program of education should be planned to 
supply for 2 teams of objectives. The primary one could be 
a general understanding of the character and purpose of 
the national economy. The second cluster of objectives is 
that the realization of the social principles. Admitting the 
inadequacy of the current college programme for the 
accomplishment of those objectives, it's pertinent to counsel 
some modifications that may facilitate a lot of study of social 
and economic issues (Suresh Dutt, 2005). Receiving a 
decent education helps empower students, to understand 
the socio-economic problem that leads to perceive the 
much needed solution to any given state of affairs. It’s 
solely understood that they will simply avail rights as a 
subject and for improvement within the structural 
functioning of governance and economy. Education helps 
students perceive themselves higher, it helps students 
understand their potential and qualities as an individual's 
being (Vanraj.V.Parmar, 2017).Learning through computers 
improves performance at examinations, develops downside 
resolution skills and increases student’s satisfaction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the past decades, there has been a revolution in our 
society which has been done by modernization of education 
with capitalising the technological progress into it and it'll be 
moving at a fast pace. Economic and environmental issues 
show few signs of improvement for a student in the current 
situation. Encumbering external support levels, weak 
development and real growth typically getting in a standard 
of living, damaging relationship with society and 
degradation to the standard of living activity. Today, 
innovations in instructional system square measure is 
having wide-ranging effects across various domains of 
society, and policymaker’s measure working on problems 
involving economic productivity, privacy protection, and 
affordability of access to data. Our instructional system 
created currently can have womb-to-tomb consequences 
and a spotlight should be paid to their social and economic 
impacts. One in each of the foremost important outcomes of 
the progress of an instructional system may be e-learning 
over the web, a replacement manner of learning. It affects 
such massive sectors as ladies, backward and helpless 
communities and may expand to areas like the instructional 
analysis. Advances in technology can affect the craft of 
teaching by complementing instead of eliminating ancient 
room instruction. The best potential for brand new 
technology lies in raising the productivity of the time spent 
outside the classroom. Creating solutions to drawback sets 
and appointed reading materials offered on the net offers 
tons of convenience. E-mail immensely simplifies 
communication between students and school could also be 
engaged in the cluster comes. Another vital manner is that 
technology on education is reducing the importance of 
distance in learning. In several establishments, the 
geographic distribution of education is considerably 
dynamic. As an example, some e-contents have found that 
they will overcome the tight native issue for advanced 
learning by causing e-contents to others wherever they 
want.  Moreover, such arrangements, most of the times, will 
result in variations so that it is worked on nearly round the 
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clock. E-Contents will manage the student's learning, 
wherever they want. Therefore, the technology on 
education will alter a finer division of learners among 
countries that successively affects the relative demand for 
numerous skills in every nation. The technology on 
education allows monumental labour and employment to be 
decoupled from each other. Priceless Laptop scheme 
involves student's usage, learning through technology and 
perform basic operations in an exceedingly portable 
computer. It’s typically outlined the essential information of 
associate degree skills required to work on packaged 
products like a software package, a packaged application, 
or an automatic internet style tool. Government of Tamil 
Nadu has entrusted the work of procedure of Laptops 
presently with Lenovo.  The recipient students must have 
domicile of the state of Tamil Nadu and must belong to the 
Government and Government Aided schools. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Radhika Kapur (2018) attempted to perceive the socio-
economic development and management of 
underprivileged teams. Scheduled Castes, Tribes and 
alternative backward categories represent the 
underprivileged teams. Socio-economic development and 
management of underprivileged teams is an indispensable 
space that has to be taken into thought to steer to effective 
growth and development of the country. It’s primarily 
involved with transportation concerning improvement within 
the system of education, employment opportunities, 
lifestyles, incomes, skills development, and cultural factors. 
Schemes are initiated to bring them on par with the broader 
community. The issues of impoverishment, illiteracy, and 
state are the key barriers at intervals, the course of their 
socio-economic development and management. The 
government has enforced varied programs and schemes 
that facilitate education, employment opportunities, financial 
gain generation and overall sustenance of their living 
conditions. The processes of social and economic 
transformations are primarily based on cultural and 
environmental factors. Gangadhar Dahal (2016) 
investigated the linkages between education and varied 
socio-economic parameters in the Asian country. The study 
reveals that enhancements in education have a positive 
impact on the lives through improvement in personal 
competencies, a direction towards redoubled employment 
and financial gain, higher quality of living, sweetening of 
awareness concerning several dimensions of life, 
community, and nation, and additional meaning of 
participation of individuals in socio-economic activities. It 
additionally shows that investment in education to extend 
the economic process, ladies' direction jointly type of 
human development strategy, has gained economists’ and 
policymakers’ interest. On the opposite aspect, it 
establishes human capital that produces a considerable 
contribution to the growth of economic and financial gain. 
Its contribution returns within the type of expert human 
resources World Health Organization will contribute and 
lead in reducing personal income. The article evaluates 
varied analysis findings on the contributions created by the 
education sector on the economic process. This paper 
initiates the discussion on the role of education in socio-
economic changes and the way education will foster 
economic process and socio-economic development. 

Similarly, the middle half focuses on the challenges of the 
education system in terms of quality and market desires 
particularly in developing countries like Asian countries. 
Similarly, it deals with the reforms taken throughout the past 
few years within the education system in developing 
countries like Asian countries and alternative developed 
countries once millennium development goals launched. At 
last, this analysis recommends some necessary problems, 
that square measure associated with policy reform in 
education and alternative associated sectors. Ishu Chadda 
& Vikram Chadha (2017) concluded from their research that 
human welfare is the central part of the economic 
development of a contemporary economy. That’s why since 
independence the welfare of the plenty discovered and 
each tool and objective of Indian policy. At independence, 
the Asian nation hereditary a quickly growing population, 
food deprivation, rampant poorness, content associated 
illiteracy of plenty associated an overall unbalanced and 
decadent socio-economic antecedent of a jap society. Still, 
the planners were aware to the truth that unless the fruits of 
economic process percolate down to rock bottom runs of 
the society, real development and welfare are nonsense. 
The Nehruvian/Mahalanobis model, continuing until the 
Fourth set up, followed the trickle-down approach i.e. to 
surge the momentum of growth with massive monolithic 
investment and capital formation and accomplish high 
financial gain growth specified the high financial gain can 
ad libitum trickle down to lower strata. An agreement 
emerged that the event policy required to pursue a high rate 
of growth or per capita financial gain in conjunction with 
additional until towards the social objectives i.e. 
employment generation and alleviation of poorness. Thus, 2 
discreetly otherwise strands of development approaches 
emerged, one the Nehruvian trickle-down approach i.e. 
growth preceding equity and distribution of financial gain 
through wage and employment generation programmes, 
whereas the opposite approach the subunit and Derze 
model of growth hinges on the social sector development, 
associate approach that is associate adjunct to the aptitude 
approach and advocates human and social development 
however continuing high growth. It professes to make 
employment opportunities and engagement of the 
disadvantaged and marginal segments. This approach to 
development is imperative for directly eliminating the 
poorness and creating growth comprehensive. The event 
economists and policymakers are unanimous in their 
readers that the event of the social sector is most vital for 
accelerated economic development with adequate stress 
on social justice. Valmiki Krishna & Rudrappa Shashidhar 
(2014) found that the Asian nation is a nation of villages. It’s 
preponderantly associate agricultural country wherever 
regarding 70% of the individual’s area unit dependent upon 
the land for his or her living and seventy-five percent sleep 
in rural Asian nation. Indian villages area unit tormented by 
economic distress because of the lower per capita financial 
gain, illiteracy and wide unfold deficiency disease and 
undernutrition. They conjointly suffer from the absence of 
basic amenities like higher housing facilities, transportation 
and communication services. Visible of the 
recommendations of the commission appointed from time to 
time under the policies and programmes enforced from 
government and alternative agencies for socio-economic 
development of rural individuals, the paper explores 
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government initiatives, implications and explores the 
connotations of development of rural individuals. Further, 
the manuscript seeks to look at, explores the financial 
condition in the nation with interest in rural population and 
analysis of the programmes and policies and 
implementation of welfare programmes notably. Finally, the 
paper concludes wipe-out of financial condition in rural 
nations and the extent of improvement of living of rural 
individuals and achievements of the commitments created 
by the govt. and alternative agencies in rewarding 
conditions of the economic process. A shot is additionally 
created to counsel the ways that to extend girl's 
management of rural people’s economic development 
which could be an actuation of the rural economy. 

 

III. DATA AND METHODS 
Using knowledge on the first cohorts of tertiary students, 
this study aims to explore the link between priceless laptop 
scheme and socio-economic development among college 
students. This deals with the routine adopted by 
the researcher to analyse to hit the expected outcome. In 
this current era, socio-economic development has a crucial 
role to play in the country’s growth. A perceived lack of 
socio-economic development is seen as a symptom that the 
student doesn't possess the application skills and supports 
for effective development. Student development is a 
vital obligation of the syllabus at academic establishments, 
the coaching that starts at the elementary level. The very 
fact is that the majority of the scholars fail to accumulate 
competency in development even in once at faculty levels. 
The doors of world opportunities for private 
and skilled growth stay closed before them because of their 
incapability to prove themselves in day to day life. Individual 
development is a vital ingredient for fulfilment in any action. 
The absence of 
or unknowingness regarding development is the result of 
growing compromise with the standard of individual and 
country’s growth. The population of this analysis was the 
college students of Kancheepuram district. The 
investigator is a resident of Kancheepuram District, Tamil 
Nadu, and he chose a specific sample from college 
students in Kancheepuram District. The sample size was 
605 and convenient sampling was adopted within the study. 
Students of rural backgrounds were most well-preferred as 
a sample with an understanding that, relatively, they are 
part of specific concepts in socio-economic 
development. To confirm the homogeneity and also the 
adequate representations, square measure is given to 
factors like gender, stream, neighbourhood and 
parent’s academic level. The major aim of the current study 
is to implement and search out the link between priceless 
laptop scheme and socio-economic development among 
college students. Generally, analysis issues have totally 
different ways for the investigation.  Methodology strategy 
followed in the study is normative survey method. The 
variables studied fair amount of socio-economic 
development. The analysis is constructed on a survey 
of college students, who had received the laptop through 
the government welfare scheme. The impact analysis 
focuses on the tertiary program at the college level. The 
information utilized in the analysis return from a survey 
of college students were conjointly thought about for the 
scheme. The investigator obtained the information to 

spot and get in touch with candidates from varied 
academic instructional establishments. Survey analysis 
provides a scientific and logical technique of respondent to 
the questions. It’s the foremost subtle, actual and 
powerful technique of discovering and developing an 
organized body of knowledge domain. For a collection of 
pertinent information, the investigator used Socio-Economic 
Development form and it was developed and Standardized 
by the investigator along-side his analysis supervisor and 
validated by the sphere specialists that were administered 
to gather the information. The collected information for the 
variables are analysed by Correlation Analysis. 
 

IV. RESULTS 
 

Testing of Hypotheses 
 
Hypothesis 1 
There is no significant relationship between management 
and gender in the relationship between priceless laptop 
scheme and socio-economic development among the 
undergraduate students of Kancheepuram. 

 
Table 1 

S.No
. 

Variables N 
Mea

n 
SD 

Managemen
t 

Gende
r 

1. 
Managemen

t 
60
5 

2.64 
.64
6 

1 0.130** 

2. Gender 
60
5 

1.49 
.50
0 

0.130** 1 

 
Hypothesis 2 
There is no significant relationship between management 
and locality in the relationship between priceless laptop 
scheme and socio-economic development among the 
undergraduate students of Kancheepuram. 

 
Table 2 

S.No
. 

Variables N 
Mea

n 
SD 

Managemen
t 

Localit
y 

1. 
Managemen

t 
60
5 

2.64 
.64
6 

1 -0.018 

2. Locality 
60
5 

1.21 
.41
1 

-.018 1 

 
Hypothesis 3 
There is no significant relationship between management 
and stream in the relationship between priceless laptop 
scheme and socio-economic development among the 
undergraduate students of Kancheepuram. 

 
Table 3 

S.No
. 

Variables N 
Mea

n 
SD 

Managemen
t 

Strea
m 

1. 
Managemen

t 
60
5 

2.64 
0.64

6 
1 

0.192*
* 

2. Stream 
60
5 

1.72 
0.83

1 
0.192** 1 

 
Hypothesis 4 
There is no significant relationship between gender and 
locality in the relationship between priceless laptop scheme 
and socio-economic development among the 
undergraduate students of Kancheepuram. 
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Table 4 

S.No. Variables N Mean SD Gender Locality 

1. Gender 605 1.49 0.500 1 0.47 

2. Locality 605 1.21 0.411 0.47 1 

 
Hypothesis 5 
There is no significant relationship between gender and 
stream in the relationship between priceless laptop scheme 
and socio-economic development among the 
undergraduate students of Kancheepuram. 

 
Table 5 

S.No. Variables N Mean SD Gender Stream 

1. Gender 605 1.49 0.500 1 0.11 

2. Stream 605 1.72 0.831 0.11 1 

 
Hypothesis 6 
There is no significant relationship between locality and 
stream in the relationship between priceless laptop scheme 
and socio-economic development among the 
undergraduate students of Kancheepuram. 

 
Table 6 

S.No. Variables N Mean SD Locality Stream 

1. Locality 605 1.21 0.411 1 -0.96* 

2. Stream 605 1.72 0.831 -0.96* 1 

 
Findings 
Table 1 to 6 indicate the correlation values for variables in 
the relationship between priceless laptop scheme and 
socio-economic development among the undergraduate 
students of Kancheepuram. From hypothesis 1, the 
calculated correlation value for the management and 
gender is 0.130, which is significant at 0.01 level of 
significance. The result shows positive correlation between 
management and gender. Thus management increases 
similarly the gender also increases. Hence, the null 
hypothesis is rejected. From hypothesis 2, the calculated 
correlation value for the management and locality is -0.018 
which is not significant at 0.01 level of significance. The 
result shows negative correlation between management 
and locality. Thus, management increases but the locality 
decreases. Hence, the null hypothesis is accepted. From 
hypothesis 3, the calculated correlation value for the 
management and stream is 0.192 which is significant at 
0.01 level of significance. The result shows positive 
correlation between management and stream. Thus, 
management increases similarly the stream also increases. 
Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected. From hypothesis 4, 
the calculated correlation value for the gender and locality 
is 0.47 which is not significant at 0.01 level of significance. 
The result shows negative correlation between gender and 
locality. Thus, gender increases but locality decreases. 
Hence, the null hypothesis is accepted. From hypothesis 5, 
the calculated correlation value for the gender and stream 
is 0.11 which is not significant at 0.01 level of significance. 
The result shows negative correlation between gender and 
stream. Thus, gender increases but stream decreases. 
Hence, the null hypothesis is accepted. From hypothesis 6, 
the calculated correlation value for the locality and stream is 
0.130 which is significant at 0.05 level of significance. The 
result shows positive correlation between locality and 
stream. Thus, locality increases similarly the stream also 

increases. Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected. After 
Statistical analysis, the investigator found the following 
results. There exists positive correlation between 
management and gender, management and stream and 
locality and stream. There exists negative correlation 
between management and locality, gender and locality and 
gender and stream. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
The new digital media encompasses all aspects of youth’s 
social lives. Young people use new media to express and 
explore their identities, communicate with their parents and 
maintain a constant connection with their peer groups. In 
the realm of selfhood, we see that the affordances of new 
digital media are well-suited to children’s and adolescents’ 
developmental needs. The activities offered in virtual worlds 
like Neopets allow children to express themselves in 
concrete ways, while the flexibility of new media technology 
provides adolescents with unprecedented opportunities to 
experiment with their identities. In the realm of family life, it 
is apparent that new digital media play an integral role in 
many current households. The socio-economic 
development is an essential requirement for 
undergraduates’ future life. They are becoming increasingly 
important due to the reasons such as limitation of financial 
support, basic amenities and difficulty in obtaining upto date 
information, which may affect performance at examinations 
and work after graduation. The present study contributes to 
the socio-economic development through welfare scheme 
among undergraduates in the Kancheepuram district. The 
factors identified during the present study could be used to 
improve their socio-economic status amongst 
undergraduates in Kancheepuram district and other 
developing districts in TamilNadu with similar student 
populations. In addition, technology is advancing very 
rapidly and it is possible that some of these students are 
using devices and resources that are not being captured in 
the current survey. With respect to parental authority in 
adolescence, the researchers have identified the new ways 
that adolescent rebellion is carried out with new digital 
media and considered how they complicate parents’ 
attempts to establish and exert their authority. The 
instantaneous, constant, and simultaneous nature of their 
new media communications increases opportunities for self-
disclosure, with potential positive effects on levels of 
intimacy and perspective-taking in personal and social 
development. At the same time, the ―hyper connectivity‖ 
afforded by the new digital media may negatively affect 
youth’s ability to develop an independent emotional life. 
Moreover, the public nature of peer group membership 
complicates the way these peer interactions are 
experienced. As researchers begin to answer these 
questions empirically, the knowledge they generate will 
provide guidance for parents and educators as they 
continue their efforts to support the healthy development of 
today’s youth. 
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great human convulsions of History. Never before or since have so many

people exchanged their home and countries so quickly" l
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qM sc<Rq 1w $1ft6ffi q\$t EE pq, .sQ oft< cqlr$-<T firqckK <FqR-s

dt.Ttqr{ T-drfiEl{ slqs|E qlrfttn 15-4fi c5[rAE rl&nl{ EeTq <M"I{
q\Es &{ut qEp[E qrfi-{ tfficr5K <Ktt 5-31 *,

RqI-qa[h-{ mcif R-{ .e+[ "lqro s-{ffir sffi-{ qf,j ,qq{' qlTtlt(

dmwr frT cr{tc{ slqmR euT q-6.m{ qrq <t qfr< ffisreqt <ns

u$ {E <r< QR'+t fr-{q r-<rs "ttc-s 
r ,aE {qkm{ BEMI stt vtft<Qa

td"ncu "Js'{c{ "tl\sl{ ?m a-+m $-c3[ teu of mrtrIc.ffi <'6n ffim cq-q.'K

e-ryfft -i<Cffi qftq dl6 eTfr qSrf, qqqlqft {Fetaltrr3r "tr+fi fi\ent ql
rBr EtT sr<KE-{ <etF .se q+eB rEjtft cfr<qsf< s ,s<\ q q(, erlr6(
rrea16r

Tffirr c<Ft qscjt Rq qtdr fifrrg 3q-<lrflA fu q{rRE cgnr EEM

qk+aefr"s fi'cn r etq,-{ c\qil EE dI-{ {-"ls ql.'{dl, <RflR e<\ tltrP'tt:-<

,{cEi-{ qElr FtR-< efr Rq r qrfir qK <RtilE 5 3qqwfift tskME-{ q{i
qrr<t ,sri ffi Frqfr qqrffi fikrs €s esr fu ,s'E R qtsffi
qrs ,tk<tm{ q-;r {+ q\TEl{ 4g qemls, El$ql-< c-q-c]Ec4< "5d,m 'tftr
"flw' scqfi t"F TC{ tf+{n{ <i-{qt p-61 Es qK tl[T{tfffi BkE
qR-+<efto 

"nf<Bf 
qrprq sc-qfi tsR +r< "F-+{cffi <r+{ $it q{ I

qEm fiR'cr 6qqq "fffiT{cstof 
qR{T Qq trlfi< m{t R Fr "tR{rtr{

qBsr-{r Eq crg qc(3trs. ffitatrpa qET F[Rr{ "[hr{t( <r{q T-<t q{ I

qT {ftr-< qBst-<-<n 1a <r "E tffi slstt qo c[nT.Tr{l{F er srqfiR
q<fu qffi qEFr Ftfr'c< r qfurT v't, R<FDq' Et{ qT Erqilrtt {El@irK

$-+fl qR$q-{r €o <aAEt
)bao ffi6qs qt{fltR {Ery* rc<l delT "[t'{ "trffi dEF$ c"l{

qcdr\s, ee rtcq-{ 6qrq{ frLo. t&l\elT RlrsK qF oqsrE {F Tt-< 4sl t<tT,

"I{-<tr OaU qtsFr-{ qs es e<\ €R c:rr c{ qrs EqWf qG{ Et[(-{ qqi

qEnr c$Er qprfir fraE q{ .ft otms qry nE co-q fr-ffiu qr erB r{5it

cB.tq ,${ ffi qrq qLTsE fr'{Cu qq q'4TK ffi Anv<ff
\q{p(qtob ee qN EqM&T '{s13 frof' Ch\3Xl( <f{{e|| T-<t q{ eT, ,SSE
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i<rc?F c$€n >Kflr<{ \UqMfr & c$wd-{ {fsm-dt co EaMqr qET kF"

$icq dt $T<{ qE c{ c{ls gtckr qr {< <f{-Ef +c< Uano elrac{ Nl cr< ?

EEC$ Gfi <mcq4 C<ri "i]-f,< 
qT r G"DIa elB[c<.t,'. ,9 ccrc-f R$i <m-{

EEtWq-< AG q.K<hEI e<\ T_6, ?KtR"fW{ qRux "ttgtt <tx r

fr1o x"no tsAm qlumE cqTq m-$R ffisf{ c<1{6fl str fi- {t{t
€el.r{ <l'\Et cclcT- "iF6T<(q'q1{Cq E]Ih-31-S 6qqa dlafto sTq? cqenl'cr{
fu c+n a+t< "1r{'c+ fi'rt qr< lt t sEi-gt eQ w eT qf}6T<a. ,e$t c{r<<t I

6n]EB!M{ s\"rr {t Es qr< <ra Rcx c+&x w+r< {fuffis, fr6t s BSry
arslcs"qcooo q<\ R{Trs coooo $qft6 qK frcu <-fl q.{ I qWgI sq+.rsF
c+-Sn "${m:rdm{ esffi.iFit qt"i{ T-{t q-{t {16r "F-+{FK $t-q ws
s-"ilq-{ TFI irs<ek qn I qt r:Icn vI: RffiE-g Kfiffi 6rka <fr<-qE, <qrft,

<tafn, BR$, <l4tqb \Trerq qrm fiR-< qln,F T-fl qcqt r frE tsqM qlrFr{-{
qF c<Ft +gxtx e<re frrq q-{tcn <sk R{ fr[il qH{ fiRcK "flrm {€-<rem
qt qs{N eE R"Ie qi<l_q qlw-r sq?M[< 'ffit $]tc-d' KFIK <lrqf
s-$ cn I +E?Ftstn qAE .f,Ar "F-+ffi q-dm ktfiv 6q'te$ q$ <ffi<
ea{ +rq cf, €?flrq qET fift.-< <q-{qqfrfi.< "tfuE-<rq< <Er<-{ <t&T

"Id-{crn< q-{ <l<-q F$ q{ I

e? wn 6{ {Ts qr{{ "l$x cqm qr{ g|c(-{r$ M \qrprE

dr<cK "F &{E G1fiLs vI{ $-$ q{- dal{ Glft Ef, mt qqs {lT{ {kl
dt"i <t t{-{qc{K q-{r {{$tr-T{ sok fiskfrE n"s, Efr{ clft-{ rl1v QE
x<fird{ b"n qnFro fu{frE ,ffit qtutr FiRr< $-fluqr, atqfr-+-qr< frR
qtFfu' ntqtc!] \$cl <Fls e<\ gRI3I(9 "r{-ftr{< qry {{srffi qRHI{
vffi 31q5 vqr clftK $$ {rm-{ fiq-q r+taqt w'n-stt Rq at, c-1fu<
RE r<-+tmr ts"ta MQer qA B{'afi-< *lyo GRu s-{tr q{r tetr
<inrs +td<Kqlr $-{t ENtr ,sqvt cr q:ls qqa qR-ffi fu6qp1 qqi5
Etcr-< q-{r q{q{ fi{tr<,q(.< esB ks{ cffi E[xEq't qm-{ nc$ <Kt qtdT

FtR'c< mrsq iT Etch-{ alqlfr-ostm qffi qlqlcqi{ q{i q$ErM cflcs-?r

ti-ft{ +q|-+Frq q$fr sE.tm 6{ffi q1@41sr

qsfrro firqr dl"r ,ffirflK v]ftq. s{Gufir$. "{.fiq 6eEs. qft\<m{
ql{Er q-{I qk<qq <r{q.-{ qefqqsl., ,{e & qMiI{ {lr1l 'lW T{ sBF
<l\El&TrlT Rfu qmans qEo rec-< I tf,<rq-?r\Tfl$kils e[rf, dG qq ffia r

EEMq-< aB qqu-yfeft-{ R{qrril{ strq e? <r<-< cfit"eEq ffi ornr
BqlC{ E<"K qqr Cct q:r$ ETqetel q1qTs6 TE ffiEF qR<qT{T ntrq frg
Eq' fit mt-qtR-O s-i2"6ry ccs' \TfaqlE{| +m qft U"f{Cq qFro efl-$I
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TE{mT s-6.|-sltrlT qF{l{ <I{q $LT{.t ,sqvt 
"fj-{Bfru ut R<fdDE- <tT qf<\g

)aF ffim "fltrtm< <ffi qqaa {m q-q.'["f{ dQT q\?11-q. <ppTft {f56sqrtrt frT qfc{ | ,sqgt B?MI-K RGq q{-qrf q:ilqrffi q-{i sI: RsT-s-q, HR
defrl Tslt-{ b:eo fiffi qfuT{ $tq s$ {<tf, qrfl b6 "trq reSffoqR
ftcr e<\ qI.rfl.d fre o?frnr fi.x qq $<N;r tso ut cetrs. sK fuouft{rdffi'*E qc{ scbr

et "[-d{ qEs bEMh-K clqpj € Ft[q-< fi{tf, qai qft qpr
FtR{efu.e. Tdvs B{E vtrri vt{ T-dI <ReE )) dqr *A- q@qtdx
FrR*, ,q{rq 

"ff5tcif <trt d ryq BeM qR{lf,cr 6 ";"r{m+* sqls. q)
cT q?r qR<lt-{ qegl-<-$- 4e <t Ih. E[nT q-{I c{fqt ECIRE "fiffiEffifiE $l[o'r, ic) "1eqfu qq{cr qk{rur q{r Hrff Es rrft qET fifr'
<T Etrw cII.-'i r ,qq-gt qq{arqft{c-<-s qcq cn6mr *nvq e *n"t *u
65IEE[ q-{ e{el-s 

T?rq. q1lrs <1Eq 3-ff qq;,,
eR crs efr{E "tR<t{efrc-o qtur FrR-< cqrc.n R&a qFFIrr 

"F-+{c{rq-{ c{'t scrsfr 'tR"$E-dt €f{t s-<t q{r st{ qmr wqlg\ qe &fiT{ c<t6
"fR$S-dIt ee "fkf,q=dt cl'{Ccl-:l st<ct 61 qe cq q-{,-*1\t s.tft u,L<,qR qrrl
mvn< qfr <cqFrcBr AG €u qcnRq vrrv "I+ftrrr< erw <m @{cnef,t Sfis4 mMqR'+q-{F rt$rr cqb )8ooo e1ft3633 t+{cffi <Kqr
s-<t qs fu Er-{trqcq. "F-fqr cqs$r et qR.$q-d\s <i.f q.r frfu_{ c<M
qRsfr-dt e<\ qfr-n q*o n<m* $<roq $-{T{ dfr${ E6"lR $c[ $enr
.6R(q 

qm-s stcs "Mr{ 6q\Brla AC €s qcxRq. I qA AG q_{$ft
kMq-< c$lriI qfr oi{q Erq, vm qsmR c{Q qfu {lFr-$< q[q sefi <r.ur
firw,cn-< "I!-{ftrr <r<qr M +c< Fur ,s<q-q, c-:rfi5g{ $E caEF q"t
('r.r qqM <T{rC$ qfrsfr-d. XFmr\e qR "ffi u.Mqr q-qI tffq-cq<
<r+q T-fl {r r 165y1cthtnw qR-<treFnp qn$6T{ qry. €<R \nTfrerA
qk{Rsfrcr qrrilr*s qry cqaft'c..$ €r w< wffiq qR-ffieG[-r
{6i Cqs$ € g+-Oqq6s6a ffi e1ftq641ea

"16x cerro qHsUEMEi-{ O"t s "1r<fi-* 
qr 

"F$"ilft .,rrq-{ \Efi-s
<-o Ifrn q-qI ,{<R et cTs rt-{{q{ ftg. Qqmlun m <E "m EilT qq,
\e=m-{ nr{Ercm{{ <r{Et S-fl qrt ,{T q-+ e$E tr€R-ffiq_{ qst qlPlu q{
vq+tftq c{frR Frft ,{t *Irq cq$$ $r$[ Elrqlm<]. q{E{ ecs-{.BIETI\I {As fifr cqw Yetl"tt{jlT, cqi&R.E tx-E, bqrfE o;r ,{<i qFmT
Tq?t <Ir aq+r FuRrrtn+ TsK aqr Hrcs.R{ qs R .s$fr qrot FrRc-<F[x esq-{ qMffi cfie "tR.Tfi $r-< qt}rcr{ cqt cflut.Tr ffi
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srl-"lc-r fr-{E{ s-<t qn s<\ fr{ <t{qs )bao fif$15q )EI N I q6 fiffi
qrr-o {lT{ ss?ilsr{ fr$F5 cfru fifoq-{ W"t 5lT{ 6siFK q-{i esfrs qr
Rv ftR FiRr <rft et q-{fic{ <t$ IE $-c{, \5rch3r 1&. eE c{ \5kt <M
ulrft e€nK $t-<ri t<e fqlmrs ,s<\ qlqfi'sv[-< lreE fr<ut qrq{ {Rc<r.r
{AE {R[rfi ctM 'nn qt r qt 4RRGC\, flg{cqrr q'cq. qCEE-{I Tcf,
c<Bllc{l E{ c{ cae qkTs[iK Ecs.,r gl(q-< q<@.l $3rI <I qlc{lr{-drnlh

{l eg.-rc'lrw EqM nt$ q[fir qt-{< <ar {{ TI q{ cqq BTnr$ qE qqu
tRc{fi r aBmstr R-+ca Xcqr cer{$ fi-<K W ,{e cDB fi{ q6
Em ,s? q$m ct{ fi6o qqu qn q<l qffi qm-clqfuv qr ss$tfr{
qxcr q-{qicgst qk+lL<-{ }rg-fik off Arqq qtrr+l< mref <ln w$ q-{FI{
T-{t qT q:W e$E qtro <mt T-{F {lrs B?MfiT !t-{kq Ik "ttl .s<\ d
c{Mr<s ffi 'qvt-alv|' qlr[s- esB qtr$ 6EH{ I qe qBsfr qsq eqK
"t< EeM c{Wrvi-{ sftq qrd@- EHQE I "lrg t{-ft-{ sfifdT RGr qur fifr'L<
q&ffi $Ts qtclFr, 

"l<-{€fro 
qtux fiRc-< <q-{wflA EEN<I Tffi q&dn

TslF Etsr r 5ft-+ ng< et Afurs qFts qF{m e<R elr-Tlqffiq qffis
{fqFJ T-C< tss

EqM {qqif W<is--"l1R:gf+ Esr cnr*f< qq-q6enft-$. lrqB RVE1T

cr[qes, EI{ qcq Rq fi ffrK c\"]ltE$h-{ qqi fi-<t'lET <raq F-{tr qt
qrqT qnt{{srqlt fiC-K m<l q+Rs qil C{rqs GnfN Ufur eA Ee<
Bf{rg-lcr S"ER"$L< roe$tfr{ crqs q:rflL-T{ ua Mt v. rjtgaqm
T?tt€f qnutet sr-<qr e? pe mmc<-o sqqfra "tfuT<q r<*$f{ et ck?l<
ciqle1en-{ qqi {raB <r+{ qqq u*,

:sc: Rfrqr E{ {ti{ qcu \rlr-T+. qH tfrq. RLT EqM, cqM qlcr\o
$s $tr<. r qltq qt EqM qttlqr"l-{ 6'lqc. $t{6f EE KM?IBT qr t&s-{
qq?iGr frq6 qtieuT qrc{ t{-<rs EitrEI TT{ qt Esrlr fiAq lt$<r
ar<l qsr<-q-ffiT cwQqr x<lro1 RAfi-< gG ERTffi-{ "Id "flfrs[-dr
xi-$BT Qq s-t{R-rf ffi{ vrt vr<r ffir qs qftT<rq. qHr firg {-drl
(q-d6o et Et"f cft q-dPo q{ EIQ qt "tr{cr &u \xwr st amt TLT

AQVA 4Afif,q Afu s.E ftrr uE w fr{iE-a nzrr ficzr?.r Er.r e

"I{-ftT qs{ EIeq-{ st{Er gfq tFvt qdBt cq"fl{ Rrs'sm-{ ffiE{r qs

&Stglst qHn fiRLT ,{t qc.6 UqMcqr fiqa eo &a ef+N qnqlt cq?ff

fi(n&E st q-E q4qH e< v1Eufiu qucjt Tt-o.t ,4ck-{ {,c{i c<Fmrgtat qql

RE Affi-{ qtry-o Tro qun fiRr< qr+o fre e <Ts cqtrsr Wi xt?r
utt e? "rc6 Elrwn< q-{i we "F-+{c{ E-<-$K qrs eftvr eq ort "n d
q<({Sfl-qM-{,\oqo I I I )8\



qm ,&-d{ Es-{ts qrr<rs q$E c<Ff TH-s-{ qr{ $<fffi fi\BRIT dr3jqi{
qc{ "[v t BqM trgr-<-{ Tqt$s q|qAr Rsqnr <rqiptH1T ,ffi uqrKsl-{
€tq-<r$ a-< <jHm"I{ 1169 srt ,lsft 4.c4fi6s qffis T-<t ESt81

>tcl RtStrq- 'tftsF csrslcfir ,q$6 d-llqfr-+. fiqts cqm EEM
qtflT{r6.et{r <&cs cstr{r qt qqr AfrsE Tsst( FqE 6.s cs Esr
cEr-l{ Ic{i {tEl}rlv s-{l{ q{r 4qctff<I-<Et 5t{ qr{ q<\ et firr Ele
T-<Er q-{r cqsnxf ffs-dT qs }ba\ RSIcE-{ :c-{ q636s vl<-g, c3t-sk\s
stt +<l E{ qA 

"ftqt ffrv r e? {FTc"fff<-<q uIq <q !"14 v{{ o*g frcnrt
{lEHlE $-nrs 'tBlr-{ 

qtr vtt "tf,{cqK 
iK"BIFtT{t Er(qr CqEt-f,?Fr 6S qFr

nr< qft:r<ffi elt-{.t s<rg ss $[Kr ffi )bcq calr$.erqm )baq q6
Ew wmq< qt{ R{ .etfi$rr

sffi< c$lt
))'9oo q-4

1,boo q"[

)o,gcg q-{

9),qc9 q-{

),1)C W{
t,cc q-{

IF :*
et srm UqM s ${c{ hgcfir qfr RrE{ rI{A$ cqst rt$ I

Eewqr eQ qtffi{ 
"tft'T<s. r{.$tcffir $I{6t Ecr frqx r fu ,F-+ffi hgrK:r

T{<rs- {qftn Rmnr <rqfiett$tr-T{ qfr-s qe*-sl q<\ $fS{E \rt, ftil{D-q
<ltTa qss564 E?N[h-< qlcf$I{U€ c-'F qs I {41g bngh-< 6slE chsngr
4hcrE qffi qF1t qs I qrrK fiR{ s-$-ft "F-<fc{ fiIrB. ,tR-fiffi{ cs
qnm fiRc< <frcr mqqcm qql 6uBr cqls$ qrct r fu e1T qm fr+- +-+
qr R- EEMqr caMR "F-fqcqr qr{. fiL-T {l\3nt ,fs< rt q[E Elc(-<rs
qur FtRrf, qr cnetrm qfu $KH[st srq-{ qrrilK strHe Et-{F
<H $-fis cksrl qrq s<\ $frt $61 ,trF{ \r-lm<m reM me$ qc{ cqe
qqm "rc<lffi 'tR$ffilr qQrE qm{ d-$E[ \ss q6s Frneq r eQ clfir
EEMEa C{"eflr{ Ttcqr <r<{ 5-31 err et'qrq--{ $wfie qeHr ,{e G{ft-{
qtdl fifu €< qt{ cqg$ Es 'snls'ql$ $rl- f, srsir ffim e<l nEfr
Cqu,S<\ C9lrE.<\3 lI{S +,4 *,

vt R{qEq.am-< re{xq<qx Us-< e qfu <F <er q.{d{ qfilu

>8e I I tq<qnq$-{srBt,qoqo
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&ts r[Erfi-{ flw' re.tEt{ <rE{ $-$ qs I =q-{qfu R qfr &o wqt{riE*-tc<
xlg; ,e<\ qs-drffr"f U? Cqe qm cq&x "Jfdlc{ qA e<\ EI-< q'gc<'{

qRluilFlgtn srtXF"<E {qcstql.-{ frcr qfr Ckt-<-{ <r<{t qq r et {9-{ qfrF
sc{rfi qt"F $r-{ "i!-ftcq< <rqr<s q{ r qq-q eE qsrql qfrco ut< c$tr

sr-< Nts]-< qqI &tw qRffi FiR q{Ir{, qanl-< qffi"fift cslrlq q<\ 1&
ffi<<tq< <I{$ q$ s{ I ,!e ql{t111-$' tR cqun s'c{ csrEEI wdl TR
Rc.r<cw-< "r{N.f ci\s3't qCI&q ,ge dsq trcu F|EK cs,cq tsaq n-<fr

-fmaqm N.fitraru? Be,cfq qn +r<Rrq{ ets|c{ st'rtfr, {ffil'F S
q|rn BqM r[-q]fr( dw' Nl-dtl ctr< {crEf, I qe q:(c{ o-q-stsT }rqf, €<\

ff{q'qsra c{t frR ?tlfr qfr qWEq, {I{Kqs eQ qfr-{ {lfrs Qrq{
r+r-q wE{'r{ {fr <Jfur qe rrs "ilft qRco $t-qlfr 5[v' FIEI<

"fRf,fl-{t €E ql. cW vlr< qq.sMr >.:.r 6 q-{<q-{q $rqlfr lW
WAE I srco cq.fi E? qMl{ ,qF{ qfr w{.<q'{4 stK :),e11 fr "tR{r{(
<1rr{ <K$ EtTRq et q16r q{<rRlE TCElfr'{ x<i Bcm<csFf Ea
Kqs&nm {aq {fr-{ qfq"ocolfr, f{qfr R-erqt< $mfr, {F<&-d{ c-u1&

{rt< $[Etfr err2-B r "m<fts st, R{FID-q' <1({{ Bqs "rf< Wffiv +trq

eE qrg $tqtfr efrcu 'q'frdrl.t' aEE{< <r+q s-fl q{ tsb €qlvl cfi-{' c$lq
q-t{r[{ $].foi ncqlfr Atr+< $<rc{ ,MqCiK <r{-{ T{t <lEqr

q:q-{t EG{cqj crrq& cq BaM {R-{rcfrro curq qffi qRlT fi\s$
qrnQat .e< ql.fi"fiFt qrextfu< agfr 66a6 <l<q QEr <Er{ T<t<

fuARs qim Tslfr aqn +.$ qrelt

dft qlt[En 
"lR'{H

<{-s 'I#cr-{ w{, T,ffi $ e T+tfr qtqt

<-ns G.C{cr3 w{r T,fifr {8, 6nfr qm s FEq
<fE$cEK wri ntfr qTn$ s Tqfi {f
<fr"+trn<wqr ffioot s ffiqrqKI{

{Q:4"

4qfr-q "rdeao {rcq €q4-< '€<\ qtAK{ {rc{ q$-<F fi\3rf qNI I

;rt{r<qu eE EE ltrq <EIBrq-( q{JE{ etkl{ [fr Ee,ry< BE{FM qNI e$6
qce'l <liEI +<<{ e<\ w{.JE qcqI Ketfqq-< r "rc<Bfts )a e sIdS ,{<\ qv

c.t qtqsiR eQ <E ryq Be.q< aDfrs qtT&E. pie Eawa< Ir<l ck-{M[<{
gllsKC.F BTq-ClT $fu fr<q €<\ qmK.fsE fr<q Cs- C<IE{ C+srl qC{F to.

Eqre[FT "F-{qrrrK "rmmFi "ikqc<-< cf,lsch< +*lqnq< frpe +-ox

ctrexl acI-6.T qcir "1rgQE cqQ mur<o sT, fr<r;trq K]T El-< a"MFE rg
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c+. q6sqm <F-qK $LK arltq-Ar <r{q oR"t Tr<Arq{ | sfiTqlr+< ftr.s.
qRrl TfiqA qR<r<rs' 3R ,smm; ffi {R-<T<tr r-o-slul-?r rRtfiR
qsrgr, r{qqjQfr qk<Fr.a. vtfrffi-{ "trt' ft;<, <fffifoq< mrffisi< q-{I

AaqGRs' qfr ficq qrqlt q{t{t5as cua +a qcRQs, fu qnff ?sR EtTEE

frr-r<me qR<rf,{ qqrycqr frca em{ Esi R{ Dr$R"{ <rEq ffit ee msj
{Ts T{ 3ffi sTq1r.-{ q-dl DITR-{ qE Caflel{ <r<qf a31ET S q-{] slRrtR
Ftmt< <r<q s-{t qr r <t6f anr;K qt<rcx fiq&fifon-{ $r-fiR-{ ffiqlrq
sEHFIt q'|r{-{ tss{R ch\3rt qr qmGx m'fix rx-+tr<-< "F-+ffi T6r$T

aGfiR s. clrq{Hq- qN akr qqfT{tq $r<RE{ vt: frqFw'ar fiq q&rs
pfqqBcEr csco v. ?tr{ UqffiF Fiq q"fffi{ a66?t +cs-q qt EffiI qFM
qs fr-qfifrfilq {ptr{H lrylvfifrc$,qq q]c{ e$fi dfrSl{ r^ qE dffil(T{
Ttq trE Frs q"r{ ,q?R eMlt<{ q{r qmiq €R"t s-{t s<\ vk qrcrrst ltutQ

+ts @s 1l6i {q{ ,4< <I{q $-<Ir ,{e <irq w*$-fr 6{ qrg dBfiq. b"fEo

<xRGT EK nr<, Emtrstsv qcEt Rnw $tqtp--{ $6I, $-f,lT6t6lg s[-dfrcg
$ilqfi${ $I-{ffi +kqtil dVG r

€el-pt gt: ft{lt,oq. <lLTs fud <.g <V ficlfat aB$q flrel G{tflfiRtt

$c3r 6{158 bqM {ftcqr E-$fr-{ <Frqt 3-31 qc-{Qf, glT nc$ q-ris{ Rfl
sr{qr 6flqrd-s- RGs qt{rnT qt{t c{f,t-{ eF Er$R {fr qrq Em qfuT<Rqm

qfel fik*'bEMn-< q$ffi{ fficq{l Tm dU{ cd1rer s$\q{
qcRAE r* vt: Klir cs<drrlg qsts fisrfun-{ qTE6l $tr $ns q{fr r ffi
fu1q fuq{ fiqqfuE-{ TrEIfrrs $ts{ffi qtqr{-{ qqI <Jfuflu w$.<tq

sr<Gfqrr \orr <,fuelu q-1:-<tc{ nftprf"Fr .$r."ilfr'{ $Br q-} cnr{ffital
sw \dcq{F T[effi{ $ltq TI'E9a sdT q'lr[ Brftilar <rRcq{ I qqvNs

<rt*FelL< 6{sl-s qrqlBr r{lKt{ ffiBr c5?t qC-rRE 4ft'n<{ q-{-$rT TV<F

qfiu {R<q{ qtqr EnM. T<-scq-{ frcnttrK {tsr{r
afoa<rm <ftr t+{,r{ ft& :

EEI c(-"tstst ,{<\ sl-f,s-'flftsr{ R <l€n qeTs?tt * 7u.qp6 fts<
TFr R R"ts qfinf"i BqE. 6qlg qFDT<ffi dmrt $r.< Ejrr-a'{sqr$ et Klrql

tr+ffi cqlgnt {s.r Qq nr I q< c'tqrq qaffi+. st{61 qr 
"tp.tt"flft 'F-+fi

6qtflI qfi-{ qst{ R{ \trqlw a{T st-{.i r stt sq+Ifr+ {{nfr gt' R<FruE'

ffi qfu'a-<pr-< <tft( RGr qrq .{e cqg Ra{t U{iv.{ "F-+{T qr <Kqf
scs{r

\orT qfun-<liqEr et fr{S "tR*q E?E qR{r<r 'tr+{cr <I{q fiT
$ -ssfi rt<w slq Rs il I qT Ea TlK6t q6f qfrT<REIT <tRrT cscs
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&Mcqr {rdfi-s ffit vr< ,st <t$ $ qsBr 1BRL<tft w {Et rlr rt I Tt-{ct

dreI$. rrse Etr,4{{ qt{rttT T{<f{ $-<F c{{H cqr$ c{ \51{ nm< xxB
e<\ qqg s ,!fuqrs. <r< Tfqrs 'flr-T "tftq <\Els <tc< catrq qcq-{ qe

xXFo &Bq R"F <<lr,csFnt &E r {-qs qE qale 
"5-d m qw xl$rq

R-qT{, E&slt <t vl<lsr r,tfrfr \trd1ii \nrprf, 
"fltlcf,t 

q1nRE Etil qf<K ftrfr
qfix ,s<R qftv<m< Eew q{q,ll$ qlc<t qtr{ $c{ (sll*Er

reRv qrre m qfur fiR{rs dqlFlv rT( qfuffirq-< <ttt< sq+o

"F-ftrla cwcq <iB-q'l fB wunr ssF s-{t slx r dqnB q,qt Bv< d(hc"K

t{figt-{' cqEt. ,q<\ EqnE qcEt qlqlnl{ fr"t"$ r o--t fiE.lqrffi ef+<ffqnR

Bs< arqH< q-?rc|{ R{m{ "flr(ckt-xt 
q<fu qfl? qreq m \T{ql' N"$r<

tfr cqtt o-<-<r< e$E er$q d{t +r<r et qsr4 gl<l 4F Effif Frhts

of$ srg td<nqs q"{r\or eryff Qf, "tF ,{<\ qt "tF Etcs <tstfr k
fiqegr eQ aqa {F urcs-{ q-{r 6T <Mfr h-<-$t{ q{ Et<r q-ql Be-< arq"l
q-<-+tr <tvtfr onMq-< fr-{6a 36 usrtfr{ qFET{q{ qnm fiR'ca ,fr
r<c+< "tffin-< qv'm Qo{tr \rt: fr{quq.<n-q< vrqc{FMT 

"l.lb E[foq-{

be-s arqr.iT ffiirq< "flrtffiT <Kqt s-fl qs r et "tR$ErdH 
qrB fuffi

tR<tRq cqbs*< d[q""f c3r$t{ m{qffoq-{ t$c{ cqr 6{qr6{ c<<ar<Mfr

"tfr{ffi-{ "Il-+{rffi <r<qt q-{ R k+lx ,q{lt-{' dlr ,qr q-ql<t "[ffi-T{
$-+{cq< s-<t qr ,s<\ €{lt-{ esfr <ufrb'tRc<"i tlcg sd, sE "tfutr<tsr
oat qRl<rq< <Err <es e{cl e$fr <vtfr c{rq-{ aB$t qr .se qRr<r"t

<l91ft-{ q\Ecs. C{l{ q1-{ R"r* q+< {sl{fi 64q frq 411ce

qftT-<ffir 4tn vt, fr{F6E' Ar af<r €E "F-4ffi ftB< m<l'
q{Is{ RE'qf'W{q ft{m qk$q-dI, (Erlslrtg "f<-{Wq;r$ sl-dg CBI-fl;r

qfr=T \mqlffi cqffcmr< c\es ,sqrsts ngaE"tfrc<t qqr{EmJtft q{ 6ce
qm sh'tfua qftq-<ffi{ {qnfr vt. RsFrmr <t{ R{T5 $qNffifr ,{rnrr

"trftcffi e$6 eMK cs-€ln rr$Ir-<-{ ffi cpt scn"r q<( ut alQu <l I

cqt flfioft.Ts dcr{ dts K.{t qfu<c-$ 
"tt}rcqt 

q{ r fu cq ]Ns stw-s.
fi-{6q s-<t qcaRq, utKr c-{t RcE{ w$frqft qqu q{rfr q'-<-sm RE

TReft cqfr( "1l-{c{ fu ut qt E€rtr .<Frdsrt lt1v td-{lx ft'c< qtcq

T54 stq{ 'lt. s s'ffi{ qk-$qql <iof q.s r

,ffi frR&l "6 ffir {fur{-<q )l:rst-f,qtqNrn6qg "$'ftn,sR q{r
6s-fin asE16-as rtrq qmm rim eT qr$E qcs qe lfuTu 6{ <MIfr ET
6qr.K ${fr[{{ ag<l{ sqst <lc{ dtr ,s-{ EEt-< qfunKq'c-?r$lLT{ $-fi{
Es{ {*oEvtr< qHI{ R fi-<furqr qtr< qry bqM q-{otc.l< qR-slvi crrt
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qm frT{ qtc{ r fi3r6t rsiR-s' € TfrqA c{ mls <MFffi-{ 'flrtc{t <RRE
tom Qq Hfrs qRdc{ q{srs r emQft € TfrqA E?Mq-< "flrtcq "r+-+q{
dG6s q<Er {srEqt trEr c+-&r ffi-$Er qt IBTu B&r frr\o "rs{ qt

Err q{ qtp' erF qflqR+. "tdqtr-<H $G[ crr, 6T qsg SqMn-< cq.,<flcq

"ff5rffi qr{ Ufi-{ fut qcaf {{-{c{ T.<re qc{ q<\ vt-<s c3t-st{ mt{{${
qcfrR|.<t, cnr<ff I qFtN-<m 

"g+n+ ngc-.T{ {qlruq. R<-qa <rqn"ff<lH e<
fr-ffi6 q$F dB<lq."fq 6EC?F| "vBtE.rgo< <fr T6dF[ c{ ,q{6 !fit q64

utrq-{ firgim-{ 
=xe1"1r-Aaa 

fi6s qcs El{cq <rr Frv << R vBrt EF 4f,

c{ qqlm td<Xslr BqM F[-r <fq T-ss t {ril firqcft-{ &t qrs R-s&\o

EC{ s"t(6'Tqr qlrg {s$tr-T{ qtuF fiRr.T qET ficrcq, EBrt 6T firqTn-{
qc?f T{ crc.t fixe "Irft6{< qtqeli <lr"r sT TslI T-<l Wst$t"no ,€ fr<
dG{[E-{ rFtq vl3tu T{sEr 4frffiq. T{$GB[ efgFT c{c{ cfi er\ olt
GlsmF )bco q|c6T ca. fr,s<\ )ba) qrc4 trye fr "tR{|,C{-{ "Fftc4K Ttfs
T-irf qst

kfr{ qmmr{ 
"Ir-+crdr W{t{ QE firfis st? 8+ qs {<i qqmfir{

qrq qR$K oc< bqWE-{ "tr+q{ crasnt qr< uft ux-o "tRet-< e<\ EH

rc-?FIK q{I c-?ffilx crrF[ mtqlFf, $ffi, fr{F, *tr<q, srcg, fi-c-T{ dvG e&6
qR<r<m cnlgxt qs' eElvt fi-q. <r-<q{ <llq 6T:m <tartp, ql&, qFil, $tq,

AF aVO crcRT qs d&m qk<r<r+. Ect'{ q-{ *11-E, 4E&-{ ?q cq\ert E6sI,
,sqMt dG "tk{rffi dtK,-<n-€" q{af ts{ qh-{tc<r <fi mF,fifr's cqEElT
.s$rq[gt TI&q< E]5t Ck\e{f qst { qq4 qR$L< qqlss qmREr

B?Em< SsRtrErrr q-dI qsBx"trp.B?re' 
"rR<]rg-{ 

q-6'[-$ qffi srg
C{ldle .sSCsl-9t $C-?t T-?lstat CEs?ll € {l1s Ekt 4lT C\ffi ,{K EITIC{

v'tft|6fir It{ st-"r n6fi-r <aT 'fiT eq q1,qlq]" ffiqN frC-T dfreTE qRCE-i

futgc<r w QB E-T TKEr qB{-{ 4hF cGr dficfrr Qqsno

"tr+ffi trs{ s co.&n q-a+taqsBcrytrq qrrr q'fiTr G{RR qR<rfi{

RE rfiT-{F qlqlqlm <-rRq ut: fr<EFE an st UkTq "tfr<Tr<T dB
cqf{qtfiq Qm{ q<\ finfis crnq:Kg <t?rs{ "15-+mr ffirr <|F sI"{t
qfu Teftsr fireB ctAll s a{qGfi-o qtu-?rct 'ttr sI fifus n<cu ffi
c+&r q<-+m+. q*-<I{ TrK;r, qr-sn <tstfr fiffian ulqHtrqr sfrfiT
fip +-<t cqt+.t EEr dsm w1all-T .eQ otre ffiT ?TWre. ficltat n-<t qsr
elrs slr €&Rg. E{ qsBr Tqtr (sT{t qqMt <s <g]fr qftmmT. st.
fut{Fq <m Etrernr "F-ftcqa nrcq qqc<rAsl <EEr qry c,Fx6a '[h6o
cq&n c-{skrT. q-drd{ Tril{ | qt(-{ qtqf$' € cqT{FlEt q<\ qRr reftsR
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cqf*e cmQrEq <Mfr'bEE qk<mefr.r

ffistE, qtqn[q <tct {ftq-<rffi <ts qffi qtxrff{ vt R{rD-q,
<lr c$ UkMq-q "I++crffi qrr b-crytet frF qcntrq ffi qE <r<tqfr r

<m{fus EEM "F{flT qT 6fqm E{ ftRtt q*-dt{ ,s<\ qt$k$. vFFtt t

qfur<cqs qun fiRL-< <q-+q-+rft E?M qfr<r<-{ a& qm<vnt grtE]tv
ts-q$tft{ <BqO \5t: BIffi{-dqm qfuv<cs qt6q-{ ,{<\ )bco ft6m. eo e.f
qc?m-{ s]rs' ffifrnr qEF FiR.c( 4R?.fr-{ ficr wnt qr qcq Rc6H
qfux-<cs{ Trsr'm Tr{an fi} rs-dq-dTar oEq, caftsfr Rqram $fr"rdru
!fr"q-{E trI{$qt<, vt<u q-<-+Tt-T{ 

"F-{.m {dcsr qfuT<q .tt1K sBurs
$sC< wfi W.f urEpn<m qK 4ft*<*iT*flr<-< "F-+cr k\?r-3-?T TqI$s
E<-m <rran+<itx dBfiR kcE{ qldr fiR< qRh=fr st.E frR sffi+
$l qREI R<.m <cqn"fl<m ,{Er $]rq fr-{cr-f, $lrq qr<h-{ qtffir, cr gETI

R<-+ e<\ <nxt, ffi qtfir-wq ofo qA-sl*t r utQ-v316"11qrr{ siai
ffiflr3-< ETRTr{I<. rg"t< q-"$ffi*frq eQ SeqqLT ot<t ffi qrftc_v< +rre
qTEu utcns fu qceT qt 6r Ekk-{ q-ffiK cls fr{efr <mqft[5. sbt{Tq{i <Kqt o:lt Rfs RT qtfles xwlt-< R$fr ,€ sR-qtct-< :nq qRRE
<rat"yft6is ch-{ Eilrt +-<rs *rEt es6 RHT ffiwt< urt sm ea \nlr<E-{
$C( I v'l': frsFE&. Hm{ T;Icq qQ encf< R<-m <qOt"tt<itx frftgi qf$.lr< cp.f
$CT{l ef: <1T q9-s \re,"lrcEr qtCel qt eMFm- <MC{ K"f fixgi&FfH dq6f
+r<-E t ffi unfrs{ tse{dcqH< T<r{fr catkq- <Etv ,E co ffi< aB
@ qffit +r< erB 66 cq-c.n q<\ ut-@t< q? *I,, Rsw6q r[R{ erct-{
cM fiLT $t rfuq-{ qr$lu <lrq $3tri, )bc) Rfr,q-{ qar cs<r$R
vtrq-<m qwr 6"rq c"-co 6cq +r< <m{fr 4rt<K fthE €u ET S?R
3ffgg ql lcr

"tft'n<s q{fl{ trell vt: fiffiEq' K[T( WM qaqrf nmR4{ <ER.{
dlb?I-{ rmllw e*gTf e ffio Fm <m qe<r6rof q6$q{t I ,{ Accs.
v<Qr m ,{t qR-$q-dts ffi eq s*$ffi-{ r+-fu m-+r< 

"lr 
ccq q{qr

TF{r6 4ft'ffiq q+stflce e 4Rsqq< 6NK qcu qcRQqt )bc1_cy qrcd
c+-&n. q<-om b&Tfi, sqfsp e s'<ldmrk ffi eEm frcs ffis qtsst*q,
qsfrEEE 

"tfr$f,dl ct{t q5s EFv<l :tcs RSIrq- "tfu,tr$? 
q:r$ts t{-trfi

a&:n <n-a $tT ctls$R "F-+{Tq\4.E q1 RfRqm-e1 {<-$lc{f, *qu arfu,
CIt ml qfu'n-ffi ?5-ft{ a&-rt q-rs qlR qA qkcdfrco :tct" RFficn
q\en3rB 

"Rsfrdl sqt +-<rq El[-s waE qrficx R<tqqqx qcdT cqer Rq-{
F'q rw{ et {R-$ffql.6o $-{c{ qtqfo emm Rmr{ Gfu qr<-q rRca;r
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c-<-str-T{ 'F ercre" EvlM eE eruf<rs qnefr srg fu Rc-<}fu .fi
zMr<-;T ffi<sr +r-<rq r $mfiS 6{EI cqfiB <e s&cltat $LT{ cr "r+trfi
'iR-sEHt 

qEffi BrMq{ q6+slcT q<Ap ql Tc< wn< q{slGT cc{ qg,lm

qfifuu q-<ra< {fr frc{ nermql' "ffic{t 6s' an r ffi wefrdvlm <rE-{

6{ <gtfr EEMrfr <l\Er{ qks {rrql ffi{ rt et ABcs frnft qq I slGil

<cB .s qR-fi qqt{K q:vtat etr+ro ffi.1-?tfiQfrr-{ <tEcs cqrs Er< sr<
6ffi fiqr(s{ nt{c{ {all{at 4R$fldt rT $rfr qe$t-trI 

'lTrtntK fiql(g,s
qH& +rs-q fu-<rfr-<r r

,{futt-< frLa1fr qffi{ qtq& e<\ ucRC-K 6sl[n< qlmHr+< +ca
qsskcqi( 

"J5-+fi dfut ffi q{ EI qcq,e Etrnr<I p qw< Eare

4k{<r+. q\eot-<cB'"F-+{rqK qqr 
"fihrqf 

qrr t+{'q-+ Nl Et-<-{ Tett ql{t

tcsftam qnl ftfr{ qri-{ qqrft fiRca clr$F qrt qfiaq qfr ccts-{ <r<q

d qnqfr:rteflK s"K qfqlffi{s <r+q qq aI ,qNKqT vlgBr an el.{E'

E-E 6rrr s q-djf{ $cil$q-{ rftq{ q'eflTqI qRq.6. {q t vt: fr<nuq <m

"F-+fi Es{ .e:r s-<r<qr t€ fa q{ rufurK ,6qI dxrflfr{ Uqffits
et bdrs qerl'{6r (sNE'rrB qqRE 

"Iq.6frc{< fras cqsrf Er q<i
qftr<ea T.ti cGu s s'Er-N-?T fr-{F{ Tfr"Et( m{K m{ m eQ q<q.'{

cDTkqiE fi{s. T-<t E-{ r q{qf{ "flffit BaB qs fu <qfr{ aksrolK
"tr+fl <r{q{ catr$' {Tr xK$ftn-{ q<q EffiE em sr}r ee <M{
qRffiiec+-qdtq' sd{ vf, frqF{Eq' arr{ q-<-$r{ cqt qm rxq-frgtET

ctElrrj Rfu BTM. rir'"K $-s,Co- <t{i +<rs cu?t nrs q\e$lsql 
"it5rc slr

+rq &ffi 5apnE beu qrqrdm $c( ,s<R smTF qrGr qcatcq-'<

astdFs E<lTw etq dqs sr{ I

q< fr'asq $c;T {EI {l{ c{ ct"t st{ <nQa srcd{ e yGl ftcar<

b"r<-s uelf, ft'R otmfr qeFs-"H rt*vs fratrs qcm mG EGH *fl4fu<
qqq vFr< 6sB rlEfuc< FE fu cmvtrsm {-66[ Tq' n-<m {caq 1Q

<tiEKci"1itETq€EWrs'I fr15 "tfut"f n|qvr+, "|€Cqrfiqqfuffi Ary
ECq qHrE qcse ,sQ nffi's frA(sr qql st R"I{ x"no nr{{K qal eT.I

s 6{a-+ s< ST{K' cs[q {quf<] co?r rrmqq <l\El{ m.lsF vr' fr:fl-duv.

<tH St f s "I{-{ra e< Rq R'g ffiCq ffist em T-<I crrs\e m-&n q<-+n<-<

Rntp{N qtb-{6f[s Brqm rem ffi qqqn rl-g<K E{r {t $r<rqq' <t s<Er

oA +r<cer \ot {&E dq\cm nR <rcqt srr \ot"{ $rq< ftrq-st{ fr'+.eFlm-

q[E <r-T "rd-{€[s <N{a$ 4frr-<cq' frcqcm saulx sm< fu-o *te.

+.r<eE cn fivca mtrqt qra"q ffit
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Abstract 

Purpose: This research paper aims to find out the dimensions of depression in relation to medical 

and engineering aspirants. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: The dimensions are recognized with an exploratory factor 

analysis (EFA). Subsequently, the validity and reliability of the factors are established by 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using AMOS. 

Findings: Researchers find out two dimensions of depression – IntrinsicInstability and 

ExtrinsicInstability. 

Originality/value: This research introduces a new tool in the context of depression research in 

relation to medical and engineering aspirants in India.  

Practical implications: We are very familiar to the suicides by the unsuccessful medical and 

engineering aspirants in India and somehow the depression is one of the influential 

factorassociated with it. So, it is the need of the hour to identify the depression level of each 

aspirant and restore it before any loss.  
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Introduction 

Nowadays, the medical and engineering entrance examinations have turn into the dream 

of every brilliant students of India. It becomes the passport to enter into the world of elite class. 

Like every year, 29 lakh students appeared in the last year (2020) for either engineering or 

medical entrance examination in India called National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET) and 

the Joint Entrance Examination (JEE) (Over 2.5 Million Candidates Appeared JEE Main, NEET 

and CAT in 2020 | Education News,The Indian Express, n.d.). Among them, only approximately 

fifty five thousand medical and engineering aspirants got selected for the admission in various 

Govt. institutions in India. Due to such a high level of competition, NEET-JEE becomes one of 

the toughest examinations in the world (Tomar, 2021). Due to this reason, aspirants go through a 

terrible phase in their lives during their preparation and they are completely exhausted. In this 

regard, a survey by the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai reported that during their 

preparation phase, they have issues like sleep-related problems, constant exhaustion, loss of 

appetite and weight, digestion troubles, and menstruation problems (Ali, 2018). This high-

pressure lifestyle during their preparation often triggers destructive behavior patterns like 

substantive abuse, bullying, sexual experimentation, loneliness, anxiety and depression (Saikia, 

2018). Every aspirant is forced to go through such a depressive phase during their preparation for 

two-three years. Even after enduring all these, very few of them can test success in the 

examination, and rest of the aspirants labelled as failures. All such circumstances and fear of 
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failure lead the aspirants to suffer from depression and anxiety disorder. As a result, the cases of 

suicide by the unsuccessful aspirants are rampant in India. This paper purports to respond to the 

need of hour and study the depression level of such aspirants in India. 

Literature review 

In this study, depression has been conceptualized as the depression of the medical and 

engineering aspirants in the context of India. Presently, it becomes one of the burning issues 

related to the Indian medical and engineering aspirants. In this regard, a Bollywood movie 

Chhichhore (2019) comes up for general awareness. But on that perspective, to date, no 

comprehensive research has been conducted throughout the nation. Jain and Khatri (2020) try to 

analyze the factors causing stress among engineering and medical aspirants and find out three 

factors, such as interpersonal skill, self realization skill and expectation. Some other important 

research initiatives are taken by some of the prominent researchers, like Prajapati and Singh 

(2019), who try to study of stress among coaching students in relation to their academic 

achievement and psychogenic variables with special reference to Kota coaching institutions. In 

this regard, Mishra and Singh (2017) demonstrates the competition of Coaching Classes of Kota; 

and Kaur (2020) provides a document analysis of JEE-advanced preparation centers on the lives 

of students in Kota.Nebhinani et al. (2019)analyze the causes for rising suicide among the 

medical aspirants, while Orberg (2018) discusses about the coaching industry as a “shadow 

education” system. However, neither an indigenous tool for measuring depression has been 

developed nor any foreign established tool has been validated for the analysis of depression 

among the medical and engineering aspirants in India. 
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In the field of depression research, some of the foreign researchers have used the Beck 

Depression Inventory (BDI) to find out the depression level of the students (Furegato et al., 

2008; Arslan et al., 2009; Villatte et al., 2017; Eman et al., 2017; Karmakar& Behera, 2017; 

Cassady et al., 2019). In some cases, other important scales like Hospital Anxiety and 

Depression Scale (HADS) and Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS) were used by Chan et 

al. (2010), Thelma et al. (2012) and Ajilchi & Nejati (2017). In this regard, Depression Screening 

Test (DST) by Ivan Goldberg is also used by Khurshid et al. (2015). Some other researchers, like 

Dabana&Gobir (2018), Pham et al. (2019) and Tamunosiki et al. (2017) used their self 

developed questionnaire for analyzing depression of the subjects. 

A systematic review of literature reveals no evidence of developing a scale in relation to 

the measurement of depression level among the Indian medical and engineering aspirants. The 

BDI, HADS and DASS are not the indigenous tools to identify the depression level; furthermore, 

no proper research has been found to be adequate to validate these research tools in this 

country.Thus, the present research has been taken with an initiative to develop a depression scale 

to measure the depression level of the medical and engineering aspirants of India.  

Objectives of the study  

Through the literature review in the earlier section, the present paper highlights some 

research related to depression. However, in the absence of adequate research to develop a 

measurement tool on depression in relation to Indian medical and engineering aspirants, the 

present study undertakes the following two-fold objectives:  
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a. to identify the dimensions of depression in relation to the Indian medical and engineering 

aspirants, and  

b. to verify the factor of the tool using confirmatory factor analysis. 

 

Methodology 

Items generation 

Through the various literatures (Furegato et al., 2008; Chan et al., 2010;  Ajilchi&Nejati. 

2017; Khurshid et al., 2015; Pham et al., 2019) the article recognizes two broad dimensions for 

the purpose of generating items in relation to the measurement of the depression of Indian 

medical and engineering aspirants. These two dimensions are (i) Intrinsic Instability, and (ii) 

Extrinsic Instability.With respect to these dimensions, initially 19 items are extracted which 

follow 4 point Likert type scale (Gabriel, 2015) and are designated as ADS1, ADS2………… 

ADS19. 

Scrutiny and Critique by Experts  

Initially 19 items were extracted and those were checked by a language expert and necessary 

modifications were carried out to make it free from ambiguity and to improve the quality of the 

tool. Then, the tool was sent to two experts from the related area of research to go through the 

overall formation of the tool. Furthermore, the tool was checked by three experts to judge the 

content validity of the items where they excluded 6 items and modified 3 items. Hence, in this 

phase 13 items were retained. 

Sampling and data collection 
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Institutions having the medical and engineering aspirants were chosen for the purpose of 

data collection. Data were collected using self-administered 13-items questionnaire from 

aspirants of the institutions of three states of India, i.e., West Bengal, Tripura and Jharkhand. 

Respondents were selected randomly (Lottery) from two reputed educational institutions having 

centers in the above mentioned States. The present paper tries to merge the characteristics of the 

samples received from the three states for the sake of generalization of the research findings. 

Total of 1288 aspirants participated in this survey, out of which 104 aspirants did not complete 

the questionnaire, finally, the sum of 1184 responses were taken for this study, which is 

sufficient for a survey (Borg and Gell, 1979). In the questionnaire, the aspirants were asked to 

answer according to their level of agreement and disagreement. The participants were ensured 

that this data will be used only for ethical research.  

Data analysis and results 

The two-fold data analysis has been done for this research. Primarily, the Exploratory 

Factor Analysis (EFA) was run to recognize the principal dimensions of depression of the 

medical and engineering aspirants. In this regard, the sample was divided into two equal sub-

samples: sample 1 (n 592) and sample 2 (n 592). It was performed through the random selection 

of 50 percent of the cases by the filtering algorithm in SPSS. Then, an Exploratory Factor 

Analysis was run through the 13 items of the measurement scale following the Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) with Varimax rotation. It is an orthogonal rotation for the simplicity 

(Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). Subsequently, CFA authenticated the factor structure for all the 

dimensions of the tool.  

Exploratory factor analysis 
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The EFA was run on first sample group using the 13 items related to the depression in 

relation to the medical and engineering aspirants. Here, the Cronbach’s alpha value is 0.83, the 

KMO test for sample adequacy value is 0.88 which qualifies the meritorious level indeed it is 

near to marvelous level and the Bartlett’s test for Sphericity value is 0.000 which means it is 

significant. All the results confirm that the factor analysis would be useful with this dataset, 

Kaiser (1975) and Hair et al. (20016). In the factor extraction process, the researchers followed 

two criteria, the Eigen value should be more than one and factor structure has to be 

consequential, useful and theoretically sound (Pett et al., 2003).  

 

Table I. 

Dimension  Measurement Item 
Factor 

Loading 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 
p-Value 

Composite 

Reliability 

In
tr

in
si

c 
In

st
ab

ili
ty

  ADS1- Happiness .549 0.75 * 0.73 

ADS4- Self-love .670  *  

ADS11-Gratitude .707  *  

ADS12- Positive attitude .738  *  

E
xt

ri
n

si
c 

In
st

ab
il

it
y 

 ADS2- Fear of failure .641 0.76 * 0.76 

ADS3-Painfullness .749  *  

ADS6- Suicidal 

tendency 

.546  *  

ADS8- Guilt on study .536  *  
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ADS10- Irritation .651  *  

ADS13-Parental pressure .611  *  

 

 

Primarily, 2 items were rejected due to having low communality (ADS7- 0.37, ADS13). 

Then two items, to be exact ADS5 and ADS9, were detached since they failed to load properly 

on any one factor. So, it may be observed that the Table I represent two factors where 9 items 

were loaded properly on the first and second factor. In this regard, we retained factor loadings 

greater than 0.5 for further analysis.  

Then, the Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to measure the internal consistency of each 

factor. Hair et al. (2006) suggests that the Cronbach’s alpha should be greater than or equal to 

0.7. In terms of the Cronbach’s alpha, the first factor has 0.75 with the combination of ADS1, 

ADS4, ADS11, ADS12 and the second factor has 0.76 with the combination of ADS2, ADS3, 

ADS6, ADS8, ADS10, ADS13. Therefore, we can easily say that both the factors are reliable. 

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 

After recognizing the two clear factors through exploratory factor analysis, in the next 

stage, Structural equation modeling (SEM) using AMOS was performed on second sample set 

for the sake of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Here, the CFA confirmed that the 

measurement items were loaded following the pattern exposed previously in the EFA. 

Model fit 
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In this phase of tool development, the measurement model stands for an acceptable model 

fit where the results are CMIN- 2.945, GFI- .971, AGFI- .948, NFI- .950, RFI- .928, IFI- .966, 

TLI- .951, CFI.966, RMSEA- .057(Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). In addition, all the loadings of 

the indicator considerably follow the latent construct. The model fit indices represent a 

reasonable fit of the measurement model by the data set (Byrne, 2001). That is the way this 

measurement model confirms the two factors to measure the depression level in relation to the 

medical and engineering aspirants. 

Reliability of the tool 

The measurement instrument scored 0.83 in terms of Cronbach’s alpha which is 

acceptable and represents that the tool is reliable. Furthermore, the reliability of the tool is 

provided in Table I, which shows the composite reliability of these two factors (0.73 for first 

factor and 0.76 for the second factor). Composite reliability (CR) of all the latent variables is 

greater than the acceptable limit of 0.70, (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Carmines and Zeller, 1988). 

As Malhotra and Dash (2011) suggest that the reliability of the tool can be established through 

Composite reliability alone. Hence, the internal consistency of the tool is acceptable. 

Construct validity of the tool 

Construct validity is the extent to which a set of measured variables actually reflects the 

latent construct they are designed to measure (Hair et al., 2006). Thus, the Construct validity of 

the tool is restored in this research by establishing the face validity and convergent validity 

(CR).Face validity was restored by extracting the measurement items from the appropriate 

literature review, and more importantly, all the items were made to go through a rigorous expert 
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review to be included in the tool. Here, the Convergent validity was determined by factor 

loadings and composite reliability as suggested by Malhotra and Dash (2011). Furthermore, here 

all the indicators followed the significant loadings with the respective latent constructs (p, 0:001) 

which also supports the CR of the constructs. 

Discussion  

Being indigenous in nature, this research tool would be more effective than other tools to 

measure the depression in relation to the medical and engineering aspirants in India. Indeed, no 

such tool has been found to be suitable for the said purpose in the literature review. Some of the 

researchers use BDI, HADS, DASS, DST to measure the depression level of students in different 

part of the world (Furegato et al., 2008; Arslan et al., 2009; Villatte et al., 2017; Eman et al., 

2017; Karmakar& Behera, 2017; Cassady et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2010; Thelma et al., 2012; 

Ajilchi & Nejati, 2017; Khurshid et al., 2015), however, not a single research has been found 

satisfactory to check the depression level on any aspirants of such a tough level of examination. 

So, in this situation, this reliable and valid tool will fulfill the gap. 

 Through the development of this tool, the researchers structured a significant output in 

the arena of depression research in terms of measuring the depression in relation to medical 

engineering aspirants by promoting two important dimensions, Intrinsic Instability and Extrinsic 

Instability. These dimensions will perform as guiding principles for the aspirants who are 

preparing for the entrance examination and it will assist them to be meticulous in term of 

depression during their preparation. The researchers keep this tool very handy in term of 

administration and interpretation. They also try to keep it very short and specific so that within 

few minutes they can use it by which they all can easily able to track their depression level 
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according to their own needs.  In this way, it can enhance the awareness about depression to all 

the stakeholders and indirectly can able decrease the suicidal tendency of the aspirants. 

Furthermore, a fair understanding of each items of the tool will definitely promote some thought 

provoking insight to become aware and conscious about the underlying causes of depression in 

their life.  

 

Limitations and future research directions 

Studying depression in relation to medical and engineering aspirants is conceptually 

attention-grabbing and need of the hour in the present national context. This research can be a 

significant milestone for further research in this field by considering other states of the country. 

The application of the tool recognized in this research cannot be generalized throughout the 

country as we have taken only one part of the nation. So, some research to verify its usability in 

relation to other parts of the nation may be carry forward. Researchers can also conductsame 

study on all high end competitive examination aspirants (i.e. UPSC) of the nation. 
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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA WAS A REVOLUTIONARY THINKER AND AN
EDUCATIONIST DREAMEE

001 No. -

Abstract

greet

o' J/a• mar/lem.l%cs. geometry, irrsv.umg the

Swami'/ by

the iedanra in t'. At the same t. anted
educational thought Yhough a great Vedantic 'use.

can of und

He not from 'hod.•ahood and

the leaåtng nano.' a jn •sorta He te+•.e-e..•

as Hell religious education for of ma."el

INTRODUCTION

In the19th Century a galaxy of great men were born in India; undoubtedly Swamiji was one

the foremost among them. Swamiii welcomed western materialism. par-ocularly science

technolov. He wanted to combine Indian spirituality with western materialism. He said be

wanted western science coupled with Vedanta.

Swamiji said: The end of all education. all training should be man-makinp He further says:

Education is not the amount Of information that is put into your brain So that it can run
there undigested to all your life. Through education we must put our emphasis on Life-building

man-making character-making. assimilation of ideas. He opined that. Education should Ey

proper emphasis on creativity. originality and excellence Vedanta was the main part of think*

for Vivekananda Which had no conflict with science and technoloö'. He wanted poverty

India through Science & technolow. Though he was proud of the Indian past for
mathematics. geometry. and inventing the digit Zero. But in spite of that he wanted •e.•estem

science and techn010U. Moreover. Swamiji was flattered by the west for being very laboriou

and spread the ideas of Vedanta in the West Here we follow the same ideas bet-seen and

Swami Vivekananda. "DIBE R NIBE/ Mil-ABE MILIBE / 'ABE NA FIRE r. According Swafl
Vivekananda the study of technoloo should not. however, be one-sided. It S to be
Supplemented by the study Of humanities, including philosophy and religion-

Swami Vivekananda opined that wisdom. civilization and arts that accumulated in the hear of
the social body during the Brahmin and supremacies of Kshatriya are being diffased in
directions by the arteries of commoners in the different market places of the Vaishya But

DOI: 1533234 Page 53
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FORUM

‘Resistance can come only from theatre’: an interview with 
A. Mangai
Soumya Mohan Ghosh

Department of English, Purbasthali College (Affiliated to University of Burdwan), Parulia, India

ABSTRACT
Dr. Padma Venkataraman, alias A. Mangai, is an Indian academic, activist, 
actor, playwright, and a director. This conversation with her draws on the 
interface between feminism and theatre in the Indian context. It refers to 
Mangai’s dramatic and critical oeuvre, primarily focusing on the promi-
nent directorial ventures, such as Pacha Mannu (New Earth, 1996), Aanmai 
o Aanmai (Macho o Macho, 2010), Vakkumoolam (Testimony, 2013), along 
with the critical study on Indian feminist theatre, titled Acting Up: Gender 
and Theatre in India, 1979 onwards (2015). She candidly talks about 
women’s participation in a genre dominated by men, the aesthetics of 
the street theatre, the Dravidian movement’s gendered discourse, patri-
archal indifference towards women’s works, feminist dramaturgy, and 
sustenance of theatre.

ARTICLE HISTORY 
Received 18 October 2021  
Accepted 29 November 2021 

KEYWORDS 
Gender; performance; 
theatre; Indian feminist 
theatre

Note on the interviewee

Dr. Padma Venkataraman, alias A. Mangai, is an academic, activist, actor, playwright, and a director, 
who served as a Professor of English at Stella Maris College, Chennai, Tamil Nadu (India). She is one of 
the founder members of several theatrical associations, such as Shakthi,1 Palkalai Arangam 
(University Theatre), Chennai Kalai Kuzhu (Chennai Cultural Troupe), Voicing Silence,2 and 
Marappachi.3 Recipient of the Fulbright Fellowship twice for her academic work on gender and 
theatre, Mangai’s journey as a theatre activist began with the All India Democratic Women’s 
Association (AIDWA) and Progressive Writers’ Association (PWA). She focuses on creating awareness 
by taking up issues of gender-based oppression and sexual violence in and around Tamil Nadu, India. 
She has highlighted the alarming issue of female infanticide/foeticide through the plays Yaar 
Kutravali? (Who is Guilty?, 1986), Karpathin Kural (Cry of the Womb), Thoppuzh Kodi (Umbilical 
Cord), and Pacha Mannu (New Earth, 1996). Performed in the year 1986 as part of AIDWA, Yaar 
Kutravali? delves into society’s understanding of the girl-child and female foeticide. Karpathin Kural, 
which was performed with expresses hope for a better future. Thoppuzh Kodi provides the female 
foetus a voice to support its mother. Performed by Voicing Silence, Pacha Mannu facilitates Mangai’s 
purpose of consciousness-raising on the one hand, by investigating the age-old traditions which 
devalue women, and by presenting multiple solutions, promoting post-performance debate/discus-
sion on the other.

Mangai’s Pani-t-thee (Frozen Fire, 2005) explores the performative aspect of sex/ gender by 
revisiting the character of Amba/ Shikhandi4 from the celebrated Indian epic, the Mahabharata. 
Mixing the different genres of koothu5 and isai natakam,6 Mangai’s play looks at Amba/ Shikhandi 
through a feminist lens to provide the mythic Amba a voice hitherto absent. Aanmai o Aanmai 
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(Macho o Macho, 2010) critiques the Dravidian movement7 of Tamil Nadu from a feminist perspec-
tive. Vakkumoolam (Testimony, 2013) draws on Ariel Dorfman’s Death and the Maiden and the real- 
life incident of Nagamma8 to explore corruption, sexual violence, and the struggle for justice. Her 
other notable plays include Mauna-k-Kural, Avvai, Vellavi, Karuppi (Dark Woman), Manimekalai, 
Sudalaiamma. Her recent online (Zoom) play Siripputhaan Varudhu (One Can Only laugh, 2020) 
deals with black lives matter, domestic violence, sexual violence, migrant workers, and democratic 
protest. The play, a finalist at ‘The Good Theatre Festival’ organized by The Red Carpet International 
Theatre in the year 2021, ‘made spectators face up to realities, harsh as they may be, and begin the 
arduous, yet essential, process of healing through the truth rather than bypassing it by disassocia-
tion – disassociation from ourselves, our bodies, society, and the world around us’ (Arasu, 2021, 
para. 15).

With a view to exchanging ideas among fellow theatre artists and strengthening solidarity 
between women theatre practitioners, Mangai invited women theatre artists from all over India to 
be part of the Kulavai festival in 1996, 1997, 1999, 2002, and 2003. In her critical study, Acting Up: 
Gender and Theatre in India, 1979 onwards (2015), she juxtaposes the perspectives of an academic 
with those of a professional theatre artist (having personal experience of theatrical activism of more 
than four decades) to investigate the convergence of gender and theatre in India from the late 1970s. 
She forcefully advocates for the recognition of feminist theatre in India by analysing the works of 
prominent women theatre artists as professing feminism through their works.

Mangai practices collaborative theatre as opposed to the traditional (phallocentric) notion of 
absolute authorship as she describes the process of conception of the play Pacha Mannu in the 
following lines:

The production process of the plays challenges conventional definitions of playwright, director, actors and 
audience. This mode of evolving the play departs from conventional definitions of compartmentalised roles 
assigned to the writer, actor, director, etc. (Mangai, 1998, p. WS70)

Most of her plays are characterized by open-endedness, impromptu improvisations, post- 
performance discussions which often surpass the length of the actual performance, minimum to 
no props that intend to transform, following Augusto Boal,9 the spectators into spect-actors for 
resisting the patriarchal culture of sexual domination of women.

Note on the interviewer

Soumya Mohan Ghosh (http://orcid.org/0000-0002-1240-813X) completed his M.A. in English and 
Comparative Literature at Pondicherry University, Puducherry and received his Ph.D. from Indian 
Institute of Technology (Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad, Jharkhand, India. Previously, he taught at 
J. R. S. College Jamalpur, a constituent unit of Munger University. Presently, he is an Assistant 
Professor and Head, Department of English at Purbasthali College (affiliated to University of 
Burdwan), West Bengal. His research papers have been published in many international journals. 
He co-edited the book Problematics of Gender Discourse: Perspectives on Masculinism and Feminism. 
He can be reached at soumya.rkmv@gmail.com.

This interview was conducted over a period of six years from September 2015 to October 2021 at 
the residence of A. Mangai, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India as well as through email. 

Ghosh: Being an academician and a theatre artist, what is your perception about Indian feminist 
theatre? How do you classify women’s theatre in India? Would you term it as feminist theatre or 
womanist theatre or simply women’s theatre or women in theatre?

Mangai: I think I have raised these questions in the book [Acting Up: Gender and Theatre in India, 1979 
onwards]. To me they are feminists. They are feminist practices because it is women’s theatre. There 
are people who feel uncomfortable about calling it feminist theatre, and I think they have the right to 
feel so, but because they are doing women’s theatre either because they are women or they have 
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a perspective of a woman, plus being a woman, it becomes feminist [theatre]. According to me, in 
India, feminist theatre is in. I think that is the last line that I say in the book, ‘it is in’. If you do not 
recognize it, then it is your loss.

Ghosh: Most women playwrights or directors do not want to accept this feminist tag, although they 
hold feminist values and critique patriarchy but they are uncomfortable being labelled as a feminist. 
What do you think is the cause for this?

Mangai: I think this is also something that I have dealt with . . . I have called it ‘ghettoization’. I think 
what we need to deconstruct here is – what do we understand by . . . the term feminist; and I think it 
becomes a very loaded word to refer to very unhappy, angry women with [a] very difficult life 
ahead – that is the common-sensical understanding of the term feminist; and therefore, people do 
not want to buy that. I mean that it does not have to be that, first of all. Because theoretically, there 
cannot be one feminist theatre, there will be many feminist theatres – that is one point of view. And 
another thing is, it is more a reaction rather than talking for your own self. It is a reaction against the 
commonly held view or the image. So, the problem here is how do we define or imagine feminism or 
feminist? That is the problem – not the women who are comfortable or not comfortable with the 
term. And you keep getting this problem of definition in all groups, like Dalits, whether you want to 
be considered as a Dalit poet because if in your interpretation when you say Dalit poet, you are 
saying s/he is a Dalit primarily and poet secondary, and s/he may not be a poet among the poets; 
because of the implication, people resist labels.

Ghosh: Do you think these theatre practitioners or directors fear that their works will get 
compartmentalized?

Mangai: Yeah. But the work speaks. So, as critics and as theoreticians, we can look at their theory and 
practice. Once a play is produced and it is out in the public, it is in the public sphere. So, even though 
I might say as a producer that I did not have feminism in mind, if you look at feminism [in my work], 
please go ahead and call it feminist. And it can be the reverse also. I can call it [my work] feminist and 
you do not find it feminist. That can also happen. And I think the former is the better. It is good that 
the audience see the feminism and not worry about the makers calling it feminist or not feminist. To 
me, it is a non-question.

Ghosh: You have dealt with the problem of female infanticide/ foeticide in four of your plays. Why 
do you repeatedly focus on this issue more than any other feminist issues?

Mangai: One is because in Tamil Nadu, that was a major issue. I still have no answer for it [though]. 
Maybe, on one hand, as a feminist, you know gender is constructed; but on the other hand, however 
much you deal with it, the child and the umbilical cord become important for you. Whether I have 
given birth or not, I am a woman. You know all that theoretically, but there is something that is 
nagging you, maybe it is because of that. But the clear push for doing these plays was the social 
reality. It was hitting us in the face and you could not really escape it. So, even now when people take 
up this play for study, and you must quote this (laughs), I just feel bad that nothing that we did [was 
useful]. . . . We worked on this theme for over 10 years, from Karpathin Kural to Pacha Mannu to 
Thoppuzh Kodi to even before that Yaar Kutravali?, that is the first one. So, even though we have 
worked on that, the issue still continues. In that sense, it is a failure; and I think to call that play 
successful or moving is always pointing out one’s failure, because the issue has not been sorted out. 
Whenever this issue comes, it is such a sensitive area for me. . . . Today medical science is developing 
on the one extreme, so when you are not able to conceive, then you order a baby, there is a test-tube 
baby. You are talking about a sperm donor, today it is not only because you are a female, because if 
I have cancer in my family, I do not want to give it to my child. Because I do not want to pass on my 
genetic diseases. There are people who are doing that. So, the more advanced the medical studies 
go, the more difficult the ethical questions become. Till you really just say that getting a child is not 
the be all and end all of the woman’s life. So, in that sense, I am very happy that I did this play 
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(smiles). But I have no right to speak because I went ahead and had my biological children. I am not 
so sure whether that is the primary function of a society. And I think the West has asked that very 
seriously, and that is why they are talking about population in a decreasing ratio, and we are still not 
there. So, for me, the theme will continue till we reach that point, where we are saying, do I really 
want to have a baby, both for a man and a woman. So, till we really reach that stage, I think the 
debate will continue. Maybe it is because the social reality is the immediate one, but that is the 
theme that still haunts me. I would run away from that theme, even now every time somebody tells 
me, ‘There is a performance of Pacha Mannu. Can you come?’, I do not even have the courage to 
watch the play. It is very sensitive for me.

Ghosh: Theatre has always been male dominated terrain, more so, when it involves performing in 
the street. Do you think the situation has changed where women do perform in the streets? And do 
you believe that street theatre can be as powerful a medium of conscientization?

Mangai: I think so. And I think if done well, if it is not only sloganeering with a very typical left 
[ideology] . . . which is the tradition I hail from. So, if it is not that and done in an engaging way, I think 
it touches a chord which nothing else can touch. So, I believe in the aesthetics of the street theatre, 
the power of the street theatre, and the efficacy of the street theatre. For women to do, I think that is 
where the urban-rural [divide comes in]. In urban areas, it is becoming more and more easy. In fact, it 
is becoming fashionable, because it is now part of the Social Work syllabus, there are counselling 
courses which offer theatre as one of the units. So, it has become legitimate. In rural areas also, if the 
women are doing it as part of an organized SHG10 or NGO11 programme, they are okay with it. But, 
very few of them really see themselves as artists when they do it, because street theatre does not use 
so much of costumes and makeup . . .. It is singing and dancing; so, the women do it because you are 
in a group and because you are a part of an organization. They feel okay, but, otherwise they will not 
talk about it as something that is giving them their own selfhood. So, the selfhood comes from the 
self-help group or NGO rather than theatre. I think it is still a problem, because the whole society is 
patriarchal and male-dominated. A woman appearing in public and dancing in public, speaking loud 
in public is still seen as a taboo.

Ghosh: You have performed for more than three decades around the world. What is the audience 
response to your plays? Have you faced any indifferent attitude towards your plays as these plays 
deal with women’s issues?

Mangai: First of all, around the world we did not perform. We performed primarily in Tamil Nadu; and 
a few shows in Bangalore, Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata. So, I think for me Tamil Nadu is my base and I know 
my audience because of so many years of performance. We have faced [some problems which] 
I haven’t written about. We have a play called Aanmai o Aanmai (Macho o Macho). . . . The playwright 
is V. Geetha who is a feminist historian and a Periyarist. So, she looks at how the Dravidian movement’s 
discourse is gendered. When we had anti-Hindi agitation, there was a wall writing which says ‘Tamil is 
your athai magal, you can marry her. English is your kept-woman, and Hindi is the prostitute’. So, we 
read all those rhetoric highly gendered . . . political discourse and it operates all through. So, Tamil is 
visualized as a perennially young chaste woman; and then, anything that is new is against the chastity 
of a Tamil woman. There were caste and class issues also. And I think, including Arasu who is my 
partner, we are all influenced by the Dravidian movement because it is a non-Brahminical movement. 
And it broke the hegemony and that is why we have a reservation system in Tamil Nadu based on 
social justice, to the point of affecting BJP.12 So, when we did those plays, our friends – the women 
and men – who were very strongly committed to the Dravidian movement found it uneasy; and lots of 
them, many people who are Left but non-Tamil nationalist, felt that we were raking up uneasy 
questions. Even from within the left circles, we need to flesh out the feminist concerns. This is the 
first book of a feminist publishing effort called Maithri that has been started (Latchumi Ennum Payani, 
Lakshmi Maniyarasan). Two of our fellow feminist friends are running it, and we support the venture 
fully. This first book is not an autobiography, something like a memoir of a person who is a wife of 
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a left Tamil nationalist leader from Thanjavur belt. So, we are talking about her life as a full-timer’s wife 
who is also politically inclined. But, how does she run her life? She has a child and how does she run 
her life? Nobody talks about it. Because we only have two discourses – the victim or the master. We do 
not have the survivor. That is because we do not want to accept any easy answers. We want to live 
with these people, we want to ask all the progressive and liberal questions; but still, raise difficult 
questions. Because we are socialist feminists who believe that you cannot talk about feminism in 
a way which [avoids] these things. So, we want to have friendly quarrels, but it ends up being big 
quarrels. I do not want to be apologetic. So, if you are feeling guilty, you explore yourself and reflect 
on why you are feeling guilty. So, you [can] be a male and be a feminist. Why cannot you be? Just like 
how I am a feminist; and I am also a Marxist; and I am also a Dalit activist; and I am an environmental 
activist. But you can be everything else but a feminist – that is disappointing. I have refused to ask all 
these women questions in public anymore. Because it is not my job. As if they think that only women 
can ask feminist question, no; it is high time that men, women, transgender, everyone asks feminist 
questions, especially the politicians should ask feminist questions.

Ghosh: What is your opinion on feminist dramaturgy? Most of the self-conscious women discard the 
Stanislavskian model of acting in favour of Brechtian or Boalian model. Do you think any distinct 
feminist dramaturgy has evolved in India?

Mangai: I do not know whether you will call it distinct. . . . The classic example will be Sundari: An Actor 
Prepares by Anuradha Kapur. And you have the same theme of a female impersonator by Satish Alekar 
in Begum Barve. And Satish Alekar is taking up the realistic approach and Anuradha Kapur is comment-
ing on the technique of female impersonation. So, I think that is a classic example of how there is 
a feminist take. There is a feminist entry point which is very different from the others. I do not think as 
feminists we can afford this narcissistic, self-indulgent realism. I mean it is my dream to do [a] nice 
realist play . . .. But, like you said in dramaturgy, Brecht and Boal become important because feminist 
theatre [deals] with consciousness. And therefore, these are the directors who have talked about 
consciousness rather than the subconscious, bringing out a character from within which is Stanislavski’s 
best training method. But I think it is possible even in a Boalian and a Brechtian model to have that 
level of acting quality. For example, just doing a ‘zindabaad’.13 For me, the ‘zindabaad’ should come 
from your toe, not from your fist [showing the difference of shouting a word of encouragement both 
by involving the whole body and by merely uttering the word and mechanically clinching the fist]. So, 
physically I know the difference. I do not know how you will communicate in academic language. For 
me, it is very Brechtian for example; but that Brechtian needs to come from somewhere within. So, I do 
not have a single sloganeering scene in my plays which will be mere sloganeering.

Ghosh: What according to you are the problems faced by women actors and directors? Have you 
faced any patriarchal bias in the course of your work?

Mangai: No, I think the fact that I decided to do theatre on my own is probably because of that, 
because I wanted to do it my way. But I do not think I waited till somebody pushed me out. I left, with 
dignity in the beginning. And also, I am not calling it a bias, but I do not have many men directors or 
playwrights who are comfortable working with me. They do not say it openly. It is more about 
indifference. But they do not really ask for it except Inquilab.14 I worked with Inquilab as the play-
wright, but we worked on the plays together. So, in that sense it is like how Jayashree15 asks Narayana 
Murthy to produce her plays. And then, of course, Geetha16 works. And I think the vice-versa is also 
true. I like to work with one or two plays of Muthuswamy,17 maybe. But I do not think he will ever ask if 
I would direct his plays; Koothu-P-Pattarai18 has never asked outside directors to come except people 
who have been relating to them. Recently they have asked Pralayan,19 who is my colleague and from 
the left background, to direct a play. We have a show this evening at Koothu-P-Pattarai. But they would 
never ask me as far as I am concerned. I do not think they will be comfortable doing that. Nor will they 
do the plays that I have directed. I think that is how I see the bias operating but I do not think it is 
conscious. It is more [like] we want to keep a safe, mutual distance.
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Ghosh: Do you think there is any dearth of institutional support like NSD20? Many prominent women 
directors or playwrights have some associations or institutional support that in a way lessen their 
struggle. What would be the clarion call to sustain women’s work and theatre as a whole according to 
you?

Mangai: As you know there is a dearth of traditional support. NSD has its own agenda and it is catering 
to a particular milieu. But I think any institution . . . is restrictive. So, a kind of institutional support that you 
have, in some of the North Eastern states or in Bengal for example, and in Bombay, the commercial belt, 
it is not there all over the country, not even in Delhi where NSD is situated. And I am mentioning that all 
these women have been part of NCPA21 or NSD, and they could not really change the institution. But I do 
not think it has affected their work because they continue to do the work that they want to do. Many of 
them have theatre groups outside NSD Repertory. I think it is a very long-term impact that you will find 
because Anuradha22 or Kirti23 or Tripurari24 or Maya Rao25 has taught in NSD or Vijay Mehta26 has 
headed NCPA because it works very slowly. They have taught generations of theatre students; and 
teachers have a way of influencing them. They have the distance but they also influence you and it is 
very slow and you are also very critical about your own teachers always. So, I will wait for the next 
generation to really come up. But thanks to them . . . we have people like Rabijita.27 Sustaining theatre or 
any performing arts today, I think, is a much bigger issue than love of the art. But I think it is only in 
theatre that you have some scope because our censorship is going to be more rigorous. Most of the 
headships of various democratic institutions are going to be right-wing fundamentalists. So, there is no 
other way except to do theatre because that is the least censored form, unless you are attacked like 
Safdar Hashmi.28 So, you can do a play and move from that place, and you are not going viral. The other 
option is social media which I am not very sure whether you can follow up or anything and whether you 
are really creating a big thing, I do not know. So, the time-tested resistance can come only from theatre. 
And doing theatre can happen only in small scale, we are not looking at industry, we are not looking at 
commerce. So, it happens; I think it will depend on volunteerism, passion, and commitment that one has 
with the form. I am not very pessimistic. I do not have too much hope, but I am not pessimistic, not yet.

Ghosh: Talking about your directorial venture of Vakkumoolam, why do you opt for Ariel Dorfman’s 
Death and the Maiden for this play? How do you connect Dalit29 women’s oppression in this play?

Mangai: It is not [about] Dalit women. First of all, the choice of the Death and the Maiden is [the] 
playwright’s – V. Geetha’s. Because we went by the Truth Commission reports and there you come and 
report your story of violence by the state and the impunity of the state. And the play is about custodial 
rape. It is Nagammal’s story. It is a custodial rape of a working class woman, and caste issue is not very 
directly spelt out. She is not a Dalit. In the other play, Sudalaiamma, Sudalaiamma is a Dalit woman. 
That is about an encounter with death; and she is narrating the story. Even he was not a Dalit. He was 
a Vanniyar.30 But the story is told by a Dalit. And today because of the Tamil Nadu’s situation that is very 
important because we are having Vanniyars affecting the Dalits – [by] killing [them]. The recent case of 
love marriage where a lover (they say he committed suicide) has died. So, the choice was Geetha’s.

Ghosh: Do you have any suggestions or advice to give to the new generation of women playwrights/ 
directors or theatre actors?

Mangai: No. I think giving advice is a feministic thing to do. No advice. No advice. (laughs) Just be. Be 
there for each other. That is all.

Notes

1. In Hindu mythology, Shakti is the divine energy personified by the female consort of the Hindu God Shiva. The 
group, Shakti, was the women’s cultural wing of All India Democratic Women’s Association (AIDWA), Chennai. 
AIDWA is a women’s organization founded in 1981, which is also the women’s wing of the Communist Party of 
India (Marxist).
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2. An autonomous cultural troupe of the M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation, Chennai, Tamil Nadu founded in 
1993.

3. Marappachi literally means dolls made of wood given to daughters.
4. In the Mahabharata, Amba, along with her siblings Ambika and Ambalika, was abducted by Bhishma, a powerful 

warrior, to offer to his half-brother Vichitravirya as a bride. However, Amba confessed her love for the King of 
Salwa whom she had planned to marry. Hearing this, Bhisma sent Amba back, but she was rejected by the King 
of Salwa because of Kshatriya dharma (code of conduct for the warriors). Dejected Amba returned to Bhishma 
and asked him to marry her following the code of conduct which Bhisma refused owing to his vow of celibacy. 
Angry and humiliated Amba swore to avenge and killed herself and was reincarnated and transformed as 
Shikhandi. In the great Kurukshetra war, Amba/ Shikhandi rode in the chariot of Arjuna to fight with Bhisma. 
Seeing a woman/ resembling a woman/ a woman reincarnated, Bhisma withdrew his weapon, resulting in 
getting pierced with combined arrows of Arjuna and Shikhandi.

5. Koothu (also Therukoothu and Kattaikoothu) is an indigenous folk form of art which originates primarily in Tamil 
Nadu, India, where performers mix music, songs, and dance while retelling/narrating stories from the epics.

6. Isai natakam (literally music-drama) refers to musical drama or special drama that originated in the early 
nineteenth century in Tamil Nadu, India and flourished until the advent of motion pictures in the twentieth 
century. For an analysis of isai natakam, see Hansen (2021). Tamil drama in colonial Madras: the Parsi theatre 
connection.

7. The Dravidian movement started primarily as a protest against the dominance of the Brahmins in British India 
in 1916 with the formation of the Justice Party in Tamil Nadu. Later the movement gained impetus as a self- 
respect movement under the leadership of E. V. Ramasamy Naicker, commonly known as Periyar, who became 
head of the Justice Party in 1939, and changed its name to Dravidar Kazhagam in 1944. Periyar was a social 
reformer and an educationist who advocated for the eradication of caste, poverty, women’s secondary status, 
Aryan domination, Brahminism, and exploitation of non-Brahmin people by the Brahmins. He also cham-
pioned the idea of an independent Dravida Nadu (a sovereign state for the Dravidians) based on Tamil 
identity. He voiced his dissent against the introduction of Hindi in the schools of Tamil Nadu and launched 
anti-Hindi agitations across the state.

8. Nagamma or Nagammal, as described by Mythily Sivaraman (1939–2021; a prominent leader of CPI(M) and AIDWA) 
in an article for the Economic and Political Weekly (EPW 1978, Vol. 13, No. 26, pp. 1055–1056), married outside her 
caste and went on to live with the lower-caste (Dalit) people. She protested against the wrong doings of upper- 
caste men for which she was falsely accused of theft. She was arrested and sexually assaulted while her daughter 
was gang-raped. Upon release after the Emergency in India, she fought for justice, and to her utter surprise, realized 
that the person entrusted with the job of enquiry was the same person who supervised her torture.

9. Augusto Boal (1931–2009) was a Brazilian theatre scholar, theatre practitioner and political activist, famous for 
his invention of Theatre of the Oppressed, Forum Theatre and Legislative Theatre. His seminal work Theatre of 
the Oppressed (1974) demonstrates the four stages of the ‘poetics of the oppressed’ through which Boal seeks to 
transform the passive spectators into active ‘spect-actors’ by providing them opportunity to perform/ suggest 
alternate possibilities in the theatre.

10. Self-Help Group.
11. Non-Governmental Organization.
12. Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is a right- wing major political party in India.
13. Zindabad, literally meaning long live, is meant to express support and encouragement.
14. Inquilab, born as Shahul Hameed (1944–2016), is a renowned Tamil poet, playwright, social activist, Communist, 

and retired as a professor of Tamil at The New College, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India. The plays of Inquilab, Avvai, 
Manimegalai, Kurinjipaatu, Yaadum Nammoor, and Palsaanteerey, are directed by Mangai.

15. B. Jayashree (1950–) is an actress, theatre director, and singer, recipient of the Padma Shri (fourth-highest civilian 
award by the Government of India) in 2013, and a former Member of Parliament, Government of India.

16. V. Geetha is a feminist activist, historian, writer, playwright, and translator.
17. Na. Muthuswamy (1936–2018), recipient of the Sangeet Natak Akademi Award in 1999, and the Padma Shri, the 

fourth highest civilian award by the Government of India in 2012, is a prominent theatre director of the Tamil 
stage, famous for his avant garde technique and exploration of koothu as a total theatre.

18. Koothu-P-Pattarai is a prominent Tamil folk theatre group founded by Na. Muthuswamy in 1977.
19. Pralayan Shanmugasundaram Chandrasekaran, commonly known as Pralayan, is the founder and convener of 

Chennai Kalai Kuzhu, who focuses mostly on open-air political theatre in Tamil Nadu.
20. National School of Drama (NSD) is an autonomous theatre training institute which was established in 1959 by 

the Sangeet Natak Akademi under the Ministry of Culture, Government of India at New Delhi, India.
21. The National Centre for the Performing Arts (NCPA), founded in 1969 by J. R. D. Tata and Dr. Jamshed Bhabha, is 

a multi-purpose cultural institute in Mumbai, India that aims at promoting the vibrant traditions of Indian art, 
dance, music, theatre, literature, and film.

22. Anuradha Kapur (1950–), recipient of the Sangeet Natak Akademi Award in 2004, is a theatre director, professor 
of drama at National School of Drama, as well as a former Director of it.
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23. Recipient of B.V Karanth Smrirti Puraskar in 2010 and the Sangeet Natak Akademi Award for Direction in 2011, 
Kirti Jain (1949–) is a theatre director who also served as a Professor of Drama at National School of Drama and 
later headed the institute as its Director.

24. Tripurari Sharma (1956–), recipient of the Sangeet Natak Akademi Award for Direction in the year 2012, served as 
the Professor of Drama at National School of Drama as well as Acting Director of National School of Drama.

25. Maya Krishna Rao (1953–) is a social activist, theatre artist, comedian. She was awarded with the Sangeet Natak 
Akademi Award for acting in the year 2010 and returned it in 2015 as a protest against rising intolerance in India. 
She served as an Associate Professor at National School of Drama, Professor at Shiv Nadar University, India, and 
presently is working as Visiting Faculty at Ashoka University, India.

26. Vijaya Mehta (1934–), recipient of the National Film Award for Best Supporting Actress for acting in the film Rao 
Saheb in 1986, is an actor, and theatre and film director. In the year 1975, Sangeet Natak Akademi Award for 
Direction was conferred on her.

27. Rabijita Gogoi, recipient of Sangeet Natak Akademy Ustad Bismillah Khan Award in the year 2006, is a theatre 
artist, theatre director, and a translator.

28. Safdar Hashmi (1954–1989) is street theatre activist with Left allegiance, playwright, director, lyricist, exponent of 
political theatre, and founding member of Jana Natya Manch (JANAM) in 1973, a left-wing street theatre group 
aimed at voicing working class/common people’s demands, who was murdered while performing a street play 
named Halla Bol in Jhandapur (U. P., India) in 1989.

29. Dalit, literally meaning oppressed, refers to people from the ‘low’ caste in the Indian caste system, previously 
termed as ‘Untouchables’ or ‘Harijans’ (literally ‘Children of God’ as described by Mahatma Gandhi), and legally 
denoted by the term Scheduled Caste.

30. Vanniyar refers to people belonging primarily to the agricultural profession and recognized as the Most 
Backward Class in Tamil Nadu, India. After independence, the importance of Vanniyars grew in Tamil Nadu, 
and some clashes with the Dalits also took place.
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ABSTRACT 

The level of progress of human civilization what it is now has been possible for, among other issues, 

the ever increasing use of pesticides in agriculture. The use of pesticides has made it easy to meet the 

target of one of the basic need i.e. food of such a huge population. Without the use of pesticides we may 

have to starve to death due to a severe food crisis. But too much use of pesticide is harmful. A pesticide 

may not be so harmful if it can be used in proper dose i.e. the correct quantity is very important in the 

exposure (use) of any pesticide. Here arises the need of fuzzy logic that helps framing an appropriate 

model for proper use of pesticides that can overcome the food crisis. In this article, in order to determine 

the correct use of pesticides compatible with agricultural sustainability we introduce fuzzy set theory 

and fuzzy logic to develop fuzzy rule based systems in our fuzzy model. Using five important 

sustainable indicators in agricultural sustainable development due to pesticides, we introduce here a 

fuzzy rule based system for the hypothetical fuzzified values of three of the indicators and obtain a 

fuzzy conclusion. Membership functions are used in the trapezoidal or triangular form to represent the 

fuzzy numbers associated to each indicators. We get a numerical crisp value for hypothetical data input 

after the defuzzification process. The discussion about fuzzy model developed in this article provides 

an approach to build up an way to agricultural sustainable development regarding pesticides. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We all know that the sustainability or sustainable development is that which aims at the 

fulfillment of the needs of the present situation or generation without violating the needs of the 

future generation. Agriculture sustainability or Agricultural sustainable development is that by 

which we meet towards one of the basic need (i.e. food) among the present generation without 

affecting the environmental or ecological, economical and social issues. Sustainability in 

agriculture must include the policies of healthy ecosystem which contain the indicators such as 

human health, ecological or environmental safety, production target and food security. 

In the period between 1950 to 2000, the world population grew from 2,5 billion to 6,1 billion 

which means that the population on earth increased more than double in amount in the past 50 

years (1950-2000). The United Nations (UN) estimates that, by the year 2050, the population 

will be around 9,7 billion on earth increasing 30 % more population than in recent year 2020. 

Currently, the annual growth rate of the world population is about 1,2 % i.e. around 77 million 

people per year. Most of the population growth occurred in developing countries and it would 

be continued in upcoming years also. 

As a result, for the increasing demand of food production with the increase of population, the 

use of agrochemicals (pesticides) has been increasing day-by-day in agriculture. Different 

agricultural poisons i.e. pesticides are used and they may be categorized into insecticides, 

fungicides, herbicides, rodenticides, molluscicides, nematicides, plant- growth-regulators and 

others based on their activities and target groups (organisms). The global pesticide market 

divided according to the type of pesticide used as follows: 40 % herbicides, 33 % insecticides, 

10 % fungicides and 17 % other types of pesticides. In tropical countries like India, the 

pesticide market for crop protection is skewed towards insecticides which is about 60 % and 

obviously the major applications are found in rice and cotton crops. The application of 

herbicides and fungicides are found to be about 16 % and 18 %, respectively. The major 

application area of fungicides are in fruits, vegetables, and rice whether the most of the 

application of herbicides are found to be in rice and wheat crops. 

According to World Health Organisation (WHO), around 20 thousand people die annually due 

to the consumption of pesticides in food and about 25 million workers connected to agriculture 

are suffering for pesticide poisoning every year in developing countries. Though the issues 

related to pesticides are always highlighted in the media as well as in research journals, the 

indiscriminate and excessive use of synthetic toxic agrochemicals leads to many serious 

consequences like environment pollution, emergence of new pests, development of insect 

resistance, destabilization in biodiversity, destruction of ben- eficial organism, adverse health 

impact on society etc. 

The report of Bruntland Commission also known as ‘World Commission on Environment and 

Development’(WCED) after releasing “Our Common Future” in October 1987 enlighted on 

food security on world population growth, where the commission observed that there are many 

people in the world who do not get enough food, lacking of nutrients. It also states that, due to 

overuse of the soil and agrochemicals (pesticides), the pollution in both of water resources and 

foods increases as the production in the industrialized countries. On the other hand, in many 

developing nations, farmers especially small farmers are not provided improved technologies 

and subsidies or incentives by the government for sufficient food production. According to the 

commission, after the World War-II, pesticides have played a huge role in the increase of food 

production in spite of receiving clear warnings for over-reliance on chemicals. Pesticides 

control many pests, weeds, fungi etc and enhance food productivity but its overuse threatens 

the human health and the lives of the other species such as depletion of commercial fisheries, 

bird species are endangered and the insects that prey on pests wiped out. A study in 1983 in 
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developing countries estimated that for pesticide poisoning approximately 10 thousand people 

died each year and about four hundred thousand people suffered acutely. The effect of 

pesticides are not limited to the regions where it is used but it travels through the food chain. 

The effect is less harmful if the level of use of agricultural chemicals is quite low in that areas. 

There are more than 1000 pesticides used around the world to ensure food is not damaged or 

destroyed by pests. Each pesticides has different properties and toxicological effects. Many of 

the older, cheaper (off-patent) pesticides, such as dichloro-diphenyl-trichloro-ethane (DDT), 

aldrin, dieldrin, endrin, parathion and lindane can remain for years in soil and water. These 

chemicals have been banned by countries who signed 2001 Stockholm Convention – an 

international treaty that aims to eliminate or restrict the production and use of persistent organic 

pollutants. The toxicity of a pesticide depends on it’s function and other factors. 

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations estimates that, in 

developing countries, 80 % of the necessary increases in food production keep pace with 

population growth are projected to come from increases in yields and the number of times per 

year crops can be grown on the same land. Only 20 % of new food production is expected to 

come from expansion of forming land. Pesticides can prevent large crop losses and will 

therefore continue to play a role in agriculture. However, the effects on humans and the 

environment of exposure to pesticides are a continuing concern. The use of pesticides to 

produce food, both to feed local populations and for export, should comply with good 

agricultural practices regardless of the economic status of a country. Farmers should limit the 

amount of pesticide used to the minimum necessary to product their crops. 

Since the publication of Rachel Carson’s landmark book “Silent Spring”(1962), which reveals the 

horrifying impacts of pesticides like DDT, scientists are continually discovering new and 

disturbing ways that pesticides threaten our environment and our health. The world learned 

about dangerous pesticides from Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring” in 1962. Even when the link 

between the disappearance of birds and the chemical pesticide DDT was made, it was not 

banned in the United States until 1972. Thereafter, other countries discontinued the use of 

DDT, as well. Even after Carson had proven that DDT weakened bird eggshells and poisoned 

lakes leading to fish kills, pesticide manufacturers claimed the small amounts of the chemical 

apparent in the environment possibly be responsible. In the book, Carson mentioned problems 

that could arise from the indiscriminate use of pesticides. This book inspired widespread 

concern about the impact of pesticides on the human health and the environment. 

The notion of impact of pesticides in agriculture was introduced by Aktar et al in 2009 [1]. In 2003 

Andriantiatsaholiniaina et al. [2] concerns about strategies for sustainable development and 

introduced a model named by SAFE model in their paper. Also introducing fuzzy set theory, 

Cornelissen et al. [3] discussed about sustainable development, and Stojanovic introduced a 

mathematical model using fuzzy set about tourism sustainable development [4]. 

In this article a mathematical model has been prepared using Fuzzy set theory and Fuzzy logic 

for an “Agricultural sustainabilty” problem. Sustainability implies an ongoing dynamic 

development, driven by human expectations about future opportunities, and is based on present 

ecological, economical and social issues and informations [5]. Agricultural sustainability is the 

sustainability to agricultural production systems, concerning about ecological, economical and 

social issues, which can meet of the need for sufficient, safe, and inexpensive food products to 

achieving agricultural production without possible undesirable side effects [6-8]. 

As described in previous paragraphs, it is clear that pesticides are needed to meet the food 

demand of the huge population of the world. At the same time, excessive use of pesticides can 

cause serious hazards to public health and also it is harmful for the environment. Thus to 

maintain the agricultural sustainability it is important to determine the safe level of use of 
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pesticides. In this article a completely theoretical model has been developed based on Fuzzy 

set theory and Fuzzy logic to achieve this goal. 

METHODOLOGY 

BASICS OF CLASSICAL AND FUZZY SET THEORY 

Classical set i.e. crisp set theory is based on two valued logic. Let us consider the 

universal set U that consists of elements x (i.e. x ∈ U ) so that if A is a subset of U (i.e. A 

⊂ U ), then each element x is either a member of A (x ∈ A) or not a member of A (x∉A). 

In classical set theory, the words ‘subset’ and ‘event’ are synonymous, i.e., x ∈ A 

means that for element x event A has occurred. A characteristic function µA defines an 

clear distinction between members of A and nonmembers of A. To each x characteristic 

function µA assigns one of two values: µA(x) = 1 if and only if x ∈ A, or µA(x) = 0 if 

and only if x ∉ A. 

Let us consider the universal set USI for the sustainability indicator (SI) “Use of 

Pesticide”, where x is the amount of pesticide used (kg/hect) and let T be the subset 

“Tolerable” (T ⊂ USI ). Further, we can consider for sustainability of using pesticides in 

agriculture of human growth and development as tolerable a maximum (threshold) 

amount of use of pesticide xt. If x ≤ xt, then the amount of use of pesticide is tolerable, 

so µT(x) = 1. If x > xt, then the amount of use of pesticide is intolerable, so µT(x) = 0 (Figure 

1a). Thus Classical set (crisp set) theory provides a hard threshold xt to determine an 

unambiguous distinction between tolerable amount of using pesticides (x ≤ xt) and 

intolerable amounts (x > xt). A hard threshold is often unrealistic in practice, however, 

because two nearly indistinguishable measurements x of SI on either side of xt will be 

placed in complementary subsets. 

On the other hand, fuzzy set theory is based on multivalued logic. Similar to crisp set 

theory, T˜ is a fuzzy subset of U (T˜ ⊂ U ) and a membership function µT˜ defines the 

partial membership or degree of membership in a fuzzy set. 

  

Figure 1. USI is the universal set for the sustainability indicator (SI) “Pesticide Use” and x is the 

amount of pesticide used (kg/hect): x ∈ USI. a) T is the classical subset “Tolerable” (T ⊂ USI) 

and characteristic function µT defines a hard threshold xt between tolerable amounts of 

pesticide used (x ≤ xt) and intolerable amounts (x > xt): µT assigns to each x one of two 

values: µT(x) = 1 if and only if x ≤ xt or µT(x) = 0 if and only if x > xt. b) T˜ is the fuzzy 

subset “Tolerable” (T˜ ⊂ USI) and membership function µT˜ defines a soft threshold xt between 

tolerable amounts of pesticide used and intolerable amounts: µT˜ assigns to each x a value 

µT˜(x) decreasing from 1 to 0 with increasing x. 

a) b) 
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Thus, membership function µT˜ assigns to each x a value from 0 to 1, indicating the degree 

of membership µT˜(x) of x in T˜. Membership functions, therefore, are functions that 

maps x from U into the interval [0, 1], Figure 1b. 

Consider that the poisons (pesticides) used in agriculture and the universal set for “Pesticide 

use” USI. Let T˜ be the fuzzy subset “Tolerable” (T˜⊂ USI). Membership function µT˜ is 

assumed to have a nonlinear form, with degree of membership µT˜(x) for agricultural 

sustainability in using pesticides decreasing from 1 to 0 with increasing x (amount of 

pesticides kg/hect), Figure 1b). Hence, fuzzy set theory provides a soft threshold to assess an 

intermediate value µT˜(x) between tolerable amounts of using pesticides and intolerable 

amounts. A membership function µT˜ defines a soft threshold, which enables a smooth and 

practical assessment of measurements x of sustainability indicator (SI). 

UNCERTAINTY IN AGRICULTURAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

On construction of a mathematical theory on agricultural sustainability model, we must 

consider the type of uncertainty related to Sustainable Development (SD). Because SD of 

agriculture will be assessed using selected sustainability indicators (SI), this selection 

determines how much we know about SD, i.e. how much information is available; and how 

much we do not know about SD, i.e. how much information is missing. Certainty about SD requires 

complete and consistent information. To reduce the description of SD to a manageable level 

and to obtain feasible model, it is necessary to reduce the amount of information. 

In this context we can quote the following: “Further, an increasing number of pest control is an 

issue of conflict because pests are our major competitors on earth. But from our experience 

gathered so far, it remains a fact that war against pests is neither necessary nor effective. 

Pesticides themselves beget more virulent pests, they do not control them. Pests are controlled 

when there is an ecological balance between diverse components of the farming system. One 

possible alternative could be application of non-toxic environmental friendly formulations and 

solutions to combat pests. Bio-pesticides, typically microbial biological pest control agents, are 

the appropriate substitutes for toxic chemical pesticides. Use of bio-pesticides as a component 

of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program can considerably decrease the use of chemical 

pesticides. Ecological or organic farming is also considered as environmentally suitable, 

economically viable and socially adaptable through which agricultural sustainable development 

can be attained” (Jaydev Jana, The Statesman, Kolkata, India, 4th December, 2019). 

Due to incomplete and inconsistent information, SD has no well-defined meaning. The type of 

uncertainty regarding an assessment of the contribution of SI to SD, therefore, essentially 

concerns the meaning of SD. In mathematical terms, this type of uncertainty is known as fuzzy 

uncertainty. 

LINGUISTIC VARIABLES IN FUZZY MODEL 

For any fuzzy model, membership functions play fundamental role for which we use such 

functions to operate “linguistic variables” [9, 10]. In fuzzy set theory, a linguistic variable T˜ 

may be characterized by: (i) name of T˜, (ii) base variable x of T˜, (iii) linguistic value T˜i of 

T˜ (i = 1, 2, ..., m) and (iv) membership function µT˜ of T˜i. Characteristics of a linguistic 

variable are shown in Figure 2. 

Consider that the amount of pesticide used x, which is a measurement of the SI “Pesticide Use”, 

defines USI; hence x is the base variable of T˜. If the contribution of “Pesticide Use” to SD is 
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expressed in terms of “Tolerance” of base variable x, then the name of T˜ is 

“Tolerability”.Three linguistic values T˜i(T˜1, T˜2, T˜3) define the contribution of x to SD in 

linguistic terms: T˜
1 = “Tolerable”, T˜

1 = “Moderately Tolerable” and T˜
3 = “Intolerable”. 

 

Figure 2. Linguistic variable T˜ is characterized by: (i) name of T˜, (ii) base variable x of T˜, 

(iii) linguistic value T˜i of T˜ and (iv) membership function µT˜ of T˜i. 

A linguistic value is a fuzzy subset T˜i of the universal set USI (T˜i ⊂ USI). A membership 

function µT˜ defines to each linguistic value T˜i by determining to what degree µTi˜ (x) a base 

variable x is “Tolerable”, µT˜1 (x); “Moderately Tolerable”, µT˜2(x); or “Intolerable”, µT˜3(x). 

In the sustainability framework, human expectations about SD are expressed as ecological, 

economical and social issues, for which SI provides numerical data. Use of linguistic variables 

in fuzzy models enable one to link expectations about SD, expressed in linguistic propositions, 

to numerical data, expressed in measurements of SI. Use of “Tolerance”, for example, enables 

one to link the proposition “Pesticide Use is Tolerable” to the amount of pesticide used (x kg 

per hectare). 

FUZZY MODEL TO ASSESS AGRICULTURAL SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT 

SYMBOLS 

Here are two techniques in the fuzzy model used to assess SD: one applying fuzzy set 

aggregation and another which applying approximate reasoning. Input in fuzzy model has n 

sustainability indicators SIj (j = 1, 2, ..., n) and base variables xj. In each SIj there is a 

membership function µij associated with a linguistic value T˜i by functioning xj into the interval 

[0, 1]. Each xj with µij results in n degrees of membership µij(xj). Numerical assessment of SD, 

µSD is the output of the fuzzy model; i.e. the value of µSD lies in the interval [0, 1]. 

1. Name of Ť 

2. Base variable x of 

Ť. 

3. Linguistic value Ťi 

of Ť 

4. Membership 

function µŤi of Ťi. 
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FUZZY SET AGGREGATION IN FUZZY MODEL 

Steps in fuzzy aggregation 

Aggregation operations for the assessment of SD is shown in Figure 3. Five steps are involved: 
1st step defines model input, sustainability indicator SIj and base variable xj; 2nd step defines 

linguistic variable T˜ and linguistic value T˜i; 3rd step constructs membership function µij; 4th 
step computes degree of mem- bership µij(xj); and 5th step selects a fuzzy set aggregation for 
µij(xj) so as to assess model output µSD. 

Computation in fuzzy aggregation 

The computations of aggregation for the SD gives a meaningful numerical assessment µSD 
which requires careful selection of an aggregation. 

Let us assume that 2nd step defines linguistic variable “Tolerability”(T˜) and linguistic value 

“Tolerable”(T˜
1). An inclusive (conservative) attitude toward SD means that µSD is the smallest 

degree of membership among µ11(x1), µ12(x2), ..., µ1n(xn). In fuzzy set theory, the standard 
fuzzy intersection makes computation of SD by applying the minimum operator: 

 µSD = min{µ11(x1), µ12(x2),..., µ1n(xn)},  

where ‘min’ denotes the minimum operator. Consequently, if one degree of membership µ1j(xj) 
is 0, then assessment µSD is 0. 

On the other hand, an exclusive (liberal) attitude toward SD means that µSD is the largest 
degree of membership among µ11(x1), µ12(x2), ..., µ1n(xn). In fuzzy set theory,the standard 
fuzzy union makes computation of SD by applying the maximum operator: 

 µSD = max{µ11(x1), µ12(x2), ..., µ1n(xn)},  

where ‘max’ denotes the maximum operator. Consequently, if one degree of membership 
µ1j(xj) is 1, then assessment µSD is 1. 

In agricultural sustainability, ecological, economical and social (EES) are the main three 
pillars. Averaging operations allow a degree of compromise among the n degrees of 
membership µ11(x1), µ12(x2), ..., µ1n(xn) and determine a value for µSD between min{µ11(x1), 
µ12(x2), ..., µ1n(xn)} and max{µ11(x1), µ12(x2), ..., µ1n(xn)}. Again in addition, the relative 
importance (weightage) of each sustainability indicator SIj may be considered in proportion to 
its importance. 

If ωj denotes the relative importance (weightage) of SIj, then a generalized formula of weighted 
averaging operation is 

 µSD = ∑ 𝜔𝑗µ1𝑗𝑥𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 , (1) 

with ∑ 𝜔𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1  = 1. 

In the special case when the relative importance of each SIj is equal, equation (1) reduces to 

 µSD = 
1

𝑛
∑ µ1𝑗𝑥𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 . (2) 

Using poisons (Pesticides) in agriculture, assume SD is to be assessed based on five SIs: 

• SI1 is “Effect on Human health” (x1 kg/ hect) , 

• SI2 is “Impact on Environment” (x2 kg/ hect) , 

• SI3 is “Production quantity” (x3 kg/ hect), 

• SI4 is “Food quality” (x4 kg/ hect), 

• SI5 is “Effect on Animals and Birds” (x5 kg/ hect). 

Further assume that associating xj with µ1j results in degrees of membership µ11(x1) = 0,3; 
µ12(x2) = 0,4, µ13(x3) = 0,6, µ14(x4) = 0,2 and µ15(x5) = 0,5. 
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Figure 3. The scheme of a fuzzy model applying fuzzy set aggregation to assess the 

contribution of SI to SD. 

Equation (1) determines the degree of membership µSD for some specific relativeness of weightage. 

NORMALIZATION OF DATA 

Normalization is generally used to a scale so that the value of the raw data falls in such a 

standard (smaller) range, such as from –1 to 1, or from 0 to 1, etc. Normalization is generally 

required when we are dealing with re-scaling of raw data on different scales especially when 

values are on larger scale. So normalization brings all the data on same scale. We use here so 

called ‘Max-Min Normalization’(Min-Max scaling) technique so that normalized data of each 

basic indicator are on a scale between zero (lowest level of sustainability) and one (highest 

level of sustainability) for fuzzy computations. It may be done as follows. 

Let c be the indicator value for the system whose sustainability we want to assess. The 

normalized value, xc, is calculated as given in Figure 4. 

Between a minimum value c and a maximum value ͞c of each basic indicator c, we assign a 

target, which may be a single value or an interval on the real line of the form [tc, Tc] representing 

a range of desireable values for the indicator. 

SOME SUSTAINABLE INDICATORS AND FUZZY NUMBERS 

Indicators of health influence and effect of pesticides on human health 

Pesticides are incredibly harmful to human health. Pesticides have been proven to cause 

reproductive and development effects, cancer, kidney and liver damage, endocrine disruption 

etc. People are exposed to pesticides when they breathe air where pesticides have been sprayed, 
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Figure 4. Normalized value of indicator c. It is clear that xc is a trapezoidal function. 

drink contaminated water or come into contact with areas where pesticides have been used, such 

as lawns, parks, lakes and more. Its adverse effects on health depends upon the degree of 

toxicity, amount of water intake each day and the individual’s health. Adverse effects on human 

health can also be caused by impurities in pesticides. 

Children, whose bodies are still developing, are particularly vulnerable. They take in pesticides 

at home in daycare and at school in the playgrounds, as kids are more likely to crawl on the 

ground and put their contaminated hands in their mouths. Research shows that children are even 

exposed to pesticides in utero. One of these pesticides, chlorpyrifos, has been found to cause 

irreversible brain damage in infants when they are exposed to the insecticides during this period. 

Children ages 5-10 nationwide have significantly higher level of pesticide residues in their 

bodies than all other age categories. 

People and families working on and living near industrial farms are some of the most at risk 

populations of these health problems. Farm workers/ Farmers/ Agricultural workers often suffer 

from short-term effects such as blindness, coma, asthma and death as well as long-term effects 

like infertility, birth defects and cancer. 

Let us apply, regarding this criteria, fuzzy logic on effect of pesticides on human health 

indicator using following symbols and terminology. 

Suppose H is a set of all fuzzy sets which we will use to describe as an human health indicator 

related to the amount of a particular pesticide used in agriculture. Notation is as follows: 

• H1 is fuzzy number which indicates that the effect of that pesticide on Human health is 

“sustainable”. For sustainability we may assume that the value of base variable of the 

membership function may be assumed to be less than 0,4; 

• H1/2 is fuzzy number which indicates that the effect is not sustainable i.e.“moderately 

sustainable”. In this case the value of base variable of membership function may range 

between 0,4 and 0,6, and 

• H0 is fuzzy number which indicates that the situation is “unsustainable”. In this case the 

value of base variable of membership function must be greater than 0,6. 

Therefore, set H contains H1, H1/2, H0 and H = {H1, H1/2, H0}. Sets H1, H1/2, H0 indicate 

the state of sustainability of Human health in using pesticides in agriculture. Based on this 

indicator we must gain those sets using membership function in trapezoidal form displaying 

fuzzy numbers, Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Membership functions of fuzzy sets H1, H1/2 and H0. 

Indicators of environment issues and environmental impact of pesticides 

The arrival of humans in an area, to live or to conduct agriculture, necessarily has environmental 
impacts. The use of agricultural chemicals such as pesticides magnify those impacts. Pesticides, 
in addition to their potential negative effects on human health, pose adverse effects also on the 
environment (soil, water and air contamination, toxic effects on non-target organism). In 
particular, inappropriate use of pesticides has been linked with : (i) adverse effect on non-target 
organism (e.g. reduction of beneficial species population), (ii) effect of soil fertility extensive 
use of pesticides, (iii) water contamination from mobile pesticides or from pesticide drift, (iv) 
air pollution from volatile pesticides, (v) injury on non-target plants from herbicide drift, (vi) 
injury to rotational crops from herbicide residues remained in the field, (vii) crop injury due to 
high application rates, wrong application timing or unfavourable environmental conditions at 
and after pesticide application. The extensive use of pesticides in agricultural production can 
degrade and damage the community of micro-organism living in the soil, particularly when 
these chemicals are overused or misused as chemical compounds built up in the soil. The full 
impact of pesticides on soil micro-organism is still not entirely understood; many studies have 
found deleterious effects of pesticides on soil micro-organisms and biochemical processes. The 
effect of pesticides on soil micro-organism is impacted by the persistence, concentration and 
toxicity of the applied pesticide, in addition to various environmental factors. In general, 
long-term pesticide application can disturb the biochemical process of nutrient cycling. 

Pesticide impacts on aquatic systems are often studied using a hydrology transport model to 
study movement and fate of chemicals in rivers and streams. Pesticide residues also been 
found in rain and groundwater where as it is shown that pesticide concentrations exceeded those 
allowable for drinking water in some samples of river water and groundwater. Water containing 
pesticides, when used for drinking purposes, can be harmful, ranging from mild headache and 
skin allergy to cancer of internal organs. 

Pesticide can contribute to air pollution. Pesticides that are applied to crops can volatilize and 
may be blown by winds into nearby areas, potentially posing a threat to wildlife. Pesticide use 
accounts for about 6 % of total tropospheric ozone levels. 

Let us denote as E a set of all fuzzy sets that describe the impact of pesticide on environment, and: 

• E1 represents fuzzy set that points that the impact of pesticide on Environment is 
“sustainable”. For sustainability the value of base variable of the membership function can 
be assumed to be less than 0,3; 

• E1/2 represents fuzzy set that points that the impact on environment is “tolerable” and in 
this case the value of base variable of the membership function may be in between 0,3 and 0,7; 

• E0 represents fuzzy sets that points that the impact on environment is “unsustainable” and 
in this case the value of base variable of the membership function should be larger than 0,7. 

Obviously, E contains E1, E1/2 and E0 i.e. E = {E1, E1/2, E0}, where E1, E1/2, E0 represents the 
state of impact of pesticide on environment. Membership functions of E1, E1/2 and E0 are 
given in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Membership functions of fuzzy sets E1, E1/2 and E0. 

Indicators of quantitative issues of pesticides on production quantity 

The production of pesticides started in India in 1952 with the establishment of a plant for the 
production of Benzene Hexachloride (BHC) near Calcutta (now Kolkata), and India was the 
second largest manufacturer of pesticides in Asia after China and ranked twelfth in world [11]. 
There has been a steady growth in the production of technical grade pesticides in India, from 
5 000 metric tons in 1958 to 102 240 metric tons in 1998. In 1996 to 1997 the demand for 
pesticides in terms of value was estimated to be around Rs. 22 billion (USD 0,5 billion), which 
was about 2 % of the global market [1]. 

The increased threat of higher crop losses to pests has to be counteracted by improved crop 
protection whatever method it will be (biologically, mechanically, chemically, IPM (Integrated 
Pest Management) and training of farmers). The use of pesticides has increased dramatically 
since the early 1960s; in the same period also, the average yield of wheat, rice and maize, the 
major sources for human nutrition, has more than doubled. Without pesticides, food production 
would drop and food prices would soar. With lower production and higher prices, farmers 
would be less competitive in global markets for major commodities. Where overall crop 
productivity is low, crop protection is largely limited to some weed control, and actual losses 
to pests may account for more than 50% of the attainable production [12]. 

From the time when synthetic pesticides were developed after second World War, there have 
been major increases in agricultural productivity accompanied by an increase in efficiency, with 
fewer farmers on fewer farms producing more food for more people. A major factor in the 
changing productivity patterns, either directly or indirectly, has been the use of pesticides. 
Ensuring the safety and quality of foods and the increase in crop loss was accompanied by a 
growth in the rate of pesticide use. 

Let us suppose that: 

• P1 represents fuzzy set that points that the effect of using pesticide on production amount is 
“sustainable”. For sustainability we may assume that the value of base variable of the 
membership function may lie between 0,3 to 0,8; 

• P0 represents fuzzy set that points that the effect of using pesticide on production amount 
is “unsustainable”. For unsustainability we must have the value of base variable of the 
membership function must be greater than 0,8. 

Obviously P = {P1, P0}. Corresponding membership functions are given in Figure 7. 

Indicators of qualitative issues of pesticides on food quality 

In the first world countries, it has been observed that diet chart containing fresh fruits and 
vegetables far outweigh potential risks from eating very low residues of pesticides in crops [13]. 
Increasing evidence (Dietary Guidelines, 2005) shows that eating fruits and vegetables 
regularly reduces the risk of many cancers, high blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes, stroke 
and other chronic diseases [1]. 
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Figure 7. Membership functions of fuzzy sets P1 and P0. 

The current model of agriculture is designed to maximize profit by increasing production yields 
and quality of agricultural products, while reducing costs for both producers and consumers. 
In this regard, the use of pesticides has paid an enormous importance allowing controlling 
insects or fungal infestations or growth of weeds, either to handle immediate infestations or to 
anticipate long lasting problems. Pesticides can also be used to help protect seeds, or prolong 
the life of crops after they have been harvested. 

However despite their many merits and due to their inherent nature, pesticides are some of 
most toxic, environmentally stable and mobile substances in the environment. Their excessive 
use (misuse) especially in the developing countries, their volatility, long distance transports 
eventually results in widespread environmental contamination. In addition, many older, non-
patented, more toxic, environmentally persistent and inexpensive chemicals are used extensively 
in developing nations, creating serious acute health problems and local and global 
environmental impacts [14]. As a consequence of their extensive applications, most of the applied 
pesticides find their way as ‘residue’ in the environment into the terrestrial and aquatic food 
chains, where they undergo concentration and exert potential, long term, adverse health effects. 
Nevertheless, the perception on the risks that pesticides in food pose to human health relative 
to other dietary risks varies between consumers and scientists. Pesticides itself slowly start 
dissipating after these are sprayed. The rate at which pesticides are moved or dissipated varies 
with the nature of pesticide molecule, type and portion of food material and environmental 
factors [15]. From an effective point of view, food safety monitoring programs must consider 
all these possible situations. Therefore, the result of the processing studies should be as follows: 

• to provide information on the transfer of residues from the raw agricultural commodity to 
the processed products, in order to calculate reduction or concentration factors; 

• to enable a more realistic estimate of the dietary intake of pesticide residues; 

• to establish MRLs (Maximum Residue Limits) for residues in processed products where 
necessary, according to the requirements of national regulatory authorities or international 
standards. 

Production of safe and healthy food is a key priority in the worldwide. Recommendations are 
also given on those research challenges facing the study of the effects of fermentation on 
pesticide residues, as well as the effects of residues on food quality and safely. 

Let us express this statements in fuzzy sets. Let F be the set of all fuzzy sets which describe 
the effect of pesticides on the quality of food or crops. 

• F1 represent fuzzy set which shows that the impact of pesticide on the quality of food or 
crops is “sustainable”. For sustainability we may assume that the value of base variable of 
the membership function may be less than 0,4; 

• F0 represents the fuzzy set which shows that the impact of pesticide on the quality of food 
or crops is “unsustainable”. For unsustainability the value of base variable of the membership 
function then should be greater than 0,7. 

Obviously F = {F1, F0}. Membership functions of F1 and F0 are given in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Membership functions of fuzzy sets F1 and F0. 

Indicators of bio-diversities of pesticides on wildlife 

Wildlife may come into contact with pesticides in many ways. They can be exposed if they 

touch treated areas, eat treated plants, or drink contaminated water. Hidden nests or young may 

also be directly exposed to pesticides during an application. Pesticides that destroy habitat or 

food can also affect wildlife. Birds of prey were primarily affected; exceptions apparently are 

the result of lesser exposure because of different food habits. Many species of fish-eating birds 

are also affected. 

We may be familiar with colony collapse disorder and the effect it has on bee populations. 

Pesticides are non-discriminatory chemicals, meaning they impact both good bugs and bad 

ones alike. 

Atrazine, the most widely used pesticide in the United States, has been shown to cause sexual 

abnormalities in frogs. Atrazine is not water soluble, meaning when it rains, it can easily wash 

off crop fields and into surrounding watersheds without breaking down. Frog exposed to atrazine 

have exhibited multiple ovaries and testes or even frogs with both sets of gendered sex organs. 

This pesticide has been banned in Europe and has been linked to human cancers and 

reproductive disorders. 

Birds that come into contact with toxic pesticides (like neonicotinoids) have shown a decrease 

in breeding success, physical malformations, an impaired ability to avoid predators or migrate, 

and in some cases, pesticides can lead to death. 

Let us say that set W represents set of all fuzzy sets that describe the impact of pesticides on 

Animals and Birds (Wildlife), so: 

• W1 is fuzzy set that represents the impact of pesticides is “sustainable” and the value of 

base variable of the membership function may less than 0,4; 

• W1/2 is fuzzy set that represents the impact of pesticides is “tolerable” and the value of base 

variable of the membership function may be lie between 0,4 and 0,6; 

• W0 is fuzzy set that represent the impact of pesticides is “unsustainable” and the value of 

base variable of the membership function should be greater than 0,6. 

Obviously W = {W1, W1/2, W0}, and fuzzy sets of its membership functions are given in Figure 9. 

APPROXIMATE REASONING IN FUZZY MODEL 

Steps in approximate reasoning 

The computations of approximate reasoning for the assessment of SD is given in Figure 10. 

Six steps are involved: 1st step defines model input, sustainability indicator SIj and the base 
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Figure 9. Membership functions of fuzzy sets W1, W1/2 and W0. 

variable xj; 2nd step defines linguistic variable T̃ for input and m linguistic values T̃i, and also 

defines linguistic variable Õ for output and q linguistic values Õp (p = 1, 2, ..., q) regarding 

assessment µSD; 3rd step constructs membership function µij and µÕ ; 4th step computes 

degree of membership µij(xj); 5th step determines a fuzzy conclusion C̃; and 6th step draws a 

numerical assessment µSD. 

In approximate reasoning, 4th step is known as fuzzification, 5th step as fuzzy inference and 

6th step as defuzzification. 

Fuzzy rule base 

Approximate reasoning is the process of inferring a conclusion for a problem that cannot be 

observed directly (i.e. SD), but in the problem there are some things that can be observed directly 

(i.e. SI). In a fuzzy model applying approximate reasoning, the reasoning process is based on a 

series of r fuzzy rules Rk (k = 1, 2, ..., r), which together is referred to as the fuzzy rule base of 

the model. A fuzzy rule introduces us the contribution of SIj to SD by using of linguistic 

IF-THEN fuzzy rule base propositions. 

A proposition contains an antecedent (premise), the IF-part, and a consequent (conclusion), the 

THEN-part [16]. The premise can contain one and more facts “SIj is T˜i”. The conclusion 

contains a single fact “SD is Õp”, where linguistic value Õp defines a fuzzy assessment 

regarding SD (Õp ⊂ USD). Thus fuzzy rule Rk is the conditional statement 

 IF “SIj is T̃i” THEN “SD is O͂̃p”.  

For instance, if SI1 is “Pesticide impact on Human health”, T̃1 is linguistic value “Tolerable”, 

SD is “Sustainable Development”, Õ is linguistic variable, “Output” or “Achievement”, and Õ1 

is linguistic value “Very Good”, then fuzzy rule Rk reads: 

 IF Pesticide impact on Human health is Tolerable  

 THEN Sustainable Development is Very Good.  

Recall assessing the SD of Pesticide Use in Agriculture: SI1 is “Effect on Human health” (x1 

kg/hect), SI2 is “Impact on Environment” (x2 kg/hect), SI3 is “Production quantity” (x3 

kg/hect), SI4 is “Food quality” (x4 kg/hect), and SI5 is “Effect on Animals and Birds” (x5 

kg/hect). Further linguistic value (Tolerability) T̃1 is “Tolerable”, and T̃2 is “Intolerable”, and 

linguistic value (Output) Õ1 is “Very Good”, Õ2 is “Good”, Õ3 is “Average”, Õ4 is “Bad”, and 

Õ5 is “Very Bad”. 
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Figure 10. The scheme of a fuzzy model applying approximate reasoning to access the 

contribution of SI to SD. 

A fuzzy rule base comprising five fuzzy rules could read 

R1: IF SI1 is T̃1 AND SI2 is T̃1 AND SI3 is T̃1 THEN SD is Õ1; 

R2: IF SI1 is T̃1 AND SI2 is T̃1 AND SI3 is T̃2 THEN SD is Õ2; 

R3: IF SI1 is T̃1 AND SI2 is T̃2 AND SI3 is T̃1 THEN SD is Õ3; 

R4: IF SI1 is T̃2 AND SI2 is T̃1 AND SI3 is T̃1 THEN SD is Õ4; 

R5: IF SI1 is T̃2 AND SI2 is T̃2 AND SI3 is T̃2 THEN SD is Õ5. 

Rule R1, for example, reads “IF Pesticide effect on Human health is Tolerable AND Pesticides 

impact on Environment is Tolerable AND Pesticides on Production quantity is Tolerable THEN 

Sustainable Development (SD) is Very Good”; where ‘AND’ denotes a logical connective [17]. 

4th Step (Fuzzification), 5th Step (Fuzzy inference), and 6th Step (Defuzzification) will be 

illustrated based on the stated fuzzy rule base. 

FUZZIFICATION 

Fuzzification of model input refers to computing the degree of membership µij(xj). In the 

example of assessing SD of using Pesticides in Agriculture, the fuzzification for the hypothetical 

values (taken earlier) in computaion of SI1 results in µ11(x1)= 0,3; of SI2, µ12(x2) = 0,4; of SI3, 

µ13(x3) = 0,6. Further, T̃2 (“Intolerable”) is the fuzzy complement of T̃1 (“Tolerable”), so that 

µ2j(xj) = 1 –µ1j(xj) [17]: µ21(x1) = 0,7, µ22(x2) = 0,6, µ23(x3) = 0,4, Figure 11. 
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FUZZY INFERENCE 

Fuzzy inference is a two step process : the implication process and the aggregation process [18]. 

The implication process defines a fuzzy conclusion C̃k for each rule Rk. The aggregation process 

then defines an overall fuzzy conclusion C̃ for the entire fuzzy rule base. We use here Mamdani 

fuzzy controllers for fuzzy inference. 

The implication process first defines a value τk for the antecedent (premise) of the 

proposition in fuzzy rule Rk. If the antecedent (premise) contains a single fact “ SIj is T̃i”, 

then τk is defined by the degree of membership µij(xj). If the antecedent (premise) contains 

more than one fact, however, then τk is defined by a logical connective [9, 10] . 

Let us consider here Mamdani fuzzy controller in our fuzzy inference system to assess the SD 

of using Pesticides in Agriculture. For fuzzy rule Rk, the logical connective “AND” defines a 

fuzzy intersection operator to compute τk based on degrees of membership. Applying the 

min-operator for fuzzy rule R1, for example, results τ1 = min{0,3; 0,4; 0,6} = 0,3, Figure 11. 

The implication process then defines how τk implies a fuzzy conclusion C͂k based on the fact 

“SD is Õpˮ. The operator defined to implement the implication process in fuzzy rule Rk 

modifies membership function µÕp (construction of membership function µij and µÕp) to the 

degree specified by τk. Applying the min-operator for fuzzy rule R1, for example modifies the 

membership function µÕ1 by truncation at τ1 =0,3. The fuzzy conclusion C͂1 is the area under 

the truncated membership function, Figure 11. 

The aggregation process defines an overall fuzzy conclusion C͂ by selecting an operator to 

aggregate the C͂k . In a fuzzy rule base, rules are connected by the logical connective “ELSEˮ. 

In the example, the fuzzy rule then reads 

ELSE R1: IF SI1 is T͂1 AND SI2 is T͂1 AND SI3 is T͂1 THEN SD is Õ1, 

ELSE R2: IF SI1 is T͂1 AND SI2 is T͂1 AND SI3 is T͂2 THEN SD is Õ2, 

ELSE R3: IF SI1 is T͂1 AND SI2 is T͂2 AND SI3 is T͂1 THEN SD is Õ3, 

ELSE R4: IF SI1 is T͂2 AND SI2 is T͂1 AND SI3 is T͂1 THEN SD is Õ4, 

ELSE R5: IF SI1 is T͂2 AND SI2 is T͂2 AND SI3 is T͂2 THEN SD is Õ5. 

Each fuzzy rule stated expresses a situation regarding the contribution of three SI to SD. In 

approximate reasoning, rules R1 to R5 are true to a certain degree, as expressed by τ1 to τ5, which 

means that all rules contribute partly to the overall fuzzy conclusion C˜. The logical connective 

“ELSE” is defined, therefore, by the max-operator to enable a fuzzy union of C˜k [18]. The 

fuzzy conclusion C˜ is the area under the curve, Figure 11. 

DEFUZZIFICATION 

Conversion of the fuzzy conclusion C˜ from an area under the curve to a numerical assessment 

µSD i.e. to a crisp value is known as Defuzzification. Various methods of defuzzification are 

available such as Maximum membership principle (Height method), Centre of gravity method 

(one of the Centroid methods), Weighted average method (for symmetric membership 

function), Mean-max method (Middle of maxima), etc. [16, 17, 19-21]. 
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Figure 11. Approximate reasoning of a fuzzy model is represented graphically here to assess 

the SD amount of Pesticide Use. Five fuzzy IF-THEN rules are presented for three SI (i.e. 

Human health, Environment, Production quantity) to SD for the stated fuzzy rule base system. 

Approximate reasoning starts with fuzzification of model input x1, x2, x3 (in kg/hect). Fuzzy 

inference is a two-step process containing the implication process and the aggregation process, 

determines an overall fuzzy conclusion C͂̃ based on fuzzy conclusions C̃1 through C̃5 for the 

five rules. 
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Figure 12. In the stated fuzzy model, defuzzification of the overall fuzzy conclusion C̃ applying 

approximate reasoning to assess SD of amount of Pesticide Use in Agriculture is graphically 

presented. The Centre of gravity method divides the area under the curve C̃ into two equal 

subareas and hence determines µSD. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this article a preliminary study has been done to employ fuzzy logic to build a model for the 

use of pesticides leading towards sustainable development of agriculture. Here rules are defined 

for measuring the intensity of the sustainable development of agriculture using individual 

indicators, and any uncertainty in such process has been minimised. Using linguistic variables 

and rules, the model gives quantitative measures of human economical, ecological and social 

sustainability which are then combined into overall sustainability. 
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ltance of Vedic anrl Upanipudic Period

In the Vedic and (Jpani.sadic age, the practice of sat\ is a rnimetic ceremony. In the Rgveda,

- u,idow ascends the funeral pyre of her dead husband. Although she lies by the corpse of her dead
sband, she is told to rise and go forth with her new spouse to a life of progeny and property.

The Bramhanlta Arayanka of Black Yajurveda states that the rvidow should lie down on the
. i or north side of the corps according to Baudhayana, Sayana and Asvalayrtna, and the chief

rirner is to set fire to the pyre and should address the dead by saying: " O mortal, this woman
Lrr wife) wishing to be joined to you in a future world is lying by thy corpse,... grant her your

-rnission to abide in this world, and relinquish your wealth to your descendants".l
In the Vedic age it was customary forthe widow to lie by the side of her husband's corpse on

: luneral pyre, but instead of immolating herself she was asked to some down and a prayer was
e red that she would lead a prosperous life enjoying the bliss of children and rvealth. V/illson and

i1a Radhakanta Deva believe that the custom of sat| was prevalent during the Vedic and
:. crrti,yadic period under preview.l

rstance of Dhurmndtitra and Smriti literature
Wherever Brahmaic authority prevailed, the custom of satr began to spieacl. According some

.torians. the satr was practiced in Punjab even r.r,hen Alexander conquered India. But ir-r

leeasthenes, in Kautilya, in the Dharmoiatra or in early Smriti ,iatras like Manu's, Yojiiattolkaya',s
. ntainnoreferencetoscttt.Buttl-reyelaboratelydiscussofthedutiesof-rvomenandwidowsaslvell
. religious voluntary death in general. Only a few Dhcu'ntu,iatra and Smriti literature perurit sal1.

.Lt this custorr was not popr.rlar even in the ksotri.ya circle in c 500 B.C. Even the BLrddhist literature
es r.rot contain any specilic ref'erence to ,rrllr.

Vi,shrut and Vydsa Sailthitas permit the practice of scttr. The Vishnu Samhilo states that "on
:r.husband's death the r'vidou, should observe celibacy or should ascentthe funeral pyre atier hinr."5' 

tlsn Suhhilr7 also endorses that, "'l'he widon, of a Brcilmrara should either immolate herse ll in fire
rtlr the corpse of her deceased husband or observe a life-long vow of brahnracdrl,arl frorn that
:te."( Vyaso Salthita- Section on Crimes ). Veda-vasya Samhita states that "a brtihntalrn widorv
iitrld enter fire, clasping the dead bodv of her husband." r',Srr/r is extolled by Pctruiaro Suhhita and

. csests that a wif-e could purify her husband frorn the dead liest of sins if she burns herself on his
:reral pvre; her rcward would be to dwetl happily with hinr in heaven four eons.7 (pctra.iara ,sarhhilrj

- l r -32).
The Manu sahhita is entirely silent on the practice of .sctlt.8 Manu laid down detailed rules

::arcling the duties of women and of lvidows; clearly satr did not exist at that time.

lrrstance of In the Epic and Purutric Age
The ll.[cthabharota contains several instance of scttt.One of then llcTr]ri, the rvife of

,rrrlzr. who burnt herself u,ith her husband's corpse.(Adi-Parva-95.65). And four wifb of I/astrclevo -
-bLrrntthemselves w'ith hirn. Wherr Kri,sfinadies, one of his two chief rvife Rukntini con-rn'iits satT. lt
' also corroborated by the Visntr PurrTna and it is stated that eight queens of Krisna - entered fire on
is death.( Visnu Purana- V-38.2). In the (Ittarukanda of the RcTmayana(l7.15) refers to the self--

nrnolation ot- a Brahntal?d wor.nen -- the wit'e of a Bruhnrrrr,ri and mother ol Veclayctti -- who burnt
,'rself in tlie fire.

Some Purana',r make explicit reference to Sa/r. The Bhagovata Purana contains the
:t'erence to Gandhari, burning herself willingly on the death of her husband, Dharntaiatra.
Slragr:crta Pwanct-I.13.57) It is also mentioned inthe lfiohabhorata.The Padma Purana states that
ll the Yadava widow become sotT(Padma PLu'ana-UttraKhanda-Ch-219). The Gurada Purana
.,\axes eioquent over the self- irnrnolation of widow on their lTusband's pyre. over rriraculous power
I a Pativrata....... but pregnant wolnen or those that have young children should not do so'?.e The
tTratla Purana also mentions the same restriction on the condition of the women qualified for salr.(
itrocliya Ptrrana-Purvardha-7 .52-53) But Brahma, Brhannuradiya Ptrana suggest that during this

rme salr as mirnetic ceremony. In this tirr,e self-immolation of widow is not regarded rvith approval.
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There another form of sat\, called anumaraqa
her husrband after his cremation reSO lves to d le, prepares
ashes. There are several reference to onumararya.
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it occurs when the wl fb, earning the
funeral pyre and burnt wlth her hu

Kal das S Kumdrasambhava tbrmS that
wife o Kamdeva threw herself into

S nf fire. oIn Harsacar 'ita B,ana,
Rajyas ri-the SI ster of Harsa, chose anumarana.

Yasomot i-the mother of
been

Kamsutra(Yl. a,J speaks umor0na.
shown how Varaham ihira adm lres women for rh courage being

of GN

ln burnt wlth their hu S
Rajatarangini giVES several instances of satl, The tex narrate how when the queen of King
became a satT on her husband death, er letter ner an some

fo

J5 )
S

S h car d other man an her threed
fo lowed her
condemns anumara\a.

ln death. The Kathasaritsagara supports such INstances. But Bana
J

J

There are old scholar and commentators who were opposed to the practice of' sarl-Medhatithi' the commentator of Manu compares the practice or ritito syenayaga. It is like a manperformed by way of black magic to kill hii enemy. ir4edhatithi states that oiurioronoas a form ofsuicide' So it is forbidden to women la sabara and others denounce that anuntarana as odhcu.nru.asastriya'l5Anvarohana is also resisted to the Vedic text: "one should not leave tni, ,r.rl"rr;;;,;;;
has flnished one's allotted span of life.l6 so Brlhntarrr rvidows were only allorved oryavcn,ohona. butnot antrnrurana. Smritis also enjoin some restrictions on all w.idows,uives rvho have a chilcl tenderyears' who are pregnant, who have not attained puberty and who are in their monthly course clo notmount the fr-rneral pyre of their husl_.ands.',17

Instance of Jauhor in the Mediaeval Historv
The rnass fonn of satl representecl in the rite o1',Ictuhor. From early,origin Jauhor became arespected rite' It is a name conjured in tlie history of rnediaeval Hincig India. It also became corr,onamong the wives of RajpLrt tt'arriors, who deierminecl to burn themselves ancl gladly, elrbracedf'lames to avoid captivity and save honor of their lamilies fi'om the ,n.p.otr6i. atrocities at thehands of the victorious enemies, specially the Muslinis.r8

In the Mediaeval history. the rite of Jauhcrr find in the annals of Ra.iasthan. When Bahadur
Shah invaded chitore, the devastating flames flared up in tire sky of Rajasthan. It is lrappenecl therethat "Conlbustibles were quickly heapecl up in reservolrs and rnasazines excavated in tlie rocli undbrwhich gun-powder strewed. Karnavati, mother of the prince and sister of tlre gallant ArjLrn Har. ledthe procession of wiling victims to their doom and thirteen thousand fbmales u,-ere thus srvept e1t orcefi"om the record of life".le At tlie time of Sultan Alla-ucl-Din's invasion of Jasalnrer.. the her.esinspired their princesses to save their honors and to perfbrm of Jaultar to attain syrrgr. So the
'Iouhor cot.trmenced and twenty fourthousand females filom infancyto old age surrenclered their livesin the volcano of fire. "Bloocl flolved in torrents, while the snroke of tl]e pyre ascended to theheavens; not one feared to clie, every valuable rvas consunrecl rvith tlrern.,,20

In the mediaeval age. the institution. of_,ralz was respected and held in high esteelr by theHindus. In this time_literature also gives full olinstances of'sartt. i"M;;;r;ftr.'i1," prr.tice of srlrin his memoirs Tuzuki -i-Jahangiri : "lt is the custorr anrong the Hindus that after the cleath of theirhusbands wonlen burn themselves, whether from love, or tJsave the honor of their fathers. or fl.or,.-rbeing shanred by their son-in-law'"2r Muharnnrad_ Tughlaq ancl Akbar tried to stop the practice o1.
'satt' They issued a decree that no woman should buni against her will. The Sikh Guru Amar Dasalso proliibited the practice of sutl. The Adigrantha of tn.iit t', says: ,,They are not.rat^,who perishin the flames, o Nanak : satTs are those who iive on with a broken heart.,'22

Conclusion
The institution of 'satl or anumarana or Jouhar has originated frorn Hindr.r religiop anclculture' It is also the love and constancy of Hindu wol.nen who gave it a high character fbr devotio,as a voluntary sacrifice. It is symbolized as a voluntary self-willed deJr. But the opinio, anclpopular belief around sutthave been the topic of great deLate lor centuries. s'crlhas been argued asbeing against wolnen, but in many cases ln ancient India, women have chosen to carry out thispractice thetnselves voluntary. The information provided shows tl'tat sat:is still very controversial.
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: :,i.1-1cess of a wife killing herself willingly or voluntarily for the sake of her husband and her
.. honor was specially respected and i."n ur devotion. This opinion is no longer tenable.

-:h salz is rare but it is still being talked about.
..l..dern India does not justify the practice of satT. The Hindu scholar and reformer Raja Ram

- -r Roy takes up to reform the practic e of scttr and it is restricted under British rules and

- 'tion -XVII of 1829, which lead to abolish this practice'
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